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PREFACE
As one of India's nearest neighbours Nepal has been
susceptible to the political developments in India during
the past few decades. T h e gradual march of India towards
independence and democracy and, especially, her adoption
of the new Constitution in 1950, naturally, had their repercussions on the Nepalese people and politics. But Nepal
emancipated herself only recently from the autocratic rule
of the Kanas and set up a democratic Government under the
aegis of her king.
At present Nepal has assumed a position of particular
importance in relation to India. T h e British Government
in India treated Nepal as a closed preserve for the army
recruitment and as a hilly buffer between India and Tibet.
But, after Indian independence and Nepal's emancipation
from the despotic control of the Ranas, both these countries
have become partners in building the destinies of the common
man in their respective territories. Naturally, India's interest
in Nepal, and the latter's interest in India have increased
many times to-day.
T h e present relationship between these two countries
has, however, to be studied with reference to the IndoNepalese relations during the British rule in India, which for
obvious reasons, supply us with the background and help
us to get the correct perspective. Unfortunately, very little
of the history of these relations becomes known till one
reaches the Gurkha War (18 14-16).
T h e purpose of this work is to reconstruct the history
of the Anglo-Nepalese relations from the early days of the
British rule in India till the Gurkha war (1814). On this
period no connected or comprehensive study has yet been
made. Kirkpatrick's A n Account of the Kingdom of Nepaul,
Hamilton's Trade Relations, Oldfield's Sketches from Nipal,
Landon's Nepal, Ikbal Ali Shah's Nepal the Home of Gods,
Markham's Bogle and Manning, Prinsep's Military Transaclions have been found very useful for my work, but none
covers the entire period nor the different aspects which form

the subject-matter of this work. Kirkpiitrick, IJrinsep and
Markham are really valuable secondary sources. Most of the
other works are niore ot- less of travellers' interest.
About the Kinloch expedition some details nlay be found
in most of the above-mentioned works but these are of a fmgmentary nature and do not contain any critical analysis.
Prof. S. C. Sarkar's articles on Nepal rcfer to the Kinloch
Expedition, and to a very limited extent, to the frontier
question, but not to the Anglo-Nepalesc re1:itions as a whole.
I have gone through the original sources relating to the
Kinloch expedition ant1 I have endeavoured to make the
treatment analytical and critical.
T h e period subsequent to the death (1775) of Prithvi
Narayan Shah, the Gurkha King, till the Gurkha War (181416) is almost invariably dislnissed by writers on Nepal in a
few sentences. But I have come across abundant materials
for the reconstruction of the history of this period. Some very
interesting and at the same time highly important documents
have been found, and I have drawn upon these in narrating
the hitherto untold story of the Nepalese assistance to the
Nawab Vizier of Oudh in the Rohilla War at the request of
the Company's Government, and of the part played by the
wife of Warren Hastings in securing military help from Nepal
against Rajah Chait Singh of Benares.
I have consulted different series of records preserved in
the National Archives of India, New Delhi, and I have found
the following specially useful for my work: Letters to and
from the Court of Directors, Public Proceedings, Political
Consultations and Secret Consultations. A very important
document-Statement of everything that had passed between
the Nepal Gouernment and the English from first to last
(January 9, 1815) could not be traced in the Indian National
Archives. But on a reference to the Secretary, Commonwealth
Relations Office, London, I got a micro-film copy of this
document. It is a very important document and has thrown
new light on certain hitherto obscure or unknown facts of
the Anglo-Nepalese relations of the period dealt with by me.
I have tried to bring to light some important episodes in the
Anglo-Nepalese relations and to throw new light on topics
that have been dealt with by others.

Original sources, both published and unpublished,
secondary sources etc., consulted by me, have been shown in
the Bibliography in Appendix 'C'. In view of the fact that
I have based this work nlainly on pri~narysources, I have
saved myself the trouble of making bibliographical comments.
In quoting extracts, I have retained the spelling and
punctuation of the original documents.
In order to understand the Nepalese p i n t of view, I
have studied a few l~ookson Nepal written by the Nepalese
writers in their own language. My attempts to get assistance
from the Nepal Governnlent, through the First Secretary
to the Nepalese Embassy, New Delhi, however, did not
succeed.
I an1 deeply indebted to Dr. N. K. Sinha, M.A., Ph.D.,
Head of the Department of History, Calcutta University, for
the valued guidance I received from him.
Calcutta,
March 21, 1960.
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CHAPTER I

I N T K O l ~ U i C T I O N:

NEI'AL Ifi T H E M I D - E I G H T E E N T H CENTURY

s,
u p with
Nepal, one of India's closest n e i g l ~ b o u ~linked'
her by cultural and conlrrlercial ties from tinle imtneniorial,
has not yet received that arnount of attention froin Indian
scholars as she could reasonably have claimed. This appears
to be due, partly at least, to thc peculiar process of political
isolation through which she had been passing since the
later Hinclu period. Despite hcr intinlate political contact
with Indian Empires in the days of India's glory1 she
gradually passed out of Indian history during the medievrrl
and early modern periods. T h e clzief factor that coiiduced
to this seclusion was the peculiar geography of Nepal.
Of all influences that go to determine the course and
regulate the pace of the political, social, economic and cultural evolution of a people, that of physical geography is of
the greatest consequence. This fundainental truth has been
borne out very faithfully, hv the history of Nepal. She is
one of those countries whose history and political destiny,
and above all, relations with the neighhouring countries
have been to a n incalculable degree influenced by phvsical
geography. T h e peculiarities of Nepal's geograph y-peculiarities that relate to altitude, climate, river-systenl, conrendered her not only difficult of
figuration, etc.-have
access, and consequently secure against foreign attacks, b u t
capable of producing a martial race.
Nepal lies d u e north of India, and is almost a parallelogram in shape with a n appendix at thc north eastern
corner. Towards the north it runs along the southern range
of the Himalayas beyond which lie Chin2 and her dependency Tibet, while towards the south it skirts the borders
of the Indian states of Uttar Pradesh, Bihar and llTest
Bengal. From east to we5t it extends from the Mechi
I

(hlahananda) river and Sikkinl to the Sutlej. T h e longest
distance between the borders length\vise, is about 576 miles ;
its breadth varies from 80 to 144 miles. It conlprises
about 68,000 square miles of territory which rises in gradual
elevation froril the south towards tlre north, to the highest
known altitude of the globe. Yet the elevation, ranging
frorn 2 1,000 f t . to 29,000 ft. above the sea level, has nowhere
been so abrupt as to ~rlake Nepal or any part of it a
detached nlass of territory insofar as its physical relation
with India is concerned. I n fact, the Indian territories to
the north reach their natural frontiers only when they touch
the northern-most snowy range of the Himalayas.
T h e interior of Nepal has been cut u p into three distinct
parts of allnost equal size by mountains, viz. Nandadevi,
Dhabalgiri, Gosainthan and Kanchanjungha, all of which
stand at rightangles to the Himalayan range. Each of the
three parts thus formed-the
eastern, central and western
-is
washed by numerous streams, which combine, as they
flow down southwards, into three big rivers: the Gogra in
the western part, the Gandak in the central and the Kosi
in the eastern."

Although Nepal has been commercially and culturall\.
connected with India and other countries beyond her
frontiers yet the communication has never been easy, and
even during the period under review, i.e. under comparatively
modern conditions, it was extremely hazardous. No wonder,
she remained concealed from the world outside. During the
early days of the-British rule in India, Nepal remained in a
state of political, cultural and economic seclusion, except
insofar as it was broken by her feeble commercial relations with the territories of China, Sikkim, Tibet and the
districts on the northern borders of the Indian states of
Uttar Pradesh, Bihar and West Rengal. Nepal also served
as a channel through which the Indo-Tibetan trade relations
subsisted.
Ignorance sometimes lends charm to places, and lack of
knowledge about Nepal coupled with occasional flow of
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Tibetan gold through her into Rengal, invested ller with a
mystery. Exaggerated notions about Ne11al's wealth naturally
found an easy currency anlong the r
t It was witlely
believed, although erroneously, that Nepal containctl several
gold ~nines.
T h e conlnlercial relations b e t ~ w e r i Nepal and Hengal
may reasonably be said to date frorrl the e;wliest times of
Indian history. During the niedioval period, :tltllough our
knowledge of thc times is alrllost nil, tllerc can I)c little
clo~tbtthat some kirlcl of cont'lct, presunlably througl~trade
and conlnlerce, was maintained. I'llis fact is borne out by
the adoption of the Pcrui;~n clesignations and exprcs\ions
like Hur-kazt.~.c,
Kazee.r, S l ~ h h . Ot?lrolr\
~,
etc., hv the Nel~alese. F'urtller, Mr. Hogle's reference" to certain articles of
merchandise as also Capt. Kirkpatrick's' list of exports and
inlports of the t ~ . ocountries leave little doubt that trarle
relations between Nepal and India, particularly, Bengal,
had been contin~lingfor centuries before the conling of the
British in T n d i a . 1 n fact, the Nepalese copper held a sort
of monopolv in the Indian market For it5 quality, and it
was only after the introduction of a cheaper variety of copper
by the British that the fornlei- was ousted from the Indian
Market.
Indeed the economic potentialities of Nepal were responsible for drawing the secluded land of mystery once
again into the arena of Indian politics in the second half
of the eighteenth century. During that period of transition
the history of India was characterised by two opposing
forces: the breaking and the making of empires. T h e
hloghul Empire was on its last legs, its every part contested
by aclventurers. T h e Maratha Empire was soon to receive
at Panipat (1761) a shattering blow which doomed it to disintegration. I t was in the midst of these political changes
that one of the most decisive battles of the world was fought
and won by the English in Bengal, viz.: the battle of
Plassey (1757), which marked the beginning of the transition of the East India Company from a mercantile firm
into a political power in India. I t was particularly fortunate for the British that their first steps towards political
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in India fitted 50 well into the throes of indigenous
e n i p i r o in dissolution.
\lThile in the plains of India the indigenous potverb
were hcirlg replaced by the British, in the regions I~eyond
her nortllcln borders, a parallel ~novernentwas in progre,s :
the ( ; ~ ~ r k I ~were
; l s conquering the whole of Nepal for tlle~nsclvc-s. 'l'llese two parallel forces, after h w i n g acquired
enough strerigth and territories within their respecti\ e
rcgions, nlet each other on the com~ilonborder-the
'I'erai,
extending nearly to eight hundred nliles-to dccide \\,hich
of the two-the
Gurkhas or the Britijh-were
to control
the tract of the Himalayan 1 erai.
When the English Company was fast undel-going a
riletan~orphosisfr8onl a comnlercial coinillunity into a political power, Prithvi Narayan, the Gurkha Chief, was laying the foundation, of his p-eatnes. l ' h e Gurkhas i l l hal~itedthe place of the same name, which was one of the
four sovereign principalities into which Nepal then was
divided. These were: Katmandu, Patarl or Lalita Patan,
Bhatgong and G u r k h a . T h e Gurkhas comprised the Khas,
Magars, Gurungs and a few others of the eleven recognised
divisions into which the Nepalese then were divided.' They
were a recklessly brave and hardy race of people. For such
a brave and hardy, and instinctively militant people whose
natural geography developed them into a martial race, it
was only natural to seek expansion of territories, and under
the able leadership of their Chief, Prithvi Narayan, thc
Gurkhas launched upon a career of conquest. T h e territorial expansion of the Gurkhas was rapid, and soon the
three Chiefs of Katmandu, Patan and Bhatgong begail to
feel the weight of the Gurkha arms and lose grounds to the111
till the whole of Nepal came under the sway of the Gurkha
Chief. I t is i n the context of this gradual expansion of
the Gurkhas that the Anglo-Nepalese relations arc to be
studied. T h e most remarkable and peculiar feature of
the English political expansion in the East was that cornmercial expansion preceded the political. Llle shall, first
trace the commercial relations between the English and the
Nepalese, and in that connection study their political
relationship.
r
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I11
From the earliest times a brisk trade existed between
Nepal and the Indian districts on the Nepal border. 'The
Indian districts which particularly parlicipated in this trade
and through which imports fro111 N e l ~ a lwci-e rlistributcd all
over Bengal and exports to Nepal were sent, arc: 1)chra
Dun, Gonda, Basti, Gorakhpiu-, Rhu-aich, Champaran,
Purnca, Darbhangn, e tc. T h e 1ists of exports and imports
through these districts, during thc early days of the British
rule in India, show a large n u ~ i l l ~ eofr items i n cornrnon.
T h e niost valuable items of import were, however, the
Tibetan gold ingots and gold dust, which, as it has already
been remarked, were erroneously believed to have been
Napalese gold. T h e inflated notion about the Nepalese
opulence, which g;iined currency also among the English
traders in Ben@, naturally made them interested in the
Nepalese trade. Under the peace-loving Newar Kings of
Nepal, the Anglo-Nepalese trade made a good beginning.
T h e East India Company began to take part i n the Nepalese
trade by the way that it sent merchandise to the bordering
districts wherefrom it would be exported to the transHimalayan regions. T h e most volumirious item of import
from Nepal was rice of which "200,000 maunds and upwards entered the district (Gorakhpur) i n a single yearu8
Other grains, ghee, oil-seeds, spices, hides, copper, etc.,
constituted the most important items of imports from Nepal
which would purchase a huge quantity of English as well
as country-made cloth, yarn, small amounts of grains, sugar,
salt, dried fish, etc. Nepal would also send sheep and
goats and import poniesg T h e district of D u n used to get
hardwares of all descriptions, cotton cloth, cotton blankets,
sugar, tobacco, food-grains, dried fruits, spices etc., from
different parts of India and send them to the hills. T h e
biggest purchaser was Nepal. From the hills India
received coarse blankets, rice, ginger, turmeric, red gum,
resin, timber, potatoes, opium, etc.1° T h e district of
Bharaich exported grains, salt, cotton goods, sugar, tobacco,
etc., to Nepal and imported rice, timber, oil-seeds, fibrous
products, etc. T h e registration posts through which the
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import and the export trade passed were Qutbgarli, Babaganj, Janlnia, Kataniaghat, Bichia and Bharatpur.
Sirnilar trade relations existed between the district of
Gonda aild Nepal . I 1 Basti district imported fronl Nepal
ulihuskeci rice, wheat, srriall quantities of barley, millet,
granl, ~"flsesand exported cotton goods, metals, salt, sugar,
oil, \vool, etc.. Orie of the important trade routes to Nepal
lvas through Chalnl~aran. 'I'he bulk of the import trade
consisted of rice and paddy and export trade, of cotton
piece gootls, salt, sugar and kerosene o i l . ' V r a d e between
the district of Purnea and Nepal had long been of great
importance. T h e export-import trade was of the same
nature as bctween the other Indian districts and Nepal.
T h e chief trade routes to Nepal were (a) Nawal~ganj
to Dwiaganj, (b) Amona via Sahibganj to Dwiaganj, (c) Mirganj to Sahibganj, (d) Kusanlba to Pathardewa, (e) Kursatkata LO Rangcli, (f) Rajola via Dhobi to C ~ r a ,(g) Ifegha
via Harecha to Jhontiaki, (h) Sikti to Rangeli, (i) Dhubeli
via Kochaha to Chailghazi in Nepal, (j) Phul~vari via
Teragach to Chailghazi.
Another almost equal number of routes was later on
developed to facilitate trade between the Indian districts
referred to above and Nepal and the hilly regions. T h e
Nepal Government used to levy export and import duties,
any evasion whereof would be punished with a double
duty, if detected. Persons who had their permanent residence in Nepal were allowed to pay a consolidated sum
towards tariff duties annually.
T h e Industrial Revolution i n England added to the
importance of the Anglo-Nepalese trade and commerce.
During the first half of the eighteenth century the East
India Company's import from England consisted of bullion
and woollens. Not less than 74% of the import was
covered by the bullion and the rest by woollens. For a
long time past woollens were the staple manufacture of
England.13 I t was by the middle of the eighteenlh century
that cotton fabrics started improving as a result of inventions of new methods. But till then the British-made
woollen goods and only one variety of cotton fabrics called
Broad Clotlz used to be imported. These, ho~vever,had a
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very p o r market in India and more often than not, had
at a loss. rl'his perturbed the Court of Directon
to be
who asked the Calcu tla Council to cxl~lorethe Hiltlalayan
regions for the clisposal of the ivoollens."
The East Inclia Coillpany had also a plan to exl~loit
the fir tirnl~erfroill the 'l'er-ai. E\.cn l)efol.c the (;urkkla
tonqilest of Nepal, the East a
o
:111d the (:ourt
of Directors got interested in the fir triicle. 111 his letter
to ttlc c.ourt of IIirectors, one Col. Barker',' wrote. "Bettiah
will, I ttlink, hc of consiclcral~leconsequence to the Conlpany. Its firs \\.ill aKorc1 masts for ;dl stlips in lndia which
must produce a new and considerable trade with other
nations in India as well as advnrlt;lgeous to our own shipping. Gold and cinnamon are also found here, the latter
we gather in thc j~lngles. T i m b e r as large as ilcvcr I ha\/e
seen, nlusk and elephants' teeth t>esicles rnarly other commodities I have not yet got kno~~~lec1g.e
of".'" T h e Fir
Scheme, although eventually given up, uvas pursueti rvitll
great earnestness upto 1772. I n his letter to the Governor
General and Council at Fort IYilliaul, one Mr. Peacock
wrote about the efforts he had been making to cut clown
firs from Morung forests and how he had succeeded in getting the sole right of cutting fir and Saul wood from the
Ameerpore kIorung, from the local Rajah (Coran Sein).
Coran Sein, Rajah of Morung" who wanted to enlist the
support of the English in punishing the Gurkha Rajah
Prithvi Narayan Shah who had "seized 10 or 15 villages"
belonging to him, granted to the English the right of cutting wood in the following terms: "Whatever Fir or Saul
timbers, what elephants, spices, etc., and what country is
on the borders b f the hills a n d whatever is the product of
the hills are all given upto you".16
Such were the early trade relations between the
English and Nepal. T h e Nepalese trade was of special
importance to the East India Company, for the latter had
a n idea of linking u p their China trade through Nepal.
Besides, Nepal served as the channel through which AngloTibetan trade was also being conducted. All the same,
things were still in a formative stage and the English had
not yet taken any determined step with regard to their

tiade with Ncpal although they were convinced of the possibilities of the Nepalese trade ill particular. Hut soon occasion arose which compelled the attention of the English
to the an'airs of Nepal and the ueighbouring regions.

I t has already been pointed out that the Nepal \'alle)
was tli\'idcd into four sovereign principalities. But in tlic
iiliddlc of the eiglitecnt 11 century the Gurkhas rose into pronlirleilce and began sul>dui~lgthe three other principali t i o
of Yatan, Bha tgorlg a r ~ dKatniandu.
T h e Gurkha Chief under ~vliom tile Gurkha po\i.er
rose into pre-eminence was Pi-it1li.i Naiaya~l Shah, son of
Narb11up;ll Slixli. It. was the latter ~ v h ofirst iliooted the
idea of uniting the ~vhole of Nepal under the Gurkha
house. But it was not given liiiii to realise his anlhition.
His son Pi-ithvi Narayari, however, translated the idea of a
united Nepal into a reality.
Prithvi Narayan succeeded his father in 17-42,'' rather
early in life. H e was a n intrepid soldier and an astute
politician. H e spent the first se\en years in the consolidation of his kingdo111 and in prepai-ation for what lvas to
come next. From 1749 he began his offensive against his
neighbours. Navakote was the first place to feel the weight
of the Gurkha arms but due to divided command on the
Gurkha side the latter was defeated. Upon this, Prithvi
Narayan came to Benares where his father-in-law Abhinlan
Singh, a Rajput Chief, procured for hiin some fire ai-ins
a n d a quantity of ammunition. O n his return to Gurkha,
Prithvi Narayan first took steps to defeat Nairakote i n the
diplomatic field. H e entered into friendly alliance ~ r i t h
the Chiefs of Lumjung, T a n h u and Palpa. T h i s done,
Prithvi Narayan sent an army against Navakote from three
directions. T h e Chief of Navakote was signally defeated
and his country passed into the hands of the Gurkhas.
Prithvi Narayan's next strategy was to conquer a11 the
places round the Nepal valley, that is, Katmandu and the
neighbouring regions, and thereby to create a n econonlic
crisis in order that the conquest of Nepal valley might be-
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corne easier. H e attacked Kirtipur, a dependency of Patan
:ind ;i strategic post coninlantling tlre Nepal valley, biit wan
\ignally defeiitecl ((1757). I'ri~livi N;rray;~rl made good llis
escape froin the battle field but his minister Kalu Pnrlde
was killecl in action. Kalu Yarlde was a n able acl~ilinistrnto~
and a great organisel-. His tleath rncnnt a great loss t o the
Gurkhas arid it was riot until 176.3 that they were in a position to resume the policy of conquest.
111 1763, the Gurkhas concluered Muckwanpur, one of
the gateways to Nepal from Bengal. T h e conquest ot
Muckwanpur, however, bronght Prithvi Narayan in collision
with Mir Qasi~rbNawab of Rengal. Hikranl Sein, Icing of
Muckwanpur, was taken prisoner by Prithvi Narayan.
Upon this, Kanak Singh, another local Chief, complained
to Nawab Mir Qasirn and requested his intervention. "In
consequence of this complaint, the Nabob himself crossed
over sending Gourgeen Cawn before him who arrived near
Muckwanpur where his whole army being destroyed the
Nabob returned to Patna"."
I t may be mentioned here
that Mir Qasini's expedition was not solely determined by
the consideration to help the irliprisonecl Chief Bikram Sein
of Muckwanpur on the representation of the latter's friendly
neighbour Kanak Singh b u t also by Gurgin Khan's eagerness to test the strength and skill of the troops whom he
had disciplined and of the artillery which he had trained.
Gurgin Khan's lust for the Nepalese gold was another cause
of his earnestness to lead the expedition, although the
Nawab was counselled against it.21
T h e defeat of the expedition was so complete that
Gurgin Khan was obliged to retreat without stopping,
having lost a great number of his men and "leaving many
stands of arms"."
T h e repercussions of Mir Qasim's expedition upon the Gurkhas could be traced i n their suspicion
about the intentions of the rulers of Bengal. I t was not
unnatural for them to look upon this expedition only as a
precedent which would be followed by the rising British
Power in Bengal.
I n 1765, Prithvi Narayan attacked Kirtipur again. The
with which the Gurkha conquerors had dealt with
the natives of Kirtipur struck terror into the hearts of the
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neighbouring people and made the subsequent Gurkha
concluests easier, for none dared to incur the wrath of the
Gurkha Chief by making any attempt at self-defence
against an enemy so strong and ruthless.
T'rith\li Narayan's conquest of the \+-holeof Nepal \+.as
renderetl easier by thc internal dissensions ainong the Nepal
ru1el.s. Karljit Malls, Chief of Bhatgong, in his quarrel
14.itll tlle Chiefs of l'atan and Katmandu in\loked the assistance of the (Gurkha Chief Prithivi Naraya11.~' As it happened
in the history of rnany a country, the jealous Chief of
Bhatgong illstcad of bringing an ally in Pri thvi N a r a ~ a n ,
hrougl~t;i new master.
Soon he repented his indiscretion and sought to com1munc1 his quarrel with the Chiefs of I'atan and Katmandu
in order to offer a joint resistance to the Gurklla Chief.
But it was too late, for the mischief had already been
done.'"ri
thvi Narayan first took possession of Bhatgong
and next he invested Patan (1767). T h e rapid expansion
of the Gurkha dominions and the growth of the Gurkha
power round the Nepal valley placed Jayprakash Malla, the
Chief of Katmandu, in a state of siege. All egress and ingress having been stopped, Katmandu was faced with the
danger of being starved to submission. Jayprakash in this
predicament sought military assistance from the English in
Bengal. T h e step was no doubt taken in sheer desperation, for there was hardly any power in the hills with
which Jayprakash might enter into any fruitful alliance
against the Gurkhas. T h e English seized the opportunity,
not without reason, and decided to send a n expedition to
relieve Jayprakash, the Chief of Katmandu.'"
1 . Vide: Classical A g e : Edited by hlajumdar 8- Pusalkcr, p p . 8. 60,
85, 138 ; also T h e Age of Imperial K a n a u j : Editcd by Majulndar 8- Pusalker,
pp. 49, 59.
2. For the topographical details I am indebted to Oldfield: Sketclrc~s
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KINLOCH EXPEDITION
Separatist tendencies of the three principalities of
Katlnandu, Bhatgong and Patan were indeccl the 'real cause
of their undoing. 'I'he Gurkhas took the fullest advantage
of this dissension among the Chicfs of the Nepal valley,
took thein onc l ~ yone and defeated theln all. ]a)-prakash,
tile Chief of Katnlandu, was 611e of the last to i e subdued
by the C;urkhas. H e had ~ratchedthe growth of the ~ > o ~ . e r
of the English East India Conlpanv in Berlgal and did riot fail
to realise that the only dependablk military power in Hindostan was the English Con~pany. As i t has already becn
observed, the Newar king Jayprakash Mallal courted the
British out of sheer desperation. Had there l ~ e e nany power
in the hills with which he might have entered into a fruitful
alliance, Jayprakash rvould have surely avoided a n alliance
with the East India Company whose rise to politicxl ascendancy must have been watched by him not entirely without
suspicion, although the policy of the Newars towards the
English was not one of total exclusion. But adversity brings
strange bed-fello\vs and the Newar Chief, when hard pressctl,
chose the lesser of the two evils.
Nepalese Vakeels were sent to Mr. Golding, the English
Comnlercial Agent at Bettiah, to solicit British help on behalf
of the hTewarChief Jayprakash of Katmandu against Prithvi
Naravan. T h e purport of the conversation between the
~ e ~ i l e Vakepls
se
and Mr. Golding
communicated to hlr.
Thomas Rumbold, the Company's Chief at Patna, on the 6th
of April, 1767. A copy of Mr. dolding9sletter was fonvardetl
by Mr. Rumbold to Mr. Verelst, the then Governor, on the
18th April, 1767. I n his letter containing the purport of his
conversation with the Nepalese Vakrels Mr. Golding made
out a strong case for sending an expedition to the relief of
the Newar Chief. Mr. Golding emphasised the justifiability
of such an expedition not only on moral grounds, for, "it
would be rescuing a large city from plunder and s\vorcl", but
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also on the ground of the possible advantages which the East
India Company would gain thereby. Further, hlr. Gelding
pointed out, the Gurkhas had already "encro~~clied
up011 uh
not a little" and in the event of the loss of the Nepal vallq
to the Gurkhas, tlie Fir Sclren~e'would have to be given up
and even Bettiah, which calne ill the Co~ilpany's~~ossessio~~
after the Battle of Buxar, 1763, would be exposed to tile
plundering raids of the Gurkhas. If, o n the ot1ler hand, the
Newar Chief was successfully relieved, the English would
certainly earn his gratitude which would facilitate the opening of corrlrllunication with China through Nepal and this
would be of great consequence to the Company. Lastly,
Golding pointed out that at any event, the English would
shortly be required to oppose the Gurkhas for the safety of
the Fir Scheme as well as the reveriues of Bettiah, and the
most prudent step under the circunlstances would be to
strike the Gurkhas before they had gained sufficient strength,
and that again, without any expenditure on the Company's
part since the Newar Chief was offering to bear all costs of
the expedition.
I n the mantime, Yrithvi Narayan, who must have had
enough means of contact with the plains and who must have
been keeping the strictest watch upon the enemy (Jayprakashj, realised the danger of a military alliance between
the Newar Chief and the East India Company, and began
taking steps to forestall the move. H e addressed a letter to
Mr. Thomas Rumbold, the Chief of Patna, requesting his
protection for a visit to Patna, presumably to strike an alliance
with the English Company or at least to prevent one between
the Newar Chief and the English. Mr. Rumbold communicated Prithvi Narayan's request to Mr. Verelst, President of
the Select Committee, with a forwarding letter in which he
observed as follows : "The trade from Nepal which formerly
was considerable has been entirely stopped by these invaders
(the Gurkhas) ; small force, I am assured, would be sufficient not only to raise the siege but entirely to reduce the
Goorcally Rajah to obedience. T h e latter is so apprehensive
of our assisting the Nepal Rajah (Jayprakash) that I have a
letter from him the other day, desiring he might be allo~ved
to visit Patna and that protection might be afforded him".3
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This letter was considered by the Select Conlnlittee on the
30th April, 1767, along with that of Mr. Galding which
c,ontainecl Jayprakash's request for assistance. T h e Select
Cornniittee decided to send riiilitary assistance to the Newar
I<ajah Jayprakash, after trying ~ricdiationur~hichthey knew
M'OUI(Ibe ineffectual. 111 their letter of the salne date (April
30, 1767) the Select Committee instructed Mr. Rumbold to
rernorlrtr-ate with I'rithvi Narayan so that he nlight "\vithdraw his troops frorii Nepal and desist from molesting the
Raja with who111 we are upon terms of amity ; that the
honour and interest of the Conlpany require we should treat
hini as a declared
I n the nlcantime the Select Comnli ttee directed Capt.
Kinloch, who had been earlier sent on an expedition against
the Raja of Tipperah,' to proceed with all expedition to
Monghyr and thence to Patna so that he might be in readiness
to lead the expedition against the Gurkha Rajah should
remonstrances prove ineffectual. T h e decision was conlniunicated to Col. Smith.G Thus military intervention was
almost a foregone conclusion.
T h e considerations that weighed with the Select Conlmittee to decide in favour of sending military assistance to
Jayprakash can be gathered from their letters to Mr. Rumbold7 and to the Court of Directors"rom
their proceedings
of the 30th April (1767), from Mr. Rumbold's letter to the
Select Committee9 and from Mr. Golding's letter to Mr.
Rumbold.I0 T h e revival of the declining, almost dead, trade
relations with Nepal and the opening u p of China trade
through Nepalese territory were two of the prime considerations that led the Select Committee to decide to render
military assistance to the Newar Rajah Jayprakash. T h e
scarcity of specie in Bengal due to huge drainage in consequence of China investment made it necessary to open new
avenues of earning bullion. Nepalese gold would remove
the scarcity of the current specie, they thought. "\.2Tc are
strongly induced to prosecute the intended expedi tiorl in to
that country. In the present declining state of commerce and
scarcity of current specie, we the more readily embrace a
measure which promises to open new sources of trade and
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stores of money to replace those arinunl drains of Treasury,
we arr direfled to riiake for supplying (=tiina invest~~~ent".ll
Apart froln the purely cotnrliercial considerations, tlie security
of Bettiah against recurrent incursions from the adjaceat
'rerai and Pi-ithivi Narayan's threa tcned foi.cil~leo(.c.upation
of the \/illages north of the Kcttinlr 1)order deniandetl military
action against the Gurkha Rajah.
Under instructions from the Select Co~iillrittee Capt.
Kinloch proceeded to P a t ~ i awhere he was asked to await
further instructions froni Mr. Rulnbold. T h e Select Committee's action in directing Kinloch to proceed Erotn Tipperah
to Monghyr and thence to I'atnn withollt consulting Col.
Richard Smith, the Cotnrnander-i n-Chief was contrary to all
traditional systems of military subordination and is, therefore, inexplicable. I t is not a little curious that the Select
Comnlittee considered it wise to present a lait nccortz/)li to
Col. Snlith who should have been normally the person to
pronounce on the advisability or otherwise of sending a nlilitary expedition to a strange ancl unknown country.
Pursuant to the Select Conlmi ttce's decision to render
military assistarlce to the Ne~varChief Jayprakash Mnlla, Mr.
Kumblod and Cnpt. Kinlocll \\.ere busy gathering a11 relevant
information likely to help the expedition to success. I n the
meantime Prithvi Narayan was perelnptorily asked to accept
the English mediation to which he sent a n evasive reply.''
I n June 1767, the Nepalese Vakpel.\ Muktan Unda (Muktananda?) and Faqir Ramdoss who came to solicit English help
on behalf of the Newar Rajah were exanlined by Capt.
Kinloch at Patna. T h i s was done with a view to eliciting
every information of military iinportance. T h e strength of
the Gurkha army, as the Vnheels said, was near about 50,000
of which again, only 20,000 were stationed in the Nepal
Valley and the rest was engaged i n cultivation in their native
places. T h e i r arms comprised bo1i.s and arrows, swords and
matchlocks. Information regarding roads and fords, food
and drinking water was also obtained. T h e ~ a k e e l smade no
secret of the fact that there was no time to lose, for with
break of monsoon the hillv paths woulcl becomc unsafe and
the hill rivers unfordable. T h e y also informed Capt.
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Kinloch how Prithvi Narayan had "taken tell principal
cities and ~>ossessionof all his (Jayprakash's) country" and
h:td kclx the towns of Katnlandu, Patan, Bhatgong and
Zeenly (.$zc) all closely I,lwkacled".13
IVhat ~vau most against Jaypraknsh, as the P'akeels
I~ointt.dout, was that the rains would not make any material
tlifference in the affairs of the Gurkha Rajah, "his different
lirles of circurnvalla~ionbeing of chains of small forts o r
llitleouts round the places ,blockaded within which there are
comiliodius houses for his people free fro111 rain"." A plan of
the Gurkha attack, presumably intercepted, was also gi\.en by
the Vakeels. As to the stages of journey to be done by the
expeditionary force, a plan was also drawn u p by Muktan
Unda himself.
T o test the veracity of the statements of the Vakeels to
Capt. Kinloch they were again examined by Mr. Thomas
Kumbold. T h e i r statements to Mr. Rumbold were found
to corroborate their earlier statements to Capt. Kinloch. It
must be noted that Mr. Rumbold followed a very peculiar
method of testing the veracity of the Nepalese Vakeels.
H e seems to have thought that the reliability or otherivise
of the Vaheels would depend on the extent to which they
could depose in corroboration of their former statements
to Capt. Kinloch. T h e Vakeels were sufficiently intelligent
not to depose differently to two representatives of the Company whom they had approached for help. Mr. Rumbold,
obviously, relied o n the method of examination-in-chief
and cross-examination of a witness in a witness box and
proceeded to decide on the question of the veracity of the
statements with reference to the extent of discrepancy, if
any. Rut the second examination of the Nepalese Vakeels
certainly did not eliminate the chance of their misrepresenting'or at least overstating the real affairs as it was actually
found to be the case later.
T h e total distance to be covered by the expeditionary
force was 96 coss,l"nd
the journey had to be completed by
eleven stages, during the last six stages of which the Nepal
Rajah undertook to provide coolies and provisions. T h e
stages of the journey to be performed were as follows:

2
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C OSS

Patrla to Hodgepore
to Darbhailga
to Uawah
lo Jaririuipore
to Jelad bas

...

"

Dumjah
to Poilautee

1

Water & Provisions to be
niet witli ac all tllese

... 7
s1agcs.
. . . 12 ...
... 6 ... Watcr but

to Kannybapa
...
to Siddley
...
to Kurcoate
...
to Jungajulu near
to Daupchali

3

...
...
.. .

p1-ovisions.
9 ...
-do-do9 .. Water & Provisioils
6 ...
-do-do-

6 ...
10 . ..

110

Water b u t no provisions,
Kajali to supply provisions
at

G ...

Daupclla1i.l"

I n reply to his letter containing the above details the
Select Conllllittee wrote to Mr. Kunlbold stressing the
wisdom of abandoning the expedition unless the latter was
fully convinced of the highest probability of suc~ess.'~"We
repose", wrote the Select Committee to Mr. Rumbold, "too
much confidence in your prudence and zeal for the service
to entertain any suspicion that you will suffer yourself to
be deluded by false reports and exaggerated accounts into
a scheme, the defeat of which would bring dishonour upon
our arms and deeply reflect on the conduct of the Committee. We must positively insist upon your relinquishing
this expedition unless you have fullest conviction that it
must be attended with success, since at this distance we
cannot be competent judges of the degree of credit to be
allowed to the reports of the Vakeels and Faqir
and the
other advices you may have received".'"
T h e Select Committee was even more cautious in their
instructions as to the progress of the expedition. I t was
forcefully enjoined upon Capt. Kinloch that should the
Nepal valley be fully occupied by the Gurkha Rajah Prithvi
Narayan, during the progress of the expedition, Capt.
Kinloch must not proceed further and, instead, keep his
army at "Bettiah country". Should he encounter unexpected difficulties either from the "Season, the situation of
'the country or the power of the enemy so as to render
dubious the success of the expedition", the expedition
should not proceed further. I n case of success, however,
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tile expcditiorlary force ~ ~ toa refrain
s
froin pillage or oppression, and to "engage the affection alld conficleilce of the
Rajah by every tie of gratitude and esteem".lu
One cannot o\,crlook the rllost unhusinessl ike manner
in .cvl~iclltlie ~vliolc:pi-oceedings i.elating to the sentling of
the expedition were conducted.
In the first place, too much confidence \\.as placed in 311.
l<~l~lihol(i's
optinlisln 1vhic11 \vas I~asedon the slatenlents of
the Nel~alese Vulieels un\~erified by any independent
enquiry. Neglect of independent enquiry and reconnaissance, to say the least, is irlconsistent wit11 military ideas
of security and precaution.
I n the second place, Mr. Ruinbold and Capt. Kinloch,
in their anxiety to expedite the inarch of the expeditionary
force, overlookccl the extremely hazardous nature of the
journey as well as thc very important warning gi\,en by the
Nepalese Vakeels in June 1767, that there was no time to
lose in view of the inlpending outbreak of the Inonsoon.
Neither the Select Committee nor Mr. Rumbold nor did
Capt. Kinloch realise that some more time would inevitably
be lost before the troops could actually have marched off.
Although in view of the assertion of the Nepalese
Vakeels, corroborated by the Capuchin missionaries in
Nepal and at Rettiah, that Jayprakash, the Rajah of Katmandu, would not be in a position to hold his own against
the Gurkhas beyond a short period, the anxiety of Mr.
Rumbold and Capt. Kinloch may seem to be somewhat
justified, yet it is difficult, on a dispassionate view of the
whole situation, to exonerate them of the charge of raslzness and irresponsible conduct for ordering the troops to
march off without having ensured supply of provisions at
every stage of the hazardous journey and for overlooking the
fact that monsoon had already commenced.
I n the third place, the strength of the troops sent was
hopelessly inadequate in view of the formidable task the\
were required to perform. Not only this, Capt. Kinloch
before starting on the expedition had reduced the nunlber
of the officers to the minimum. This was due to the fact
that Mr. Rumbold and Capt. Kinloch had under-cstinlatecl
the strength and fighting capacity of the Gurkhas.
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Lastly, the Select Committee also did not act with
caution, although their instructions to Mr. Kuln1n)ld with
regard to the sending of thc expeditiori were cautious
enough. I hey did not care to consult Col. Si~ii
th, the
Comnlnnder-in-Ct1ief, on the advisability of sendirlg the
cxpetlition. This was probably due to tlrcir great con
fideilce in the fighting abilities of the British a r n i ~ . ~ ~
Thus the expedition started with a do~tbtfulprospect
of success. All thc same the Select Conlinittee was very
much optimistic. In their letter to the Court of llirectors,
dated Sept. 25, 1767, they explained their conduct in sending the expedition which seernecl to have been "forcign to
the spirit of that system of politics ~vhercbywe the English
proposed regula t ing our conduct " ant1 expressed hopes of
revival of the Indo-Nepalese trade relations which had been
disturbed recently by the Gurkha concluests! T h e "system
of politics" referred to was, obviously, one of retaining the
character of merchants with scrupulous delicacy" and
avoiding interference in the politics of any country which
the Court of Directors thought fit to enjoin upon the English in Bengal from time to time. Sending of military
expedition was indeed an interference in the internal politics of Nepal, but as the Select Committee explained to
the Court of Directors, it was only a means to an end which
was the revival of the Indo-Nepalese trade. T h e importance of trade was emphasised by the Select Committee in
the following terms : "IYe need not inform that for many
years an advantageous trade has been carried on between
the province of Behar and the rich country of Nepal by
which a considerable quantity of gold and many other valuable commodities were imported. T h e Rajah being dispossessed of his country and shut u p in his capital by the
Rajah of Goorkha, the usual channel of commerce has been
obstructed and these provinces are deprived of the benefits
arising from the former'intercourse, at a period when the
decline of trade and scarcity of specie render it of greatest
importance that every spring of industry should flow freely
and without interruption. T h e vicinity too of Nepal to
the Bettiah country of which the Subah is now in quiet
possession will bring additional advantages to this traffic by
7
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rendering it more easy and secure than in former times, so
that urc entertain very flattering prospects from the issue of
an expedition of which we hope to send ).ou an account
by the last clcspatch of the season".21
IJnfortunately, the expedition miscarried and the high
hopes of the Select Committee wore dashed to the grouncl.
'The reasons for the failure of the expedition were set forth
in a series of letters that passed between Capt. Kinloch and
Mr. Kunibold, the latter and the Select Co~ilmitteeand the
Select Comrnittec and the Court of Directors.
Hardly had the expedition proceeded two or three
days' march, the major part of the provisions they carried
with them was destroyed by a sudden torrent from the
hills." Thus from the very outset misfortune dogged the
expedition and the soldiers almost immediately after their
start had to experience acute shortage of provisions. But
disregarding such handicaps as shortage of food, the soldic.1-s
marched into the difficult pass in the Gurkha country.
In the first four stages of the journey provisions were
available on a starvation scale but despite such a difficulty
the expedition marched forward. No help in respect of
provisions was forthcoming from the Nepal Rajah and when
Capt. Kinloch reached Janickpore (Janakpur) through such
difficulties, assurances of abundant supply of provisions
were given by men of the Nepal Rajah once the troops
would reach Siddley (Sindhuli) where the seventh stage of
the journey would have ended. But even at Sindhuli the
much expected and repeatedly promised help was not forthcoming. "Famine stared them in the face. Retreat under
the present circumstances was out of the question and it
was impossible to hold Sindhuli for long as all supplics of
provisions had been cut off by the enemy".'"
Capt. Kinloch decided to dash towards Katmandu as
0
quickly as possible. At this stage the sepoys ~ ~ 1 1had
endured enough hardship due both to the natural difficulties of hill-climbing and lack of provisions became almost
rebellious. Many deserted their rank. T h e "spirited conduct" of Capt. Kinloch, however, saved the situation and
the army was induced to march towards Hariharpur. After
reaching Hariharpur the main problem before the espedi'
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tioriary force was to negotiate the hilly river Bagmati. Hilly
ri\rcrs are very treacherous and Capt. Kinloch had no idea
of them. An inlprovised bridge and a raft were made to
cross the river. But a violent torrent washed them d o ~ v n
hefore the alrny could cross over. T h e last hopes of dashing u p to Katmandu were thus lost. T h e fatigue of the
journey coupled 1j.it h the lack of provisions which cnnle
only in very small quantities told upon the health of the
soldiers. T h e porters who were carrying loads of nlilitary
equipment and of the very little pi-o~~isions
that could be
acquired, relieved themselves of their burden arid deserted
in the darkness of the night. Capt. Kinloch in his anxiety
to make the expedition a success disregarded the hardship
of the journey and the lack of provisions, and all this may
be considered a part of his 'spirited conduct' but ~ h a he
t
was overlooking thereby was that he was rendering his
troops incapable of facing the enemy when encountered.
However, the unfordable Bagmati precluded such an
encounter. Nature fought for the Gurkhas. Farnished and
falling sick in a n increasingly large number the troops of
Capt. Kinloch had no way out but to order a n immediate
retreat. T h e retreating troops of Capt. Kinloch were hotly
pursued by the Gurkhas sent by Prithvi Narayan under
Birabhadra and Vidharbha who took a huge toll of the
retreating soldiers. Capt. Kinloch at last returned to the
Terai with his physically incapacitated and considerably
depleted army. When at last Capt. Kinloch's army was
withdrawn from the frontier it was found, on inspection by
Col. Smith at Bankipore, thoroughly deficient in discipline
and the tenth company of the eighteen that were sent under
him, totally unfit for service.24
Upon his return to the Terai after the failure of the
expedition, Capt. Kinloch occupied the Gurkha territories
of "Barra (Bara), Persa and Hilwall consisting of thirteen
pergunnahs besides some villages" between the northern
border of Bettiah and Nepal. Among the forts occupied in
these territories, those at Bara, Persa, Routehat and Bidgi
were of great importance. Capt. Kinloch occupied these
territories and forts with the double purpose of covering the
humiliation suffered by the expedition and securing an
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effective basc for a fresh expedition to Nepal. In the
rneantinle he wrote to Mr. Runlbold appealing for reinforce.
ment, without which, as he pointed out, there was the
danger of perishing by fanline and sword. 1t was also Cap(,
Kinloch's idea to conduct a fresh assault against the (; urkhas
and to relieve the Nepal Rajah.
(:apt. Kinloch drew a rosy picture of the ix)ssil)ilities
of the newly occupied territories which, put togctller, ~ l o u l d
be more extensive than Bettiah. 3'0 justify his derliand for
reinforcenlent probably, he wrote: "lt is the finest country
I have seen, large plains and the soil in appearance so fertile
that I am certain, with inhabitants enough, and proper
improvements might make them yicld 10 lakhs per
;innurn".*"
While Capt. Icinloch was awaiting reinforcement for a
fresh attack, Mr. Rumbold was in correspondence with the
Select Comrllittee who considered on Dec. 11, 1767, Mr.
Rumbold's letter on the Nepal expedition and resolved that
"as our military establishment is already reduced by detachments to the coast,"" and as further reinforcement may be
required by the gentlemen at Fort. .St. George, that therefore
we recall Capt. Kinloch and for that purpose write the
following letter to the Chief of Patna"."
In their letter to Mr. Rumbold, Chief of Patna, on the
same date, the Select Committee regretted the news of the
miscarriage of the expedition and suspected some misconduct in the officer" or forgery in the letters and information given by the Vakeels and the Faqir. T h e Select Committee desired a strictest inquiry into the authenticity of
the intelligence obtained before the expedition was sent and
of the causes of the failure.
In his letter dated Dec. 19, 1767, and Jan. 3, 1768, in
reply to the communication of the Select Committee. Mr.
Rumbold sought to impress upon the latter that the expedition was not a total failure. As to the haste with which the
expedition 117asordered to march off, Mr. Rumbold pointed
out that the "repeated accoun of the distress of the Rajah of
Nepal not only given by the nqir but received through the
Jesuits residing there and at Bettiah who positively affirmed
he could not hold longer than the beginning of October
66
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if not relieved" induced hinr "to push on the detachment so
early in the season"." He, however, agreed with the Select
Colnmi t tce's suggestion that some of the letters produced by
the Futlir to Capt. Kinloch while on his nrarch might have
beerr forged and this was in all probability, as Mr. Rumbold
suggested, done by the Fuqir with a view "to urge us o n as
much as possible to the relief of his master". As to the net
gains out of the expedition, Mr. Rulnhold asserted that the
occupation of the "countries" on the border of Hettiah
~voulclgive greater security to the people and revenue of
Bettiah. "l'his will also be a measure of securing to us the
fir timber which grow in plenty in the hills adjacent". He
also pointed out the inexpediency of recalling Capt. Kinloch
since this would encourage the Gurkhas to corne against the
English. Occupation of the "countries" on the border of
Bettiah would niake it easier for the English, should they
ever like to have any communication with Nepal. T h e
Select Conlnlittee considered Mr. Runlbold's commu~lication
of the 19th December, 1767, on January 12, 1768, and came
to the decision that the failure of the expedition was due to
Capt. Kinloch's deviation from the specific instructions given
him, which had been approved b y the Select Committee.
They ordered that a Court of Enquiry be held and Capt.
Kinloch be relieved of his conl~nandand asked to repair
forthwith to Bankipore."
I n the meantink Capt. Kinloch having been informed of
the possibility of his recall wrote to Mr. Rutnbold reiterating
the causes of the failure of the expedition. T h e two causes
that he had specially stressed in his letter were the rain and
the want of provisions. H e also suggested that a second
expedition might be permitted since it had every possibility
of success in view of certain changes in the situation. First,
the Gurkha Rajah could at best command 50,000 nren ~ v h o
were chiefly engaged in the siege of the four cities in the
Nepal valley. But once the four cities were reduced to submission, the Gurkah Rajah would have a comniand over
four times the present number. Moreover, his having been
in posession of "hundred stands of our arms" which the
retreating troops of Capt. Kinloch had left at Sindhuli ~vould
make the Gurkhas" a very troublesome enemy in the low
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country" and "though they may be drove (sic) back they
will serve render it in~possiblrto follow then1 u p effcctu;lllyu,
Seco~~(lly,
the Gurkha Rajah was deprivetl of ;in extensive and
fel-tile country which supplied hi111 money and grain,
Thildly, the neighbouring hill Rajahs were all enenlies of
the Gurkha Rajah and would help Capt. Kinlocll in his fie$
attempt against him. Foz~rt/~ly,
the greatest difficulty of the
conquest had also been removed, namely, the w;~ntof prorisions, since with help of the local hill Rajahs provisions
might be lodged at different stages of the five days' journey
that would have to be undertaken to reach Nepal from the
place where Capt. Kinloch was camping. Finally, the Nepal
Rajah would not be in a position to hold himself long and
it was imperative that assistance should be sent forthwith,
for, once the Gurkha Rajah succeeded i n reducing the Nepal
valley completely, all the allies of the Company in the
mountains would be no match for him. Capt. Kinloch
wanted a quick decision on the subject so that he might
pledge his words to the hill Rajahs who were willing to
join hands with the English.
Mr. Rumbold in his reply to the Select Committee's
letter containing the order for a Court of Enquiry and the
recall of Capt. Kinloch, enclosed the latter's communicat i ~ n . ~ I' n his reply dated January 28, 1768, Mr. Rumbold
put u p a strong defence of the conduct of Capt. Kinloch and
impressed upon the Select Committee that Capt. Kinloch
"was more unfortunate than culpable". T h i s letter of Mr.
Rumbold explained the causes of the miscarriage of the
expedition. These may be summed u p as follows : (i) Heavy
rain set in and lasted for many days. T h i s rendered a river
(Bagmati) impassable. Further, the roads were not so good
as the Vakeels of the Nepal Rajah Jayprakash Malla had
given them out to be. (ii) Scarcity of grains began to be so
severely felt that the troops were living on a starvation scale
of provisions. Despite extreme scarcity of food-grains the
expedition would have certainly pushed o n to Nepal but for
the uncertainties of the hill rivers. (iii) Althoogh the
strongest assurances were given by the Rajah's men to provide
grain for the detachment in large quantities once it reached
Sinclhuli, actually it did not come. (iv) T h e loss of Sindhuli

dispirited the Gurkha troops and it was in fitness of things
that (;apt. Kinloch would try to push as quickly as possible
to the relief of the Nepal Rajah when chances of success
against the Gurkhas seenlecl to be brighter. Rut the
unlucky circunlstances of bad weather, and the reluctance
of the 13;lzar people to provide grains to the expenditionary
troops made it inlpossible for Capt. Kiriloch to reach Nepal.
(u) ' l h e camp followers started deserting, particularly after
soine of the stragglers on the road were killed by the
Gurkhas ; this rriade the situation worse. (ui)All the above
circunlstances coupled with the bad behaviour of the scpovs
made Capt. Kinloch decide not to r u n further risks but
return to Janakpui-. I t was Mr. Rurnholci's contention that
Capt. Kinloch behaved with becoming spirit and his failure
was providential .3 l
Mr. 13arwel1, howeirer, in his letter dated Fell. 28, 1768,
to his father put the entire blame on Capt. Kinloch and his
officers who were all Scotch men. H e wrote as follows:
"The force destined for the expedition was 2,400 selmys
commanded by Capt. Kinloch, a Scotch gentleman, entirely
ignorant of the country and people. T h e number of officers
on an expedition of this nature, I suppose, ought rather to
have been increased than diminished ; nevertheless, through
Capt. Kinloch's influence the officers were reduced to the
lowest number possible and that number all Scotch and all
posessed with the idea of making their fortunes in the course
of the expedition. T h e troops returned are in number about
800. T h e miscarriage of this expedition may be assigned to
one cause, the too great confidence of overcoming difficulties as soon as encountered, grounded on a mean opinion of
the courage of the nations to which our arms are o p p ~ s e d " . ~ '
T h a t the Select Committee suspected some misconduct
on the part of the officers is clear enough from their letter
dated Dec. 11, 1767, to Mr. Rumbold. There can be littlc
doubt that the whole expedition from its preparation till its
miscarriage was conducted in a rash manner disregarding the
vital question of the safety and security of the t r o q x sent.
After all allowances have been made for a n Englishman's not
unnatural antipathy to a Scotchman, it is difficult to altogether brush aside Mr. Barwell's contention in his letter to
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his father that it was the lure of Nepalese gold and a daredevil attitude of the officers in charge of the expedition that
led to the disaster.
It lliay be recalled that Nawab Mir Qasirn's general
Gurgin Khan nlet with a similar fate in alrnost similar
circumstances. Mr. Rumbold's defence of Capt. Kinloch is
~inclerstanclable. After all, he cannot be cxoner~itcdof the
charge of a slipshod manner of enquiry allout the provisions
and road facilties which were so very vital to thc success of
the expedition in an unknown hilly country under enenly
control.
T h a t even the Select Committee did not exercise enough
caution hut placed too much confidence in Mr. Rumbold,
the Chief of the Patna factory, has already been pointed out.

In one respect, however, the Kinloch expedition was
justifiable although it failed to achieve its main purpose.
I t gave the English a first-hand knowledge of the roads to
Nepal and the difficulties that a future expeditionary force,
if ever sent, would have to face. Further, occupation of the
territories north of Bettiah, streching as near as five miles
from the Nepal border, gave not only security to the Bettiah
country but furnished the English with a valuable base for
future military action. T h e hill fortresses of Bara, Persa,
Routehat and Bidgi were now under British occupation and
this was something worth the trouble taken if there were
any idea of opening u p the Nepal trade.
Capt. Kinloch in his letter had suggested a second
expedition. This was supported by Mr. Golding, the
English officer at Bettiah, who in the meantime had a communication from one Jeel Bikram Singh, "master of the hills
for a long way almost as far as Novocot, Pertarein's (Prithvi
Narayan) chief city". This was sent by Mr. Golding to Mr.
Rumbold who, in turn, sent it to the Select Committee. In
his letter to Mr. Kumbold, Mr. Golding said that Tee1 Bikram
Singh "has offered for conducting the English '(should the
English make a second attempt) troops through his country"." Other hill Rajahs were so nearly connected with
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Jeel Bikram that once he joined the English against the
(;urktl;ls, they would imniediately follow his example. I n
second letter on the subject, Mr. Golding rote to say
that Rajah Jeel Bikram was eager to know of any decision
taken with regard to the expedition and the part he was
expected to play in it. In the nlearrtime Capt. Kirrlorh
leceivecl a conciliatory letter from Keer Singh, the general of
Pritllvi Narayan Shah, the Gurkha Rajah, wllich he forwarded to Mr. Kumbold with a notc that i t wollld be possible to enlist the support of any n u m l ~ e rof the hill Rajahs
against the Gurkhas, if they were orily given a clear as5arance of the British friendshipa4
All these were conllnunicated to the Selec~Corilrni ttee
by Mr. Rumbold along with his letter of January 28, 1768,
and considered by the latter on Feb. 10, 1768. They were
satisfied with the explanation of the causes of the miscarriage of the expedition, as given by Mr. Rumbold, as well
as with the conduct of Capt. Kinloch. They rescinded
their previous order of Jan. 12, 1768, that Capt. Kinloch
shoulcl be relieved of his command. As to the suggestio~i
of a fresh expedition, they asked Mr. Golding to let thcm
know the number of troops that he would judge sufficient
to ensure the greatest probability of success and to suggest
measures to be pursued. "As we cannot at this distance
be competent judges of the force requisite to enable us to
make a second attempt for the relief of the Nepal Rajah,
we must, should it be carried into execution, depend
greatly upon the intelligence you transmit to us. You will,
therefore, be pleased to inform us of the number of the
troops you judge sufficient to ensure the greatest probability of success ; and measures you may recommend us to
pursue"."
I n reply to this, Mr. Rumbold wrote back that
should it be determined to make a second attempt to
relieve the Nepal Rajah, one complete battalion besides five
or six companies would have to be spared since Kinloch's
troops had been much weakened due to sickness and desertion.' Mr. Rumbold also assured that he would endeavour
to spare from the Pergunnah the reinforcement necessary
for the purpose. Besides, he suggested that n few more
artillery men would prove of infinite service. Since the

:,

far advanced hlr. liur~lboltldesired that 11cr11li~seasol1
sioll to se~lclthe expedition immetliately might 1)c given.
rille Select Co~llmi
t tee on receipt of this co~lllllunic~.
tion fro111Mr. Kuinbolcl resolvecl that the fol-ce ~.ccol~lnle~lded
by hiill to bc added to Ciipt. Kinlocll's dct;lclrlncnt for a
second attempt to relicve the Ncl~al Knjnh was too con.
siderable to be e~llployeclin such an enterprise a i a time
when the Secret Departnlcnt at Miidras was nlaki~ig1 1 ~ 1 . siste~ltrequests for ;I further reirlfol-cenlent from Bcngal.
T h e Select Conlnlittee clecided that a seconcl entcr1,1-isc
should be postponed for the time being and that Capt.
Kinloch should be directed to remain with his force to
secure the countries newly acquired in that quartcr until
further order^.^"
No exception can reasonably be taken to the decision
of Select Coillmitte in view of the Conipany's war with
Hycler Ali for which the Madras Council was asking for
help. Further, a number of Znmindars in Bihar were in
open rebellion and Setab Roy, the Deputy Dewan, was asking for military help. Under the circumstances the Select
Committee hesitated to undertake a second expedition
without the sanction of the Court of Directors and the proposal was given up. T h e Court of Directors endorsed the
decision of the Select Committee in this regard and
expressed the opinion in respect of the territories occupied
by Capt. Kinloch that it might be proper to hold them
should attempt at conquest be r e ~ e a t e d . ~ 'T h a t a second
and successful attempt against the Gurkha Rajah would be
of great interest to the Company was proved by the
subsequent events.
Capt. Kinloch's optimism about the prospect of collection from the occupied territories was falsified by the actual
receipts. O n July 17, 1759, Mr. Rumbold wrote to the
Select Committee regretting that he had not been able to
collect so large a sum from the lands taken from the
Gurkhas as he was in hopes of doing. T h e ryots could not
cultivate their lands due to the raids of the hill people.
T h e country was so unhealthy that the Company's sepoys
could not continue there during the rains and had to be
withdrawn. T h e report also gave the collection figure as
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KS. 3 , 4 0 0 in place of an estimated collectiorl of ten lakhks.
~t was, however, claimed by Mr. Runlbold that the possession of the "country" had indirectly benef ted the conlpany
by securing collection in Uettiah which had suffered greatly
in the st at the hands of the Gurkha people coinirlg down
tile l ~ i l l s . ~ "
'l'hus ended the first attenlilt on the part of the Cornpany to revive trade relations with Nepal and to establish
sonlt. sort of a political influence there ~vhichthey expected
to result frorn the military assistance they proposed to
lender to the Nepal Rajah Jayprakash Malla against the
Gurkhas. T h e immediate effect of the expedition on
the Gurkahs was to confirm their suspicion of the intentions
of the English Company. They began more jealously to
follow their policy of exclusion towards the Europeans as
such. Further, the open enmity that developed between
the Gurkhas and the English, as well as the failure of the
latter to make a second attempt at armed intervention
which the Gurkhas apprehended, as would be evidenced
from a letter addressed to Capt. Kinloch by Keer Singh the
Gurkha general, naturally led to intensified border clashes.
If the revival of the Nepal trade was the motive, it is doubtful whether the forcible occupation of the Gurkha territories north of Bettiah was a wise course. T h a t all this
invited troubles for the Company will be evident as we
pursue the subject of Anglo-Nepalese relations in the
subsequent period.

Miscarriage of the Kinloch expedition and the f a1'1ure
of the Company to renew their attempt to relieve Jayprakash
left the Gurkha Rajah free to deal with the besieged capitals of Katmandu, Patan, Bhatgong, etc. By the end of the
year 1768 he succeeded in reducing all the cities that still
held out. "Prithvi Narayan almost walked into Katmandu
due to the Indra Jatra revelry i n which the Nepalese were
sunk".3g There was no resistance, for the people of Katmandu remembered the brutal treatment meted out to the
people of Kirtipur by the invading Gurkhas. A graphic

account of the Gurkha conquest of Katmandu is given by
Father Guiseppe, a member of the Rotnan Catholic Mission
in Nepal.'"nce
master of Katma~ltlu propcr, Prithri
Narayan began to follow his policy of cxrlusion and expul.
sion of the Europeans wit11 all strictness. 'The Cal)uchin
missionaries were expelled from Nepal. l l r e Kaclln~ili
merchants, Gos~ninsand Faq ir.s who were connected with
the Bengal t i d e were also expelled from N e l ~ l . ~ PI-ithvi
'
Narayan had sofficient contacts with the plains to know of
the details of the rise of the East India Company from a
commercial conceril to a political power and it was his
policy to keep scrupulously aloof from them. He realised
that with the white traders went the white soldiers and their
trade soon degenerated into political intrigues. This attitude, further embittered by the Company's attempted assistance to the Newar king Jayprakash and their occupation of
territories north of Bettiah, led to a positively anti-British
policy on the part of the Nepal Government under Prithvi
Narayan. T h e English Company realised too late that they
were backing the wrong horse in Jayprakash. Now followed a period of frantic effort on the part of the Cornpaily to placate the Gurkha king which however, did not
bear fruit so long as Prithvi Narayan was alive."'
1. According to Kirkpatrick Rclnjit Malla, Rajah of Bhatgong appealed
to thc Company for help: "Runjeet Mull having prevailed on the British
Government to aid him with a military force for the purpose of expelling
Purthi Narain" (Kirkpatrick: .4n accorint of the Kingdom of Nepaul,
p. 268 ff). It is incorrect. Vide Sel. Coni. Letter to Court, Sept. 25,
1767 ; also Logan: Me~norandl~nlto J'erelst, Oct. 31, 1769 ; Sarkar:
'Somc Interesting Docun1ents'-Bengal Past and Present, Vol. XLIV, Serial
Nos. 67-88 (1932), pp. 43-45 ; Sel. Corn. Pr. April 30, 1767 (Vol. I, pp. 197-8).
2. J . Long: Selections from Unpublished Records of India Vol. I.
Appendix A, p. 537.
3. Sel. Corn. Pr. Vol. I , p p . 197-98 (April 30, 1767).
4. Sel. Corn. Pr. Vol. I 1767, p p . 199-200.
5. Sel. Corn. Pr. 1767 ( l ) , p p . 200-202.
6. Sel. Corn. Pr. 1767 ( l ) , pp. 200-202.
7. Sel. Corn. Pr. July 21 ,1767, (1) pp. 239-52.
8. Sel. Corn. lctter dated Sept. 25, 1767, Scl. Corn. Pr. Vol. XI11
pp. 244-45, 255.
9. R ~ ~ m b o lto
d Verelst, April 18, 1767, Sel. Corn. Pr. April 30, 1767.
10. Sel. Corn. Pr. March 27, 1767.
11. Sel. Corn. to Rumbold, Sel. Corn. Pr. July 21, 1767.
12. Rurnbold to Sel. Corn. Aug. 6, 1767, Sel. Corn. Pr. Vol. XIII,
pp. 244-45.
13. Nepalese Vakecls' and Faqir's deposition to Capt. Kinloch, Sel.
Corn. Pr. July 21, 1767, Vol. XIII, p. 239 ff.
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14. C:apt. Killloch to \'erelbc, July 4, 1767; Sel. Com. Yr. \'ol. XI11

p. 239 ff.

15. (:ass, an Indian tcrni of Sanskri~icorigin denoting a distance of

4,000 yartlh.

](j. Lxtract fro111lctler from C:apt. Ki~ilochto h4r. \'erelst, July 21, 1767.
17. Sel. <;o111. l'r., July 21, 1767, \'ol. XIII, pp. 239-52.
1 , Scl. Com. Pr. July 21, 1767, Vol. XIII, p11. 239-52.
19. 01).<;it.
20. l%arwell's lclter to his father, Fell. 28, 1768, No. CXI, Brltgal
p ~ s t G. Present, Vol. X , Ser. No. 19, p. 29.
21. Scl. Co111. to C:ourt, Sept. 25, 1767.
2 2 . Barwell's letter l o his father, Feb. 28, 1768, Vide Be11gcrl Past t
3
Y~.rsetrt,Val. X , Scrial No. 19, p. 29.
23. Vide Nandalal C:hat~erjce: I'crulsl's Rule in Ztzdia, p. SO.
24. Sel. Com. Yr. Vol. XIV, pp. 643, 645.
25. Capt. Kinloch's letter to Mr. Kunibold, Sel. Corn. Pr. Jan. 12, 1768.
26. Rcf. is lo tlic Madras Presidency.
27. Sel. Com. Pr. Vol. XI, 1,. 152.
28. Sel. Corn. Pr.. Jan. 12, 1768.
29. Op. Cit.
30. Sel. Corn. Pr. Enclosure to Mr. Rumbold's letter, Jan. 28, 1768,
Vol. XI, p. 72, ff. Feb. 10, 1768.
31. Rumbold to Sel. Corn. ; Sel. Corn. Pr. 1768 (II), pp. 122-26.
32. Harwell to his father, Fell. 28, 1768, vide Bellgal Past atrd Prrsc,tlt,
\'ol. X Serial No. 19, p. 29.
33. Golding to Rurnbold, Sel. Corn. Pr. Feb. 10, 1768 (XI), p. 73 ff.
34. "Nothing is wanting, I firmly believe to make as man); allies as
I could wish in the neighl~ouring Rajahs, but a declaration from invself
that I will be theirs for the whole, they were ready, but have reasons to
think we only hesitate. Were they, therefore, to offer their friendship,
they know if we d o not proceed how much reason they have to fear their
common enemy" Kinloch to Rumbold, Sel. Corn. Pr. Feb. 10, I768
(XI), p. 73 f f .
35. Sel. Corn. to Mr. Rumbold, Sel. Corn. Pr. Feb. 10, 1768 (XI)
p. 73 ff.
36. Sel. Com. Pr. Vol. XI, p. 152.
37. Court of Directors, Genl. Letter, Nov. 11, 1768.
38. Letter from Rumbold, Sel. Com. Pr. Vol. 15, pp. 59-60.
39. Vide S. Levi: Le Nepal, p. 272 ; also see Sardar Ikbal Ali Shah:
Nepal the H o m e of Gods, pp. 38-9.
40. T h e Catholic Mission had been long established in Nepal, wliere
they had secured many converts and received grants of land from the Newar
monarchs. Their title deeds, inscribed on copper, are still in possession
of the Bishop of Patna. Vide Cavenaugh: Rough Notes 011 ~\'epal;
pp. 123-24.
41. Markham: Bogle and Manning, p. 124 ff.
42. Prithvi Narayan died in 1775 and not in 1771 as Kirkpatrick
(p. 271), Landon (p. 67), Ikbal Ali Shah and others put it. ITide: Lrwi:
Le Nepal, pp. 276-77-"Prithvi
Narayan mourut a Man Tirtha, sur la
Gandaki dans les premiers jours de 1775" ; also see Vansittart: Notes
on Nepal, p. 36 ; T h e news of the death of Prithvi Narayan Shah and
the succession of his son Singha Pratap was communicated to the Company
towards the end of 1775, Vide C. P. C. Vol. 111, Nov. 20, 1775, No. 2048,
also Pub. Cons. April 19, 1779. No. 2.

CHAPTER I11

JAMES LOGAN MISSION
T h e Industrial Revolution and thc consec~ucntneed for
wider market for the ncw nianufactures in Engla~ldrilade
the Court of Directors more interested in the cxl~ansioriof
the Company's trade in the co~nparativelybackir7ard aild,
therefoi-e, less exploited hilly countries to thc north of India.
Early in 1768 the Court of Directors exl~resscdtheir desire
that the Calcutta Council should obtain all relevant information whether trade could be opened with Nepal and
"whether cloth and other European commodities may not
find their way from thence to Tibet, I x s a and the western
part of ChinaV.l
Unfortunately, in the meantime, attempts made by the
Company to revive the Nepal trade and, through her, the
customary trade relations with Tibet, which had been
stopped by the Gurkhas, proved abortive. This was the
first active interest taken by the Company in the affairs of
Nepal. T h e Kinloch expedition all the more embittered the
attitude of the Gurkhas towards the English in Bengal.
Force having failed, conciliation was the only course that
remained open and the Calcutta Council was on the lookout for a suitable person for the purpose.
That the Company was trying to establish some sort of
relationship conducive to the expansion of trade and commerce with the hilly countries was no secret. O n August
25, 1769, one James Logan addressed a letter to Mr. Verelst,
Governor and President of the Calcutta Council, expressing
his willingness to be appointed an emissary to Nepal. He
wrote: "Having learnt that the Hon'ble Company have
recommended a trial to open a trade between these provinces
(under the Company), Tibet and the western provinces of
China by the way of Neypall, and considering the little
knowledge Europeans have yet acquired of these countries
and the commerce of which they are capable, I am led to
believe that in order to obtain knolvleclge so necessary to
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the pn~secutionof this sche~llethere is wanted a person on
\vhosc integrity some dependence may be placed, \t7ho shall,
endowed with proper authority on the part of the Company
go and infor111 hi~nselfof the c.ountries thenlselies of the
(.onlr~~erce
of which they are capahle I\-it11 Hilldostan, of the
Illcans by which suc11 conlinerce if practical~le mayr he
cstal~lislied and trarismit a faithful account of his discoveries.')'
Mr. I , o g ~ noffered to obtain furttlci. i~lformationahout
the hilly countries should the Conipanv so desire, aud he \\,as
confident of being successful in doing 50 ~lotrvithstandingg
the 'co~nmotionsin these parts'. He aplxars to have been
a widely travelled man so far as the liilly tracts north of
the Indian borders were concerned. H e also possessed
detailed knowledge of the articles of trade between Patna
and Nepal before the Gurkha conquest and pointed out in
his memorandurn that the chief exports of Patna i n this
trade were coarse woollen clothes called parpeteens, coral,
salt, betelnut, cotton clothes, Patna chintzes (!), nutmegs,
etc. T h e imports were gold ingots, gold dust, borax, musk,
cow tails, chirris ( ?), e t c . V h e common current value of
gold in Nepal, as Mr. Logan pointed out, was 50% less than
what it was in Patna. I t was his point that, properly handled
and protected, the trade with Nepal and other hilly countries through her would be of immense benefit to the
Company.
Mr. Logan who had also a fair knowledge of the topography and of the road and the water transport of the area
wrote that when the communication would be opened, it
would not be more than eight or nine days' journey from
Patna to Katmandu and the road at the most rugged places
was such as loaded bullocks might pass. T h e river Gandak
was navigable by large boats during all seasons of the \.ear
upto a distance of two days' journey from Nepal and Bagmati
upto a distance of 20 coss from Nepal.
Mr. James Logan also possessed a clear linen-lcdgc of
the political situation of the Terai and the Nepal ITallc\.
H e said that it was to his knowledge that the Nelvar Rajah
Jayprakash after his defeat at the hands of the Gurkha Rajnli
had left Katmandu and was probably either cooped up in
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or hati taken asylunl wit11 his friend and
some
p r o t ~ t o rGora Lama (Whitc Latrrn), tlic Pontiff of L.hala.
It was Mr. Logan's suggestiorl that the C:ompany should try
to reinstate Jayprakash o n his t h r o l ~ efor, ill doing so, the
Co~upanywould be true to their friencllioess to~va~-cls
hilll
and, further, would be in a position to obtain the most
favourable advantages fro111 hinr in the bargain. If, on the
other hand, the Company chose to make a ~xpl~rochclrlent
with the Gurkha King Prithvi Narayan, they would give a
bad irrlpression of the English i n these parts and thereby
hinder the aclvancement of their interests there. H e pointed
out that the Gurkha Rajah "In the present fullness of his
power" would never accede to any terms which were worthy
of the Company's acceptance. ILlr. Logan seems to have a
closed mind so far as dealings with the Gurkha Rajah were
concerned. T o his mind, the Gurkha King would not allow
any security to the Company's trade, even if he might formally agree to d o so, urrtil his power was reduced.
Mr. Logan suggested that the reduction of the Gurkha
Rajah's power would be easy now since the Lama of Tibet
who was a close friend of Jayprakash would lend his moral
support to the Company as the Gurkha Rajah had provoked
him by plundering the rich temples of his votaries in Nepal.
Further, assistance given to Jayprakash would directly earn
his gratitude and the Company's trade might be extended
into T i b e t more advantageously. Another point of vantage
was that Rajah Coran Sein (Karan Singh ?), whose territory
lay eastward of Nepal, was a staunch enemy of the Gurkha
Rajah since the latter had deposed his first cousin the Rajah
of Muckwanpur and taken him captive eight years ago.
Mr. Logan also referred to Coran Sein's proposal to Capt.
Kinloch for a second attempt against the Gurkha Rajah and
pointed out that Coran Sein invited him to his capital to
settle the terms of a coalition between him and the Company.
Mr. James Logan was confident that he would be well
received at the court of Coran Sein should his attempt at
conciliating the Gurkha Rajah fail. Here, he was sure of
getting intelligence, guides etc., for prosecuting his journey,
obviously, for the purpose of establishing contact with Rajah
Jayprakash.'
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He, however, concluded his menlorandurn by saying
that 5llould the Company determine that Jayprakash and his
interests were not to be considered at all, he would be
prepare(1 to apply himself immecliately to Prithiti Narayan
and make such proposal as the Coinpany might authorise
hi111 to do.
Mr. Janies Logan's memorandum was considered b y the
Council and he was permitted to undertake the journey as
he proposed. Dr. N. L. Cllattrrjee is of the opinion that the
idea of the mission was "to placate the runled feelings" of
the Gurkha
But Prof. S. C. Sarkar in his papel- 'Z'lle
Nepal Frontier' read in the 3rd session of the Indian History
Congress, observed that 'a close study reveals the fact that
rrlission was not so very innocent after all'."ut
from the
two letters by Governor Cartier, which Mr. Logan had
carried for the Gurkha Rajah Prithvi Narayani, the conciliatory attitude of the Company becomes abundantly
clear. I n one of the letters the Governor introduced hlr.
James Logan-'a
man of great intelligence and high position'-as his accredited emissary and desired that ~vhatever
the Rajah would hear fro111 Mr. Logan might be regarded as
spoken by the Governor himself.'
I n a second letter, the Governor hoped for friendship
with the Rajah. H e also sought to explain the Compan).'~
former attitude towards hirn (the Gurkha Kajah and stated
that their move to assist the Newar Rajah Jayprakash was
d u e to sheer ignorance. Formerly as the 'English Sirdars'
were not fully acquainted with the Rajah of Nepal, they
rendered Jayprakash assistance, but now that he had been
'tried and found wanting' and as the praises of Rajah Prith\.i
Narayan had been heard from every quarter, the English
had ceased assisting Jayprakash, the former Rajah of Nepal
and were desirous of entering into friendship with Rajah
Prithvi Narayan. As the opening u p of trade between Nepal
and Bengal would be mutually beneficial, Mr. James Logan
had been 'deputed to arrange the matter'. T h e Rajah was
requested to open his heart to Mr. Logan ~ v h owit11 equal
frankness would 'communicate to him the \)ie~vsof the
English Sirdars'. As soon as a n arrangenleilt was arrived at,
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the Governor hoped that commercial relations would be
established, between Rengal and Nepal ."
Letters similar to the first one referred to above were
also sent to Rajah Jasa Goshmal, Rajah Coran Sein and five
other Rajahs of the hilly country. I n the al~ovecontext and
re~nembering,as one does, the Court of 13irectors' com~nunicationof March 25, 1768, to try a revival of the trade
with the northern countries as well as the fact that the
Gurkha King Prithvi Narayan had in the meantirne been
strongly pssessecl of the whole of the Nepal valley, it is likely
that Mr. Logan was not encouraged by the Governor-inCouncil to search out Jayprakash. Although we have no
trace of the instructions given to Mr. Logan, yet it is probable that he was asked to apply himself to the cultivatio~~
of friendship with Prithvi Narayan. T h e subsequent attitude of the Company towards the Gurkha Rajah also
supports this contention.
Again, the Company was certainly not in a better position at the end of 1769 to spare a much larger force than
the one sent under Capt. Kinloch to attack the Gurkha King
who had already gained enough strength and was doing so
nlnlost daily.
M7e have no knowledge of the subsequent activities of
Mr. Logan. I n their letter to the Courtlo the Calcutta
Council announced in June, 1770, the departure of Mr.
Logan on his mission. No further reference to Mr. Logan
is found in the available records. T h e last indirect reference
to Mr. Logan is probably to be found in the Gurkha Rajah's
letter to Teshi Lama wherein he referred to a certain 'Firinghee'" whom he had driven out of Nepal.12
There can be no doubt that Mr. Logan's mission failed
miserably and the Anglo-Nepalese relations stood a t a standstill as it had been ever since the Gurkha conquest of the
Nepal valley. Rather, the relation took a turn for the worse,
since the subsequent years were characterised by repeated
border conflicts.
1 Pub. Letter from Court, March 16, 1768.
2 0. C. I . Oct. 13, 1769.
3 Op. Cit.
4 "At this place (Coran Sein's capital), provided my business is
unfavourable LO the Goorkha, I'm pretty sure of a hearty welcome, and
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here I would get intelligence, guide, etc., in order to prosecute my journey".
0.C. I. Oct. 19, 1769.
5 N. I.. Chatterlee: I'erelst's Rule in India, pp. 38-39'
6 S. C. ~arkar's Paper: "The Nepal ~rhritier" Indian History
(:ongres~Procreditigs, 3rd session, p. 1618, (1939)
7 C;. P. C:. Vol. 11, Nov. 13, 1769, No. 1686.
8 C. P. C;. Vol. 11, No. 1682, Nov. 13, 1769.
9 C. P. C. Vol. I1 No. 1686, Nov. 13, 1769.
10 G e ~ i .Letter to Courr, J u n e 25, 1770.
1 1 'Firingkeel-an Indian generic term for Eurasians. "The name
'Frrungr' was, however, more specially applied to the Portuguese settlers
in India" Hunter: History of Briti~lz India, Vol. I p. 184 ; also vide
Translation
R~~zzL-J-SU
~ U ~ ~ ~ . by Abdus-Salam, p. 319, foot note.
12 Markham: Narrative of tlie Mission of Crorge Bogle, 2nd Edn.
p. 158.

CHAPTER IV

BORDER CONFLIC'TS: ANGLO-NEPALESE
POLlI'ICAL RELATIONS
T h e miscarriage of the Kinloch Expedition and the
failure of the James Logan Mission resulted in a total deadlock between the Cornpany and the Nepalese Govcrnnlent.
T h e Gurkha King Prithvi Narayan Shah had very deep
suspicion about the intentions of the English which was
confirrlled by the latter's assistance to the Newar King Jayprakash Malla, as also by Capt. Kinloch's occupation oE
Prithvi Narayan's countries north of Bettiah. Prithii
Narayan's career synchronised with the period of transition
of the East India Company from a conlnlercial institution
into a political power and the acquisitive nature of the East
India Company was known to him. He, therefore, followed
a policy of total expulsion and exclusion so far as the
English were concerned. I t was also his idea that the foreign
traders would make his country a desert by sucking all
pr0fits.l H e would, therefore, never allow the Kashmiri
merchants, Gossains3 and others who used to carry on a
highly profitable trade between Bengal, Tibet and Nepal,
to stay in his country. They were all ruthlessly expelled.
T h e English whom he feared for their military strength and
expansionst policy would be the last people to be allowed
by him into his territories. This was also the reason why
Mr. James Logan was turned out of Nepal.3 Two letters
a n carried personally
from the Company which Mr. ~ o ~ had
for Prithvi Narayan Shah recognising him as the King of
Nepal and soliciting his friendship did not have the desired
effect. O n the contrary, for a few years to follow, the
relationship between the English and the Nepalese Government turned for the worse. This was in no small measure
due to the over-zeal of the Company's servants stationed in
the bordering districts of the north. Instead of trying to
settle d o ~ v nwithin their legitimate limits and allaying the
suspicion of the Gurkha Rajah with a view to reviving the

tl.ade I~etween the two countries, some of the Company's
ofi1ccl.s evinced a11 u~ijustifiable eagerness to grab mol-e
territories by dispossessing the Nepalese authority. This
tllc) sought to do in the n a ~ n eof security ~ ' i t h o u tsufficiently
realiji~igthat the hest way of securing the bordering teri-itorics ~ r i t han irregular and ill-defined houndary in a difficult hilly region was to cultivate the friendship of the Nepal
Kajah, the strongest of the Rajahs of the hilly countries in
the north. 'I'llese oficers kept their ears too open and their
puls too facile to hear complaints against the Gurkha Rajah
ant1 to recommend punitive measures against hi111 to the
Coinpany's Government.
On May 21, 1771, Mr. Keighly, Chief of Darbhanga,
drew the attention of the Yatna Council to the situation of
the Tauter Pergunnahs bounded by Cl~;iml,ai-an, Purnea,
Gandak and the Terai. H e wrote to say that the Tauter
Pergunnahs properly belonged to the Sircar T i r h u t and the
Rajah of Nepal held the tenure on a nominal Peshakash4
of Rs. 12,000/- per annum, but that again he paid at his
pleasure. T h e Pergunnahs might in a year or two produce, as
Mr. Iieighly thought, "a much more considerable sun1 to our
Employers and ~ l h e nstill more weighty argument is put in
the scale that in the dearth last year when people on our
lands were dying out of number the Tauter Pergunnahs
were well supplied with grain and no want therein. T h e
poor ryots, therefore, who were starving in one part of Sircar
Tirhut went there and are now prevented from r e t ~ r n i n g " . ~
Mr. Keighly also asserted that the Tauter Pergunnahs
belonged to Subah (Bihar) a n d included in the Emperor's
grant of the Dewani to the Company in 1765. H e desired
the Patna Council to take measures for the extension of the
Company's boundaries to their lawful limits. This would,
he said, bring under the Company one of the most populous
areas of Bihar and lvhich if ~veededof sonle thieves ~ v h o
had acc~imulatedlarge fortunes at the cost of the ruin of
the country, would enhance the revenue of the Conlpany in
an appreciable measure.
O n June 15, 1771, Mr. Golding wrote to the Patna
Council to the effect that the Gurkha Rajah had estendcd
his territories within two or three coss from Sircar Chanl-
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para11 and had occupietl all lands in the Terriany (Terai)
lying between Sircar Chainparan and the foot of the hills
exte~ldirlg fro111 the river Gandak about fifteen coss towards
Sircar T i r h u t . H e also infornled the Council that about
four or. five hurldrecl of the inhabitants of those mess had
fled and taker1 refuge in Chanlparan and he had encouraged
them to settle in the Hettiah counti-y I ~ u the suspected that
these people would be ultimately enticed away bv the
Gurkha Rajah by fair promises. Under the circumstances,
Mr. Golding was of the opinion that it had bcconle "necessary
to confine him (the Gurkha Rajah) within his own hills to
peven t the nlolestation which may otherwise l ~ esllor tly
expected from him to Conlpany's p,ssessions on that side"."
to
T h e Patna Council forwarded all these co~n~nunications
the Governor-in-Council at Calcutta adding that Rajah
Setab Roy also thought it probable that the Gurkha Rajah
inight make some attempts upon the Company's territories
and prove a very troublesome neighbour two or three years
hence. T h e Patna Council naturally left the question of
military action against the Gurkha Rajah to be decided by
the Calcutta Council. They also pointed out that it would
not be difficult for them to take possession of the Terai and
the Tauter Pergunnahs but 'it would', they observed 'occasion
an immediate rupture with the Gurkha Rajah, and it would
then be necessary either to march a considerable force into
the hills and attack him in his own country or else to station
about two battalions of sepoys along the borders of Bettiah
and Tirhoot i n order to cover o u r territories from the
incursions of his people'.'
T h e Governor-in-Council at Calcutta requested the
Patna Council to furnish all relevant details about the Tauter
Pergunnahs including those relating to their eventual alienation. They also desired information as tb whether the Rajah
of Muckwanpur was ever considered a zamindar of the Province of Bihar independently of the said Pergunnahs. Information as to who paid the peshkabh of the Pergunnnhs
since their conquest by the Gurkhas when they conquered
Muckwanpur, and as to the actual revenue settlement was
req~ested.~
T h e Patna Council sent a lengthy reply based on their
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0~111
illforr~lationand

a letter from Setab Roy, recountilly
the history of the T a u t e r Pcrgunnahs. 1 t is clear fro111 thear
docullierlts that the Muckwaripur Kajah was never cons,
dered a za~nirldaroI the Province of Uillar i ~ l d e l ~ e n d e n01 t l ~
the Tauter Pergunnahs. As to revenue settled, the Patnd
Courlcil observed "the tribute, you will observe, was valued
in Alanlgir's ti111e at Rs. 1,2001- ; it was ai'tcrwards raised lo
ten thousand and afterwards to Rs. 12,000/-, ~ ~ l l i cisl i tht.
present valuation, but has always bee11 paicl in clephailta
not in money. Pcertenarayan the Goorkha Rajah has thli
year sent five small elephants on account of this and the lay
year's tribute, amounting according to thc existing valuation
to about rupees 15,000/- and we have no reason to complain
of his cornnlitted any acts of hostilities as yet, whatever ma)
be apprehended from him hereafter.""
I t is worthwhile to mention here that sometime after the
conquest of Muckwanpur, the Gurkha Kajah sent his Vaktrl,
one Deenanath Upadhyaya, to Darbhanga for the settlerrienr
of the revenue of the Muckwanpur territories with the Con1
pany. Mr. Keighly, Chief of Ihrbhanga, sent Deenanath
Upadhaya to the Patna Council where he represented oo
behalf of the Gurkha Rajah that the T a u t e r Pergunnahs and
the rest of the Terai were dependent o n Muckwanpur and
since the hilly country of ~ u c k w a n ~ came
ur
under the pok
session of the Gurkha Rajah the cultivated low lands of the
T a u t e r Pergunnahs also belonged to him by the same title,
and that the Nepal Government was willing to pay whatever
rent (Ma1 Uazib) had been paid by the Rajah of Muckwan.
pur. T h e Patna Council having agreed to this suggestion the
Nepal Government gave Tamasook and paid rent accord.
ingly.1°
T h e Patna Council, obviously, took a very reasonable
view of the whole thing and did not allow themselves to be
swayed by the overzeal of Messrs. Keighly and Golding, and
Rajah Setab Roy. While Mr. Golding and Rajah Setab Ro)"s
suggestions were based on the consideration for the securit!
of the Company's territories, Mr. Keighly's was based on no
better ethical consideration than to secure the enhancemenl
of the yearly revenue income of his employers.
'The following list of the Mahz~lslli n the ~ergunnalls
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ivas furnished by Rajah Setab Roy: Tauter-1,
N~inda
liajoutly - 1, Assiboo - 1, hi~ick\vanpur Nerabad - 1,
13ic.ker.ma-I, Beera-1 , Mantlu-I, Jumna-1, Ka~ary-6,
Shalnxe - 1, Beya - 1, Carady - 1, Bunnrin-Mulky - 1,
Sc1.y-4.

I n jriew of the above facts the Governor-in-Council carne
to the conclusion that tlie inconveniences and expenses of
an expedition would far outweigh the advantages expected to
bc reaped by the recovery of the Tauter Pergunnahs. Hostile
rileasures werc thus disapproved of so long as thc Gurkha
Rajah would not refuse to pay the trillute and \trould not
comrnit depredations o n the Coi~lpany'spossessions in the
Province of Bihar. T h i s was, indeed, the only reasonable
attitude that the Governor-in-Council could take. They also
took into consideration the fact that even if possession o f the
Tauter Pergunnahs was resumed it would be necessarv, on
the Patna Council's own admission, to post two battalions of
sepoys for the protection of the Pergunnahs. This would
mean an increase in the military establishment of the Pergunnahs which would entail heavier expenditure than the
possession of the Pergunnahs would indcrnnify. T h e Council
of course did not thereby sign away their right to proceed
against the Gurkha Rajah should the tribute agreed LI~IOII
was discontinued or should the Gurkha Rajah commit any
hostilities against the Company's territories.12 They wrote to
the Yatna Council on the above lines and pointed out that
"from the Rajah's known activities and the situation of his
country, i n a n expedition against him, it is to be expected
he would give us much trouble before subdued and by frequent incursions disturb the tranquillity of the Behar Province and materially prejudice the collections". All this
showed the wisdom of the Council in not sanctioning military
action against the Gurkha Rajah. But the claim to the
annual tribute from him was to be kept up.
Although a n open rupture between the Company and
the Gurkha Rajah was avoided, yet border troubles between
the two countries went on almost unabated.
I n the meantime, the English were ingratiating themselves with Rajah Coran Sein of Morung for the exploitation
of the fir timber. From the letter of one Mr. Frarlcis Peacock,
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dated June 25, 1772, it appears that one Mr. Mirtle wa3
already in Alorung for the p u r l m ~ e . ' ~Mr. Peacock and Mr.
Christic were ordered by the 150;11-d to proceed to hloru1lg
for the samc purpose. Rut it appears fro111 Mr. 1'c;t~ock'~
letter that thcre was sorrie difference l~etweerlhim and MI,
Christie and the latter, who was in cllal-ge of cash, scpobs an(\
stores, refused to advance allything to Mr. Peacock witliout
a special order foil1 the Laoard. Mr. Peacock was very i~iuch
earnest itbout his dilty and he advanced his own inorley for
he purpose oS cutting of f r trees irl the Mor~rngfoixats. But
before being permitted to do so, he repaired to Nautpore in
January 1772 and obtained a n interview with Rajah Cora11
Sein and 'got leave to explore the whole country' "I have
brought with me", he wrote, "up\vards of 60 fir trees, some
of which are near (50 ft. long and 5 in circunlference, full of
turpentine and in good order."14 H e also brought 5 jars ok
tar and turpentine extracted from other trecs. There were,
as he said, firs of 90 ft. in length ancl 9 ft. in circumference.
All this Mr. Peacock did at a great personal risk and expense
and his prayer to the Board was to be reimbursed of the
money spent by him.
Coran Sein, Rajah of Morung, in a letter dated July 15,
1772, i n reply to one written by Mr. Peacock to him, expressed
sympathy for the latter's troubles in procuring fir trees in
the Morung wood. H e pronlised to enjoin o n the zamindars
of every Pergunnah to help Mr. Peacock i n future with coolies
and mullas (boat men). Coran Sein expressed great friendly
sentiments in his letter and granted Mr. Peacock, as the representative of the Company, "what Fir and Saul timbers, what
elephants, spices etc. and what country is on the borders of
the hills and whatever is the produce of the hills".15
Coran Sein was a n unnlitigated enemy of the Gurkha
king and he was apprehensive of the latter's gradually
swalloiving his territories. I n fact, in his letter to Mr.
Peacock, Coran Sein wrote : "My friend, when you visited me
at Chunra I informed you of all the ill of the conduct of the
people of the East (Nepal) who had seized 10 or 15 villages
belonging to me and set u p new land marks". H e also complained of the high-handedness of the Gurkha Rajah towards
other Rajahs of the hills in the neighboarhood of Nepal and
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Said that the Vakeels of 24 Rajahs and others came and represcntcd to him that the Gurkhas had killed the Rajah of Nepal
taken his kingdonl. "YOU are the Sirdars of all the
Rajahs. If you have Gorekah punishecl and the Zanlirldery
to the cousi~l01 the deceased it ~villbe praisc\vortlr)*".
i t appears that Cora11 Sein, Raj;lh of Morung, was the
leader o f tile petty Rajahs of the hills in the 'l'erai and, as
he was requcstcd by the latter to intervene in fatrour
of the cousin of Jayprakash, the late Rajah of Nepal, w h o ~ n
the Gurkha Kajall l'rithvi Nal-ayan had dispossessed. Coran
Sein had earlier made a proposal to Capt. Kinloch to undertake a second expedition against the Gurkha Rajah and
offered to render every assistance to him. I11 the nleantinlc
there were fresh grounds for con~plairltson his own part
since the Gurkha Rajah had seized 10 or 15 villages I~elonging
to Coran Scin. From his letter to Mr. Peacock it beconles
clear that he made a fresh proposal to Mr. Peacock to help
him in his proposed attempt to assist the Nepal Rajah against
the Gurkhas. Mr. Peacock, however, could only say that
unless he had the Coxnpany's orders, he could not render any
assistance to Coran Sein. Now that Mr. Peacock was going
to Calcutta; Coran Sein desired hinl to place the whole matter
before the Company for their consideration and, should they
agree to his suggestion, he would himself send 30,000 archers
through the hills, 1,000 or 1,500 horses, and Tellingalls on
water carriage by the borders of the hills and would furnish
the Company with the relevant information about the affairs
of the Gurkhas. l6
I t also appears from the letter that Coran Sein had made
an attempt to send some assistance to the Nepal Rajah but the
contingent was prevented from proceeding by Mr. Keighl),,
Chief of Darbhanga. "I was employed in collecting together
of (sic) archers and did send 1,000 or 1,500 horses and Birkundasses by the Borders of the Hills. Mr. Keighlv, Chief
of Durbungah received Gorekah not to suffer my troops to
enter the country. My troops had nearly reached Gorekah.
Mr. Keighly sent his to oppose them. I on this account wrote
to mine and ordered them to return and never to engage
against Mr. Keighly. They are now come back to this place
and I am helpless."17

Coran Sein desired Mr. Peacock to "explain the state ok
affairs to the Eastward (Gurkha) and of Mr. Keighly, bring
;L perwannah to thc people of the East to give u p the
villages they 1i:ive seized and anothel. to Mr. Kcigl~ly that
he may never impede the marching of my troops to Ncl):lul".
H e then pointed out that if the Colnpany woultl ;issijt llini
will1 forces and artillery, his archers to the nurnl,c~.of 20,000
or 25,000 would first pass through thc hills, the Conlpany's
troops should then come to his aid and lle would supply them
with provision and carry them through such roads that they
would undergo no hardship. As a n extra inrlucerllent he
wrote: "Nypaul is so fine a country that it will please both
the Sepoys and the C o n ~ p a ~ l y . concluded
"~~e
his letter by
calling the Gurkha king a great tyrant and remarking that to
punish him would not only tend to the credit of the Company
but it would be a good deed in the eyes of Cod.
T h e question of any sort of military action against the
Gurkha Rajah had already been broached by the Governorin-Council and it was thought fit not to proceed upon any
military action even for the purpose of the resumption of
the Tauter Pergunnahs. Obviously, the proposal of mili tary
assistance made by Coran Sein did not meet with any favour
from the Company.
T h a t the depredations by the Gurkha Rajah Prithvi
Narayan became a matter of grave concern to the petty hill
Rajahs can be gathered from the repeated appeals to the
Company from various quarters, the main theme of which
was the punishment of the tyrannical Gurkha Rajah.
Adbhut Singh, son of Ranjit Malla, the defeated and
deceased king of Bhatgong, had taken shelter under the
British at Benares. Nothing was nearer his heart than to
persuade the English Company to render him military assistance to recover his father's kingdom from the Gurkha King
Prithvi Narayan. I t is obvious, that the rising power of the
British made a deep impression on the hill chiefs to look
upon the East India Company as the only power with which
a military alliance would be a measure of safety. Probably
they did not realise that the English assistance might soon
degenerate into English domination or it is possible, that
they wanted to lose some measure of independence and
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remain in power under the shadow of the Company rather
than lose their country and become supplicants in foreign
cou~rti.icsand courts. But tlie Co~i~pany
was tlre last institution to be easily argued into a conrmitment to render military assistance against the Gurkha Rajah after the experience
of Capt. Kinloch and without having weighed tlre advantages
such a course was likely to bring for them. Adbhut Singh
was too feeble a person to inspire any confidence in the
Company to come to his assistance. T h e matter was allowed
to rest unattended to.
In 1770 Regonaut (Raghunath?) Sein appealed to tlie
Company for help against one Budh Karan who had been
the Dewan of the deceased Rajah Kamdat Singh of Morung.
In the- same year Mr. Ducarel, the English Supervisor at
Purnea, reported that Budh Karan was plundering the Company's frontiers and putting the Company's subjects to flight.
To follow Budh Karan's affairs some retrospect is necessary.
Kamdat Singh, Rajah of Morung, the tract on the
northern borders of the Company stretching from the Kosi
to the Teesta, was an independent ruler in respect of
Bijepur, Ameerpur, Muckwanpur etc.
Quite a few years before the Gurkha conquest of the
Nepal valley, Reza Khan, the Deputy Naib of the Company,
suggested that the reduction of Morung was necessary as
thereby the Company's boundary north of Purnea would
reach its natural frontier as it would graze the hills."
Inquiries in this regard showed that Kamdat Singh claimed
to be an independent ruler and was not a vassal to anybody
nor did he pay any tribute to anybody for his territories
which extended from Bhutan to Nepal and from Purnea to
Tirhut and Bettiah. Even Bhatgong was within his kingdom
which later on became independent under its Zamindar with
the assistance of the Rajah of Sikkim. In 1765-66 Kamdat
Singh was advised by his Ministers Budh Karan and Ajit
Singh to attempt a recovery of his ancestral territories lost in
the meantime. Soon afterwards, it was detected by Ka~ndat
Singh that the two Ministers were involved in a deep-laid
scheme against him. He dismissed them. T h e dismissed
Ministers wanted to take revenge on Kamdat Singh either
4
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by his deposition in favour of his riiinor son or by assassination. They engineered a rebellion with the assistance of the
disbanded troops and nlade Kaiiidat take refuge in Purnea
under its Fouzdar Suchitrniil. Lt'hile he Lvas :it l ' u r ~ ~ etile
a
Nawab of Bellgal sent for l i i t l ~ for I)U~POSC'S not known.
Kaiildat Singh appealed to the N;i\vab for assistiinc~cfor the
recovery of his kingdoi~lflonl the usurper l3utll1 liaran. 'This
help being beyond the power of the Nawab to render,
Kanldat Singh was sent to the Conlpaiiy's Govcrnor at Calcutta. But Karndat Singh was in a very weak state of health,
so the Governor sent hinl back to M ~ r s h i d a b a d . ~ "
ILanidat Singh failed to inspire any confitlence among
the high-ups of the Coillparly to irlduce thein to pro~liiseany
niilitary assistance. But he was, after all, a cleternlinecl nlan.
i.LTitha hordc of ill-equipped inell he attacked Budh Karm
and put him to flight. But soon after the 1-ecovery of his
ancestral donlain, he was assassiiiatcd by his army, at the
instance of Budh Karan, in 1769. LJpon Kanldat Singh's
murder his uncle Kegonaut (Kaghunath) Singh succeeded
him to the throne. This opportunity was taken by Budh
Karan to come out of his hiding and to take u p arms against
Regonaut. T h e latter in his distress appealed for English
help. Budh Karan was not content with operating against
Regonaut's territories : he did not hesitate even to pluncler
the Company's frontiers and put their ryots to flight."
Ducarel, the British Supervisor at Purnea, suggested that
assistance should be granted to Kegonaut. His arguments
were quite reasonable and interesting. H e pointed out that
Morung was a very fertile country and, should there be a
strong and quiet rule in Morung the Company's ryots in the
bordering territories would be allured to go and settle there.
This would result in a fall in the Company's revenue. On
the other hand, if Morung would remain disturbed the
bordering territories of the Company would not be free from
plundering raids. Under the circurns tances, the best course
that Mr. Ducarel suggested was to extend the Company's
influence over Morung. This could be easily done by
rendering military assistance to Regonaut. H e thought that
only four battalions of the Company's troops would be
sufficient for the purpose and those parts which would be
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liberated from the occupation of Budh Karan could be
possessed by the Company themselves." Such a course, to
Mr. I>ucarells niind, was certainly to be beneficial to the
colopany in more than one way. I t would not only secure
the Conlpa~ly'sborders from incursions from the hills, give
lllc English possession of the Saul forests, firs and spices, but
placc then1 at the channel of supply to the hills. hnotlrer
benefit that would arise out of it was that it ~vouldpreFrent
the SannyasisZ3 from ravaging the districts of Bengal by
blocking their way. T h i s would also give them co~itrolo\.er
boats and ferries in the area.
'The Select Committee was in favour of following more
or less a consistent policy of not rendering any militarv
assistance to any of the contending hill Rajahs unless it was
necessary for maintaining the interest of the Co~npan
y. They,
therefore, ordered irnrnediate security arrangelnents for the
bordering districts of the Company's territories by proper
deployment of troops but deferred consideration of the
question of military assistance to Regonaut to a future time
when it might become absolutely imperative. This was ho\v
the Regonaut episode ended.
In this way the Company's assistance was sought by
different hill Rajahs in their mutual quarrels as also against
the Gurkha Rajah. Offer of assistance also came to the English
from the hill Rajahs in their anxiety to see the Gurkhas
reduced. But the Company had then no plan with regu-d
to the hill countries except a ~villingnessto revive trade with
those regions. Besides, they had no knowledge of those
regions to admit of a clear-cut policy regarding them. Their
responsibilities in Bengal were already too heavy and their
financial commitments too great to allow them to follow any
doubtful prospects, however alluring.
T h e Sannyasi incursions and the plundering raids of
Budh Karan brought the Company and the Gurkha Rajah
to mutual correspondence. I n May, 1773, Prithvi Narayan
wrote a letter to the Governor expressing his anxiety to
cultivate friendly relations with the company. H e also
complained that Budh Karan, the treacherous Dewan of his
brother, had usurped the countries of Ameerpur and Bijepur
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which were in possession of his brother who111 he had
assassinated. He cautioned the Governor that Hudll Karall
might take refuge within the Company's territories ; he even
proposed to send a force to punish Budh Karan and requested
the Governor to write to the Chief at Patria not to give ar~v
assistance to the Dewan.
For the districts of Ameerpur and 13ijepur the Company had been hitherto receiving tribute in evidence
whereof Prithvi Narayan sent a patta granted under the seal
of the Naib of Azinlabad. He sent his Vakeels Parsod
(Prasad) Pundit and Aka Misra to represent his case in respect
of Arrleerpur and Bijepur. He also promised that if he would
be in a position to punish Budh Karan he would send the
Governor 'merchandise and curiosities'. 'The same thing
was also written by Deota Shahai, Dewan of Rajah Prithvi
Narayan who also requested the Governor to issue a patta
to the Vakeels for the two districts of Anleerpur and Bijepur.
T h e Vakeel!~of Prithvi Narayan met the Governor just at
the time of his departure for Benares, and therefore he asked
them to meet him at Patna which they never did. Upon
this the Governor (Warren Hastings) requested the Nepal
Rajah to send trustworthy representatives.
Meanwhile the Governor desired the Rajah to take steps
to prevent the depredations committed by Sannyasis who
came from Nepal every year into Bengal." A similar letter
was also addressed to Abhiman Singh, another Dewan of the
Nepal Rajah Prithvi Narayan. O n Jan. 14, 1774, Prithvi
Narayan informed the Governor that he would send his
Vakeel to him and added that should the Governor supp'ort
him he would seize Bijepur where
Budh Karan had
taken refuge. As to the prevention of the Sannyasi menace
he pleaded his inability since the river Gandak where the
Sannyasis crossed over into the Company's territories was outside his jurisdiction as it had been lately included in the
Con~pany'sterritory. If he was allowed to extend his dominion upto the Gandak, he would prevent the Sannyasis from
entering the Company's territories. He also cited an instance
when, at the request of Mr. Vansittart, he had once punished
the Sannyasis severely." It also appears from the records

van
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that some sort of an arrangement was ultimately made with
the Nepal Governnlent for the prevention of the Sannyasi
menace. 'The passage is worth quoting: "At that time a
lluri~l~er
of armed Nagas used to come in a body from Hurdwar through the Teraee to the Eastward as far as Dillajepoor
and to ravage the Company's territories every year. When
the troops advanced to drive tllenl back they always retired
and concealed themselves in the 'Teraee where the troops were
unable to pursue them. In this manner the country was laid
waste. At length the English entered into arrangement with
the Rajah of Nepal that he should prevent the passage of the
Naga~."'~
All this shows the wisdom of the Goifernor-in-Council's
policy of non-intervention in the quarrels of the hill Rajahs
with the Rajah of Nepal. T h e period from 1772 to 1785,
covered by the rule of Mr. Warren Hastings was the forillative epoch of British Indian history and, like all formative
epoclls, it was crowded with problems both internal and
external. All the same, Warren Hastings did not for a
moment forget the need for extending the Conlpany's trade
in the hilly countries to the north. He sought to extend the
influence of England not only by arms and diplomacy but
also by commerce. It was his capacious mind that first conceived the idea of opening friendly commercial intercourse
between the Company and the natives of the "lofty trade
lands behind the snowy peaks to the north"." That Warren
Hastings and his wife played an important part in allaying
the suspicion of the Rajah of Nepal in respect of the Company and making a friend out of an enemy in Prithvi Narayan
is an unwritten chapter in the story of Warren Hastings'
activities in India.
Pursuant to the request of Warren Hastings, nowr
Governor-General, Prithvi Narayan sent his trusted Vakeel
Deenanath Upadhyaya to settle the affairs of Ameerpur and
Bijepur with the Company. It was during Deenanath's stay
at.~alcuttathat arrangement with the Nepal Government for
preventing the Sannyasis from crossing over to the Company's
territories was arrived at. Every attention was given to
Deenanath during his stay at Calcutta and he was regarded
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as an accredited Ambassador of the Nepal Government to
the Company. During his stay a t Calcutta begii11 a regular
corresponde1lce'9ctween the Nepal Govt. and the (;over nor.
General. While Deenanatli was just hack to Nepal after
having settled the Ameerpur and Hijepur affairs with the
Company, one Mirza Abdulliih Beg laid claim to the Perp n n a t h of Routehat alleging that it was his Jageer. Abdulla
Beg appealed to the Conlp;inv who desired the Gurkha Kajah
to prove his title to the Pcigunn;lh. Deen:rnath Upadhyaya
was again sent to Calcutta to bring the matter before tlie
Council. Records were called for and it was resolved that the
question should be settled.'"
While l>eenanath U padhyaya was in Calcutta the
Governor-General was obligcd to leave Calcutta on official
business. H e therefore, sent for Deenanath and "giving him
1,000 rupees for his expenses desired him to accompany
him"."
Tlle Governor-General's preparations having been
already complete, he set out in advance of Deenanath. But
when the latter reached Patna and was about to start for
Benares to meet the Governor-General there, the insurrection
of Rajah Chait Singh occurred and it was impossible for him
to proceed. Deenanath stayed on at Patna. During his stay at
Patna Mr. Maxwell died and Mr. Ross carried on with his
work as a stop gap. Deenanath waited upon Mr. Ross and
told him all about his mission. Mr. Ross pleaded his inability to do anything in the matter since he was working in
the capacity of the Chief onlv as a temporary measure. But
he advised him to stay on as the Governor-General would
come to Patna as soon as the affairs of Benares would
be settled. Deenanath accordingly stayed on. I n the meantime news of disturbances at Benares came pouring into
Patna where the Governor-General's wife was awaiting his
return. She was naturally biding h e r time in a very great
anxiety. She sent for the local Rajah and asked him how
Bejaygarh, the fort ~ l n d e rthe control of the insurgents could
be captured. T h e Rajah suggested that a friendly connection subsisted between the Companv and the Rajah of Nepal
and that a Vakeel of the latter was then at Patna ; she should
send for him and request him for assistance, since success
could easily be obtained in hill warfare with hill troops.

Needless to say, the rising of Chait Singh had in the meant i ~ n espread to the r~eighbouringareas including the hilly
tr~cts. Deenanath Ul>aclhyaya Mias sent for and brought before Hasting's \t7ife. She appealed to 1)eenanath in the name
of fl,ieridsllip that subsisted between the Cornpan\* and the
Kaj;~liof Nepal that he should immediately wriie to his
~llastcrall about the situiltion a i ~ drequest llinl to send speedily
;I force to Benares to Assist the Company.
She assured
IIeeiianath of a firm friendship I~ctweenthe Companv and
the Rajah of Nepal in case such assistance was given ; the
Governor-General would also be very much grateful. T h e
lady herself addressed a letter to the Nepal Rajah requesting
him to send assistance speedily. T h e letter was for~\,arded
b y Deenanath to his master.
T h e Ncpal Rajah was much pleased and immediately
sent an army under Dhonkul Singh, Paruth Ram Daree and
other Sirdars which reached Muckwanpur immediately. 'The
Rajah's letter containing the intelligence of the despatch of
the army to Muckwanpur was made over to Hasting's wife.
She, however, desired the troops to remain at Muck~vanpur
as a standby for a few days. or till she should learn the state
of affairs at Benares, when, if necessary, she would request
their advance. I n a few days' time intelligence arrived that
Fort Bejaygarh had been captured bv the English and Rajah
Chait Singh had fled. T h e wife of i ~ a r r e nHastings advised
Deenanath to send back the army now that Benares affairs
had been settled and asked him to postpone his departure
till the return of the Governor-General. She, in her gratitude,
remarked, "I shall not fail to bring to his notice the manner
in which your master has evinced his friendship by the assistance which he sent to us"."
Such assurance, coming as it
did from the wife of the Governor-General himself, gave
Deenanath extreme pleasure. H e advised the return of the
army from Muckwanpur and himself awaited the return of
the Governor-General. Shortly afterwards the Go\.ernorGeneral arrived at Patna and Deenanath hurried to meet
him at Bankipore with a letter from the Nepal Rajah. and
submitted for his consideration the affairs of Routellat
claimed by Abdullah Beg as his Jageer. At this timc the
Governor-General's ears were poisoned by some interested
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people through Mr. Graham by giving out falsely that the
Rajah of Nepal at the suggestion of Deenanath had sent an
army to assist Chait Singh and that it had returned £rolll
Muckwanpur on hearing the news of the success of the
English at Benares. l ' h e Governor-General, naturally, was
very cross with Deenanath but the latter explained the whole
thing to him. Upon this, the Governor-General, asked
Deenanath to meet him the next morning at Mr. Barnell's
where he would go for breakfast. 'This Deenanath did. In
the meantime, the Governor-General had the wholo thing
from his wife and in the morning when hc met Ileenanath
he not only received hirn cordially but introd~rcedhim to
others who were present at Mr. Barnell's and told them of
the warm friendship that subsisted between the Company
and the Rajah of Nepal and that the Rajah had
sent an army to his assistance at the suggestion of his
wife and on hearing the news of the success of the
English it was asked to return. T h e Governor-General
also told the Chief of Patna, Mr. Brooke, Mr. Chanter, a
member of the Patna Council, and other present that the case
of Abdulla Beg had been enquired into and it was found
that Routehat was dependent on Muckwanpur and had
nothing to do with Behar and the Rajah of Nepal, therefore,
was the sole authority to exercise the power of either granting
or resuming the Jageer in it and the Governor-General had
nothing to do i n the matter. H e accordingly ordered that
Perwannah should be issued to the effect stated above.
Warren Hasting's administratior, (1772- 1785) covered
the rule of Prithvi Narayan for three years as well as of
Singh Pratap (1775-78) and a part of R a n Bahadur's time
(1778-1807). T h e Anglo-Nepalese relations, particularlv in
the political sphere, had taken a turn for the better and, if
not under Prithvi Narayan, at least under his successors,
these became quite cordial.

If the administration of Warran Hastings was particularly noteworthy for the improvement of the Anglo-Nepalese
relations, it was equally praiseworthy for the steps taken to
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revive the commercial relations with the hilly countries, particularly with Tibet and Nepal. It was his idea to revive
free corrinlercial intercourse between Tibet and Bengal
through Nepal. I t may be noted here that although the
(Gurkha Kajahs were willing to cultivate friendly relations
with the English, they jealously guarded their country against
the English merchants. I n 1772 an incident took place which
in its train brought a n opportunity for an attempt on the
part of the Compaily to revive trade relations with Tibet
through Nepal. I n that year the Bhutanese King Deb Judur
overran Sikkim which he held for some years. H e then
invaded Cooch Behar which brought him in collision with
the English Company. Deb Judur was, however, beaten
back and some of his strongholds occupied. About this time
Warren Hastings received a conlmunication froill Teshu
Lama offering to intercede in the matter, and it was ~hrough
the good offices of Teshu Lama that the Company's Government concluded a treaty with Bhutan. IYarren Hastings
seized this opportunity and sent Mr. Bogle, a Bengal Civil
Serviceman, to Tibet on May 13, 1774, for exploring the possibilities of Anglo-Tibetan trade. Mr. Bogle was accolnpanied by Dr. Hamilton and Mr. Manning. This mission
was successful in the sense that some first hand information
about the condition of the country and the possibilitics of
trade and details about the trade routes was obtained.
Mr. Bogle's mission was followed by two other missions of
Dr. Hamilton and a second mission of Mr. Bogle. I t was in
1779 that Mr. Bogle proceeded on his second mission to
Tibet ." Although Mr. Bogle found Teshu Lama willing
to co-operate with the English Company in removing the
obstacles to a free trade and in adopting such measures as
might increase the intercourse between Bengal and Tibet,
yet there was no possibility of reviving the trade through
Nepal. This was due to the ill-feeling that subsisted between
Nepal and T i b e t since the former's conquest of the territories of Demo J e n g 3 h h i c h were subject to Lhasa and
naturally, there was no room for any negotiations bet\treen
Tibet and Nepal towards reviving the trade through the
latter country. O n the death of Prithvi Naraynn Shah,
Teshu Lama addressed a letter to his son Singha pratap. in
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which after writing sonic words of consolatiorl and condo.
lence, made a request to hi111 to allow all iliercha~lts"Hi1ido0~,
Mussaln~ans,and the four castes to go and collie iuld carry
011 trade freely"."" I h i s is a clear evidence of the extent to
which the Gurkha conquests llad disturbed the usual trade
relations between Tibet, Nepal iind Bengal. 'Z'eshu LamaJs
letter failed to iilfluence the policy of the Nepal ('~overnrnent.
Teshu Lama, however, assured Mr.. Bogle that he would
use his good offices wit11 the Emperor of China to procure
leave for the Conlpany to serltl a deputatio~lto China. 'This
was certainly in conilection with the revival of the Auglo'Tibetan trade, T i b e t being a vassal of China.
One thing that Mr. Bogle noticed among the Tibetans
and the Bhutanese was their strong prejudice against the
European merchants and, in spite of all hospitality that Mr.
Bogle received at the Court of Teshu L,allla, he had to write
as follo\vs to the Governor-General : ""'I11 regard to procuring
pernlission for Europeans to trade in Tibet, it was a point,
which I have already mentioned the impossibility of claiming.
I n former times when the Europeans were settled in Hindostan merely as merchants, there would have been no difficulty in establishing factories and freed0111 of trade. But
the power and elevation to which the English have now
risen, render them the object of jealousy to all their
neighbours. 'The opposition which was made to my proceeding into Tibet, as well as the many difficulties I had to
encounter in the execution of my commission, arose from
this source. T h e Government a t Lhasa considered me as
sent to explore their country, which the ambition of the
English might afterwards prompt them to invade, and their
~
superiority in arms render their attempts s u ~ c e s s f u l " . ~This
suspicion, mentioned by Mr. Bogle, was general so far as the
hill countries on the northern border were concerned, and
the Nepal Government's policy of exclusion and expulsion
was based on this suspicion of the intentions of the English
merchants.

Mr. Bogle emphasised the importance of the opening of
the trade route through Nepal and obtaining abolition of
duties and exactions imposed on trade in that country. This
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was a condition precedent to the establishment of free trade
between Bengal and Tibet. H e also suggested opening of
trade routes through the Bhutan passes. T h a t IITarren
Hastings also wanted to link u p the Company's China trade
through 'Tibet is clear from his letter to tlie Court of Directol-s, dated April 19, 1779, in l i c Ire ol~served: "a \-ery
consider.al~letrade is carried on ljetween China and Tibet.
By nlearls of Teshu Lama, thcr.efoi-e, 1 ail1 inclined to hope
that a cornnlunication rnay be opened with the C o w t of
Peking either through his nlediation or h y an Agent,
directly from this Government. It is inlpossible to point out
the precise advantages either in opei~ingnew cllrinnt.1 of
trade or in obtaining redress of grievances or extending the
privileges of the Company that may result from such an
interco~rse".~~
Warren Hastings also sent a mission to Nepal for tlie
purpose of reviving the trade relations between Bengal and
Nepal. I n his letter of Jan, 1, 1784, Warren Hastings
recalled the time when there existed a trade rclation bet\$-een
Bengal and Nepal which was producti\.e of mutual ad\.an tages
and friendship between them, but it ceased with the beginning of hostilities o n the borders. H e also referred to the
collision between the Bhutanese King Deb Judur and the
Company and how later on friendly relations had been established between the two. H e gave this information to the
Nepal Rajah, obviously to allay his suspicion. He also
wrote about the great confidence the late Teshu LAatnahad
in him (Governor-General) and how the former desired to
build a house o n the bank of the Ganges near Calcutta.
Having thus narrated how the hill Rajahs were having
friendly relations with the English, 'iITarren Hastings expressed his great admiration for the Nepal Rajah's peaceful
intentions which he had heard of from diverse sources and
asserted that the English Government had also similar intentions and principles. Under the circumstances, it would be
desirable, the Governor-General suggested, to have trade
relations between the two countries. H e informed the Rajah
that he was sending one Mr. Foxcroft to proceed to Nepal
with his letter containing true sentiments of the GovernorGeneral regarding the establishment of friendly relations
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between the two countries. Some presents were also sent
with Mr. Foxcroft as a token of the Governor- general'^
f r i e n d s h i p . ' T h e results of this mission are, however,
not known.
1. Ishwar Raj: Nayu Nepalko Itihash, p. 109. "Bideshi Mahajanlai
desh vitra hulyo bhane unoharulc dunianlai kankal banai chhorclechhan"
(The foreign ~nerchants,once they gct a loothold in the country, make the
whole country a desert).
trading pilgrims ot
2. Gossuins : a class oE wandering merctiant.+"the
India" as Markliam described them. Vide Markham: Rogle 6 Manning,
p. 124.
3. Ibid. 2nd Edn. p. 158.
4. P~shlin\h-a Persian word meaning prescnts particularly lo ('~overn
ment.
5. Pub. Cons. 1771, pp. 119-23, 147-53.
6. Pub. Cons. July 9, 1771, pp. 119-21.
7. 0 1 3 . Cit.
8. 01' Cit.
9. Letter to Governor-in-Council from Patna, July 30, 1771.
10. "Statement ol' everything that passed between the Nipaul Governmcnt ant1 the English" : Indian Office Records, Hoine Misc. Series, Vol. 648,
pp. 198-250.
11. Kajah Setab Roy's letter, lorwarded to the Governor General in
Council, Paula, July 30, 1771. Pub. Cons. August 10, 1771.
12. L.etter, dated August 10, 1771 from Board to Patnn Council. Pub.
Cons, 1771, pp. 147-153.
13. Pub. Cons. June 8, 1772, No. 2 (a).
14. Pub. Cons. Junc 8, 1772, No. 2 (a).
15. Op. Cit.
16. Home Pub. Cons. July 8, 1772, No. 2 (b).
17. Op. Cit.
18. Op. Cit.
19. Markhnm: Bogle Q Manning, p. 150 ; Sel. Com. Pr. Vol. XVII,
p p . 184-85 ; C.P.C., Vol. I1 ; No. 233.
20. C.P.C. Vol. 11. Nos. 44,51,85,98,174,233,241.
21. Ducarel's letter to Becher, Resident at Durbar, April 4, 1770.
22. Sel. Co. Pro. Vol. 17, pp. 182-189.
23. Snnnynsis: "The history of this people is curious. They inhabit,
or rather possess, the country lying south of the hills of Tibet from
Cabul to China. They go mostly naked. They have neither towns, houses,
nor families but rove continually from place to place, recruiting their
numbers with the healthiest children they can steal in the countries through
which they pass. T h u s they are the stoutest and most active men in India.
Many are merchants. They are all pilgrims, and held by all castes of
Gcntoos in great veneration. This infatuation prevents our obtaining any
intelligence of their motions . . . .thcy often appear in the heart of the
province as if they dropped from heaven. They are hardy, bold, and
enthusiastic to a degree surpassing credit. Such are the Senassies, the
gipsies of Hindostan" Gleig's Memoirs of Warren Hastings Vol. I . p. 303 ;
a150 vide:
Forrest: Selections from t h e State papers of t h e Governor-General o f
Inrlin, Vol. I. p. 19. (Foot note); Datta: History of Bengnl Subah,
Vol. I. p. 265.
24. C. P. C., Oct. 30, 1773, Nos. 601, 602.
25. C. P. C. Oct. 30, Jan. 14, 1774, No. 763.
26. India O f i c e Records, H o m e Misc. Vol. 648, p. 206.
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CHAPTER V.

ANGLO-NEPALESE CO hlMERCIAI. 'TKEA'TY.
Warren Hastings' --irnpe~ldingdep:irture encouraged a
recrudesceilce of borcler c-onflicts bet \\lee11 the C o ~ ~ ~and
p ~ r i
the Nepal Governnlent. 0 1 1 Deccnllxr 18, 1784, the
Go\rernor-General aclclressed a letter to the Nep~rlKajah to
the effect that he had received reports that the Rajah's people
were creating disturbances and iiiterrupting the cultivation
in the village Antarwa (Itharwa), conlinonly called Mundia,
in the Pergunnah l)ilwarpur, ill Sircar '17irhut. The
Governor-General recluested the Rajah of Nepal to take
proper measures for the prevention of such disorders in future
and for the restitutioil of such articles as had been carried
away by the Rajah's subjects.' T h e Rajah of Nepal sent no
reply to this conlnlunication for nlonths and a second letter
was written on the.subject when Sir John Macpherson was
the acting Governor-General. On ~ u n e . 2 1785,
,
the GovernorGeneral in a letter to the Rajah drew the latter's attention
to the conlplaint made months ago about the plundering raids
of the Rajah's men in the village Itharwa. T h e request to
prevent hlture raids and to order a restitution of the articles
carried away by the Rajah's men \\:as repeated and an early
reply was solicited. I n reply to this letter from the GovernorGeneral the Rajah of Nepal asserted his claim over the village
and said that Rajah Madho Singh, Zamindar of Darbhanga,
who was the complainant to the Governor-General with
regard to the village, was unnecessarily quarrelling about it.
His attempts to settle the matter by a joint commission of
Amins of both sides, which had been the customary method
of settling such disputes, proved unavailing as Rajah Madho
Singh would not agree to this procedure. O n the contrary,
he had stationed his guards i n the village which legitimately
belonged to the Nepal Rajah. T h e latter also assured the
Governor-General that a Vakeel would be sent to wait upon
him to explain the matter fully. T h e Governor-General was
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also requested by the Rajah to send an Arnin to investigate
tlle 111atterand settle the dispute.'
Fro111 the nature and spirit of the letters from Nepal,
it becoiiles clear that a1though tlie Nepal Xdministl-ation
would not suffer tlie English traders to enter Nepal, yet it was
not out to ~"'ecipitate a quarrel with the Company. There
11;u.clly be any doubt that the border conflicts took place
in spite of the peaceful intetitions of the two Governolmts ;
tllese were mainly d u e to rhe very nature of the irregular and
ill-defined boundary in a difficult hilly terrain.
In S e p t e i ~ ~ b e178(i,
r,
Lord Con~rvalliscatne as the Colnpany 'dC;o\.er~lor-General.Sooil after his arrival one Dharanidhar Upadhyaya, V u k e ~ofl h j a h Kirtibliuni of hlallehbhum,
a hill state, represented to him that his illaster desired the
Company to assist Adbhut Singh, the son of Ranjit Malla,
the dispossessed Rajah of Bhatgong, in recovering his ancestral properties from the Nepal Rajah. It nlay be recalled
that Bhatgong was conquered by ~ i i t h v iNarayan Shah. I t
was also suggested by Dharanidhar Upadhvaya that should
the Company restore the territories of ~ d b h u tSingh, the
latter would pay a n annual tribute to the Company. H e also
said that there were many hill Rajahs nrho would gladly combine their forces against the G u r k h a s . V t may be recalled
that Adbhut Singh had made a representation, in person, to
the same effect to the Conlpany a few years back but failed
to inspire confidence in the authorities. Similar representations were also made by Adbhut Singh's Vakeel Rhajo Shaib
Jagraj to Warren Hastings. But none of the representations
could argue the Company into a course of action at once inexpedient and hazardous.
Lord Cornwallis' rule was largely one of definition and
reorganisation and he was the last man to try an armed interference with a doubtful prospect of success. H e first addressed
himself to the settlement of the boundary disputes between
the Company and the Nepal Government. There were complaints and counter-complaints from both sides but all this
did not justify any armed conflict. T h a t many extraneous
factors were responsible for creating a feeling of mistrust
between the Company and the Nepal Government admits
of no
Rajah Kirtibhum was persistent in his solicita-
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tions for military assistance against the Nepal Kajah. Th;,
was doe to the inevitable feeling of insecurity that Rajah
Kirtibhum ancl, for that matter, other hill Kajahs had because of the increasing expansion of the Gurkha Kingdom,
T h e Kajah of Junllah was also against the Gurkha Rajah and
in an engagerncnt tlefea ted the latter's forces. 'The Rajah of
Jumlnh was proceeding against the Nepal Kajah but Rajah
Kirtil~humwanted at least two battalions of the Co~npany's
forces on his side so that he might as well niarch against the
Gurkha R a j a h . 9 u t Lord Cornwallis did riot allow hitiiself
to be persuaded to grant the recluests of Rajah Kirtibhum.
O n the contrary w e find that Ali Ibrahinl Khan, Judge at
Benares, sent his complinients to the Rajah of Nepal adding
an assurance that all pilgrims to Benares from Nepal were
being given every facility. H e also referred to Puranpuri
Gossain who often visited Nepal. T h e complinlents of Ali
Ibrahim Khap were duly returned by the Rajah.Vbviously,
it was not the Company's policy to do anything that would
strain the relationship between the two. For, the Company
had not yet forsaken the idea of reviving the trade relations
between Bengal and Nepal. All the same, the Company
follo~reda cautious policy with regard to the Nepal Government as will be obvious from a letter addressed to Rajah Ran
Bahadur Shah of Nepal by the Company, in which the latter
regretted their inability to permit Deenanath Upadhyaya to
transport 500 muskets which he had purchased at Calcutta
for the Rajah, due to the standing order to the contrary. But
the Company sent one musket to the Rajah as a present.'
T h e Rajah acknowledged the receipt of the present of a
musket by the Company and observed that he had learnt of
the Company's refusal to transport the guns but "this does
not matter so long as there remains friendship between the
~\VO.''~

A fortuitous circumstance brought the Company and the
Nepal Government nearer each other and facilitated the
signing of a commercial treaty between the two. T h e expansionist policy of the Gurkhas ever since Prithvi Narayan's
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time ultimately brought them into conflict with Sikkim and
'Tibet. They commenced inroads into Sikkirn and by degrees
they succeeded in overrunning Sikkim territories as far as the
river Teesta and the Sikkim Rajah had to pay tribute to the
N e p d Governnlent as far late as 1815. These territories were
made over to Sikkim at the instance of the Company, after
the Gurkha War, in 1817.
T h e restless energy of the temperamentally militant
(;urkha people would know no bounds unless confi-onted by
a superior force. T h e Gurkhas even sought expansion into
'Iibet which, according to a legal fiction, was dependent on
China and the Tibetan Lama was the spiritual father of the
Chinese Emperor. T h e armed conflict between Nepal and
Tibet had its genesis in the currency problem that arose
between the two countries. Under the last Newar rulers,
debased gold coins were issued by the Nepal Government
and a huge quantity of these was in circulation all over Tibet.
This was due to a very old custom by which the Nepalese
coins would pass as legal tender in Tibet. Upon the Gurkha
conquest of Nepal, Prithvi Narayan Shah wanted to issue
full gold coins in place of the debased ones. This was imperative for removing impediment to trade be tween different hi 11
countries, for a full coin would be acceptable to the people
and traders of every country. T h e Tibetan Government
demanded that the exchange ratio of the new full coins and
the old debased coins must be at par. But this was impossible
for the Nepalese Government to concede. This was how the
trouble started between the two Governments. Later, however, the Nepalese Government proposed a definite ratio of
exchange of the two types of coins, but this was also rejected
by the Tibetans. T h e inevitable result was that trade and
commerce between the two countries came to a standstill and
there was an estrangement of felings."
During R a n Bahadur Shah's reign, the regent Bahadur
Shah, the uncle of the minor king, began extending the Nepal
territories towards Tibet.'' T h e outstanding currencv question coupled with a motive for expansion soon brought the
two Governments into an armed conflict. T h e Nepalese
writers, however, would have us believe that the Nep.21
Government had no bellicose intentions. They wanted a

5
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peaceful settlement of all issues between Tibet and Nepal
but the former, being always inclined to find fault with the
latter, ultimately offered a challenge that they were willing
to fight the Gurkhas. klrhatever that might have been the
Nepal Government sent its troops under Darnodar Pan&
which entered into Tibet as far as Digarchi, the Lanu 01
which place was the spiritual father of the Chincse E~npcror.
Teshu Lama in a letter to the Governor-General informed
him of the Gurkha attack on Tibet and requested that no
military assistance might be rendered to the Gurkha Rajah,
should he approach for such assistance, but hiniself requested
for military help. Teshu Larna concluded his letter with a
request that his correspondence niight be kept secret from the
Chinese Emperor, who wds Teshu Lama's sovereign, obviously because the correspondence was being held without the
knowledge of the latter. l T h e Governor-General assured
Teshu Lama that no help would be given to the Gurkha
Rajah but also regretted tliat the Lama's request for rnilitary
assistance could not be coniplied with. T h e GovernorGeneral categorically stated the reasons for which no military
assistance could be given. First, the distance of Digarchi from
the Bengal Presidency was in itself a forbidding factor.
Secondly, the Gurkha Rajah had not given any provocation
to the Company nor caused them any injury to justify such
military assistance against them. Thirdly, Tibet being a
vassal of the Chinese Emperor, if any military assistance was
rendered to her in her quarrel with Nepal, there would be
considerable embarrassment created for the Emperor,'' particularly in view of the trade relations between the Company
and China.
Earlier to Teshu Lama's letter, the Nepal Rajah Ran
Bahadur Shah had addressed a letter to the Governor-General,
intimating to him the fact that the Nepalese army had been
,ordered to proceed against Lhasa since the latter had broken
the terms of a treaty formerly entered into between Tibet
and Nepal. He also requested that the Company should not
render any military assistance to Tibet should any such
request come from that quarter.13
In the meantime the Chinese Emperor being informed
of the conflict between Tibet and Nepal sent a general with
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a contingent to Digarchi. Under the auspices of a Chan Chun
a treaty was signed between the two countries and Tibet
agreed to pay an annual tribute of 50,000 rupees to the Nepal
Governnlent upon which the Nepalese troops vacated Kheroo,
Kuti, Junga, I'hullak, etc., which they had occupied during
the conflict.14 Regular trade between the two countries was
restored. Soon after, however, the T i betan Government
stopped payment of the annual tribute. After all, they looked
upon the treaty with no pleasure. In the ineantime Tashu
Larna died and there started a dispute over the inheritance.
Sumhur Lama, brother of Teshu Lama, who found his claim
u~lsupported in Tibet, left for Katmandu to curry favour
with the Rajah of Nepal so that with his assistance he might
further his own claim. T h e asylum given to Sumhur Lama
by the Nepal Government incensed the Tibetans who
attacked all the Nepalese traders living in Tibet. In this
way the situation took a serious turn, and the Nepal Government sent an army against Tibet. T h e Tibetans at once sent
a deputation to the Chinese Emperor for armed intervention.
The Nepalese army had in the meantime entered into Tibet
and ransacked all the great monasteries in Digarchi. T h e
Chinese Emperor was not slow to act. H e sent a n army 70
thousand strong under a Chinese General. T h e Nepalese
Government was asked to restore the properties they had
taken away from Tibet, and also to surrender Sumhur Lama,
but on the refusal of the Nepal Government to d o so the
Chinese army attacked the Nepalese soldiers and chased
them u p to Navakote where the latter were defeated. One
night the Nepalese resorted to a stratagem. They put fire
to the neighbouring jungle which had the desired effect.
The Chinese army thought that they were sought to be
engulfed by fire by the Nepalese and made good their escape
from the area.15
After this, both sides thought it inexpedient to prolong
the fight and negotiations were started by both to effect a
reconciliation. T h e result was the signing of a tripartite
treaty by which Nepal had to owe at least a semblance of
allegiance to China. T h e Nepal Government was required
to send presents to the Chinese Emperor as a token of their
allegiance ; the Chinese Government would also reciprocate
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by
presents in a~knowledgment.~'T h e China trade
would be open to both the Nepalese and rribetan traders and
the Chinese Government would pay motley to Nepal e
compensate the loss sustained by the Nepalese C;overnoimt
during the conflict. It was also agreed that in case of ally
trouble between the Nepalese and the Tibetan C;overn~rlents,
immediate information must be sent to China.
It was in the context of the above conflict that tile
opportunity for an Anglo-Nepalese trade agreement offered
itself. At the news of the advance of the C:hinese army, the
Nepal Government were more or less unnerved. The)
apprehended Chinese military intervention and began to
n u k e represent;ltions to the English as well as to the Kohilla
Sirclar Nawab Faizullah Khan1' for assistance. A ~ n a rSingh
Thapa and other Sirdars of the Nepal Kajah addressed a
letter to Nawab Faizullah Khan for 2,000 men, which the
latter regretted as having not the power to render without
pernlission from the Governor-General-in-Council and the
Nawab Vizier of Oudh.'"awab
Faizullah Khan intimated
Mr. Stuart the contents of the letter from Amar Singh Thapa
and other Sirdars. T h e Rajah of Nepal also addressed a
letter to the Governor-General saying that disputes and
hostilities had been going o n between Nepal and Lhasa for
the past three years (1789-92), but now the war had become
more serious. Under the circumstances, he had already
applied to the Governor-General for military assistance ; he
wanted ten pieces of cannons and ten European Sergeants.
But now he desired that the Governor-General would show
him equal kindness and friendship as he was wont to do
towards the Nawab Vizier and further requested an assistance
of two battalions of Europeans and one of Sepoys with
military stores and a suitable number of guns.lg A similar
letter was also addressed to Mr. Duncan, Resident at Benares,
in which the Rajah in requesting military assistance said:
"You and the English in general endeavour at the successful
irsue of the affairs of those with whom you enter into engagements. O n this account I have every confidence in the
English Gentlemen, and have written frequently for assistance. I request that, immediately on receipt of this letter,
you will write to the Governor-General, and send your letter
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by the dawk so that the assistance required may arrive in
I n the meantime as an extra inducement, the Rajah of
Nepa; entered into a colnmercial treaty with the Company.
The credit for the signing of the a)mmercial treaty is largely
due to Ali Ibrahiin Khan, Judge at Benares, who opened
correspondence through Gajraj Misra, Guru of the Nepal
Rajah, who resided mostly in Nepal. h b d u l Qadir Khan,
murlsif of the Dewarli Adalat of the city of Benares, was coinmissioned i n concurrence with Mr. Duncan to proceed to
Nepal with gifts and presents for the Rajah. He waited upon
the Kajah and his uncle Bhadur Shah who was the de facto
ruler, as the King was a minor, through the good offices of
Gajraj Misra. T h e people of Nepal, both high and low,
shunned and avoided Englishmen and their agents, and the
inevitable result was that Abdul Qadir had to face much
difficulty in gettirig himself heard. But after a great deal
of tactful persuasion the Nepal Governnlent agreed to accept
the propositions put u p before them through Abdul Qadir.
Accordingly, a n agreement was executed between the parties
in accordance with the draft prepared by Mr. Duncan, and
the Maulvi returned to Benares after accomplishing his task
successfully.21
T h e agreement was signed on March 1, 1792, which
contained seven articles altogether. By the first article 2*%
duties were agreed upon to be taken reciprocally on imports
from either country. T h e duties would be levied on commodities valued at the market price. Deterrent punishment
was to be meted out to officers of either Government should
there be any realisation of duties above the prescribed rate
(art 2). T h e merchants were to be indemnified of the loss
due to robberies, theft etc., by the zamindar of the area
within which the incident would take place (art 4). In case
of non-sale of the commodities, the merchants should be free
to take these to countries beyond the borders of the contracting countries and no additional duty should be levied (art 6).
The commercial treaty was to be in force immediately and
binding upon the successors of the present rulers of the two
countries and it should be the basis of further increase of
concord and friendship between the two c ~ u n t r i e s . ' ~
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The Nepal Government fondly hoped that the Company
would send military assistance and rnili tary stores as desired
and made repeated appeals to the Governor-General as well
as to the British Resident at Renares. But Lord Cornwallis,
pursuant to the Conlpany's policy of non-intervention in the
affairs of the hill Rajahs followed ever since the time of
Warren Hastings and nlindful of the relations that existed
between then1 and the Chinese Governnlent, declined to send
any military assistance. Hut he offered to mediate between
the Nepalese and the Chinesc Governments. T o this end
Captain Kirkpatrick was sent with a contingent to Patna on
his way to Nepal. But hardly he reached Patna before a
letter from the Rajah was received by the Resident at
Benares in which the news of the signing of a treaty between
Nepal and China was given and a request was added that
Captain Kirkpatrick should not be sent to Nepal. T h e
Resident at Benares was desired by the Rajah to send the
contents of the letter to the Governor-General.'"
That there were considerable suspicion and hesitancy
on the part of the Nepal Government in admitting any
Englishman into Nepal unless forced by circumstances can
be well imagined from the Rajah's request to instruct Capt.
Kirkpatrick not to proceed to Nepal.
Capt. Kirkpatrick addressed a letter to the Rajah desiring permission to meet him for the purpose of furthering
friendship between the Company and the Nepalese Government. But the Nepalese Government would not fully rely
on the professions of friendship by any Englishman without
testing them to their satisfaction. Dewan Bhim Shah and
Deenanath Upadhyaya were sent to Patna by the Nepal
Government to meet Capt. Kirkpatrick.'" Obviously, on
the report of Bhim Shah and Deenanath the Rajah decided
to permit Kirkpatrick to proceed to Nepal. Guru Gajraj Misra
also reached Nepal, in the meantime, to vouch for the good
intentions of the Company in sending Capt. Kirkpatrick.
T h e Rajah ultimately agreed to his suggestions to invite Capt.
Kirkpatrick to Nepal.l5 In his letter received by the
Governor-General on the 2nd January, 1793, the Rajah
explained the reasons of his previously discouraging Capt.
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Kirkpatrick's visit. T h e unwholesomeness of the climate,
the heat of the season and the opposition of the hills which
prove very inconvenient to Capt. Kirkpatrick prompted the Rajah to advise that he should not be sent. After
full discussion wit11 Capt. Kirkpatrick. 110th the Dewan and
Ueennna th IJpadhyaya were convinced of the peaceful and
friendly intentions of the Company in sending him to Nepal.
'They also wrote to the Governor-General to vacate the order
of postponement of Capt. Kirkpatrick's journey to Nepal.26
Upon this the Governor-General gave fresh instructions to
Kirkapatrick in supersession of the former, now that the
conflict between Nepal and China had been comymunded.
T h e new instructions to Capt. Kirkpatrick covered a wide
field of reference. H e was desired to find out the 'rcal cause'
of war between Nepal and China so that the C o m p a n ~might
~
judge the best way of acting as a mediator between China
and Nepal "in case of a revival of the quarrel on any future
occasion".z7 H e was also instructed to assure the Rajah of
the friendly disposition of the Company towards him and
their desire to encourage a free commercial intercourse between the two countries. H e was also commissioned to
induce the Nepal Government to pay stricter attention to
the commercial treaty signed on March 1, 1792. A final
settlement of the outstanding boundary disputes, an enquiry
into the nature of trade which the people of Nepal carried
on with Tibet, Tartary and also into the possibility of British
exports finding a suitable market there were also to be Capt.
Kirkpatrick's task to accomplish. An interesting article in
the instructions was the direction given him to make general
observations o n the form of Government, on religion, manners
and customs of the inhabitants of Nepal and to obtain as
much knowledge of the roads, geography etc. of Nepal and
of the neighbouring countries as would be possible for him
to do. T h e Governor-General having been informed, in the
meantime, that the Rajah of Nepal would rather wish that
the surveyor appointed to accompany Capt. Kirkpatrick
should not be sent, the orders given to Lieutenant Wilfred,
Company's military surveyor, to proceed to Nepal with Capt.
Kirkpatrick were rescinded. A cipher code was also given to
Capt. Kirkpatrick for his use in Nepal, presumably to trans-
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mit information which might not be fully innocuous fronl the
Nepal Government's stand-point.28
T h e Anglo-Nepalese commercial treaty signed in 1792
was more or less a counsel of despair insofar as the Nepal
Government was concerned, and as sootr as the con~pellin~
circunlstances were over, the trcaty was considered to habe
bad outlived its necessity. This is borne out by the cornplaint made by one Mr. Pagan who hat1 settled as a cultivator and merchant on the frontiers of Yur-llea towards
Morung. I n his complaint to Mr. Duncarl, Kesicleilt at
Benares, he wrote to say that he had sent sollle nlercllandise
through Nepal to Tibet, but "no sooner the goods had passed
the Co~npany'sboundary and entered Nepal ~ h a nthe collectors of the Sayer and Baclary"" therein stationed refused to
let his merchandise pass without exaction of the former dues
so that Mr. Pagan has been obliged to bring back his goods".3o
Mr. Duncan considered this violation to be a discredit
on his own part as well, for he was one of the persons who had
brought the commercial treaty to a conclusion." Mr. Duncan
requested Ali Ibrahirn Khan to see, with the assistance of
Gajraj Misra and Abdul Qadir Khan, that the treaty was
given effect to. Ali Ibrahim Khan, Gajraj Misra and
Abdul Qadir Khan were three others, besides Mr. Duncan,
who had played an important part in the signing of the
treaty between the Company and the Nepal Government.
Abdnl Qndir was no less anxious to see the treaty obeyed,
and of all the natives who assisted the Company's interest
during the period, lie deserves special mention. Abdul
Qadir was already trying to obtain information about
the situation in Nepal that hampered the Anglo-Nepalese
trade relations as envisaged in the conlmercial treaty of
1792. H e gave a n account of the affairs of Nepal based on
the sundry reports that he received from the Kashmiri merchants resident in Nepal in which he observed that the
straggling groups of the Chinese forces were still quartering
in the vicinity of the place Dhee Bhoomuck "neither have
they yet left of levelling the hills and smoothing the roads".32
Abdul Qadir Khan made mention of a P e e r ~ a d ain~ ~Benares
who was in the habit of visiting Nepal from time to time and
was about to set forth for Nepal o n the next visit within a
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fortnight and stay there about a couple of months. H e
would also proceed to Lhasa after visiting the Chinese army
in Nepal. Abdul Qadir requisitioned the help of the Peerr(iJu to further the cause of the Anglo-Nepalese conlinercia1
mlations. l'he Peerza(la would, as Abdul Qadir Khan infor~rledMr. Duncan, visit one of his disciples Sulyman, a
liash~niriof great influence and credit who knew Tibetan,
Chinese and Nepalese languages, and tllrough him bring the
affairs of the Conlpany to a happy conclusion. 'Thus the
Peerzada becaine another unofficial emissary of the Conipany.
\Ve have no further reference to the Peerzada nor do we
know what he actually did for the improvelnent of the AngloNepalese conlnlercial relations.

Capt. Kirkpatrick had started, as we have already seen.
more or less o n a fact-finding mission to Nepal and to assist
him in his job the Maulvi was" also deputed. Lt. Knox was
another military officer of the Conlpany who was sent with
Capt. Kirkpatrick. Capt. Kirkpatrick was not the first
Englishman to have entered into Nepal as the East India
Conlpany's accredited agent as is erroneously thought by
some.35 James Logan and Foxcroft were Capt. Kirkpatrick's
predecessors in this regard. But Capt. Kirkpatrick was the
first Englishman to render a valuable service to the East
India Company by preparing an excellent account of Nepal
arid making her known to the people of Leadenhall Street,
Although an army Captain, Kirkpatrick showed his historical bias in his account of Nepal which lifted the veil that
had kept her hidden from the European eyes. His account
is of great topographical, political and commercial interest
to every enquirer about Nepal.
Suspicion and jealousy that the Nepal administration
had about the English precluded any accurate account of
the actual state of affairs in Nepal and the real attitude of the
Nepal Government froin reaching the English. Capt. Kirkpatrick's was admittedly the most accurate account of Nepal
of the time. It was he who first resolved the mystery about

the Nepalese gold. "Nepal territories produce not a grain of
gold" was his observation about the erroneous notion that
Nepal possessed several gold n l i r l e ~ , ' ~
I t is not the purpose of this work to ~nakeany elahorate
reference to Capt. Kirkpatrick's accourlt. It will suffice if
we confined this narrative to such references as were of
importance in regard to the subsequent conl~nercialrelations
between the Company and Nepal. Besides the list of exports
and i~riportsof Nepal, which showed a variety of articles the
Company might profitably trade in37Capt. Kirk pntrick found
out the real causes of the languishing nature of the Nepalese
trade with Bengal which, according to him, were the ignorance of the Nepalese administration, the impolitic restrictions which the trade suffered from and the nlonopolies that
some of the mercantile houses held in the Nepalese foreign
trade. I t becomes obvious that, besides the natural suspicion
of the Nepalese Government about the real intentions of the
English, the above factors were in no s~rlallmeasure responsible for the hesitancy, narrow spirit and faltering manner
of the Nepalese trade relations with the Company.
Capt. Kirkpatrick was not slow in gathering information
of military interest. T h e Nepalese army comprised 50 to 60
companies of un-uniform numbers with about 140 matchlocks altogether, most of which were almost obsolete. One
very valuable observation made by Capt. Kirkpatrick was
about the bravery, capability, sustained effort and hardship
of the Gurkha soldiers. Being a soldier himself, Capt.
Kirkpatrick saw the potentialities of the Gurkhas as soldiers
whom the British Government were to employ in huge
numbers not at a far-off time. Incidentally, it may be mentioned that Ranjit Singh of the Punjab was another soldier
to have recognised the military potentials of the Gurkhas
and his army conlprised Gurkhas besides the Poorbiahs, the
Sikhs, Muslims and the Hindus.38
T h a t Capt. Kirkpatrick did not accomplish anything
beyond bringing the Company a first-hand information of
the affairs a t Nepal is clear enough from the necessity of
sending another emissary in the person of Maulvi Abdul
Qadir Khan.
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CHAPTER VI

EMBASSY OF MAULVI ABDUL QADIR

T h e need for Maulvi Abdul Qaclir's e~ribassyto Nepal
arose out of the virtual failure of Cayt. Kirkpatrick's r~lission
to achieve anything for the improvement of the AngloNep;tlese commerci;ll relations or for the settlement of the
outstanding border conflicts between the two countries. T h e
suspicion and jealousy with which the Nepalese aclmi~listration looked upon the English irrerchants became sufficiently
known to the Company and they realised that a better
approach towards resolving the difficulties between the two
Governnlents would be to send a native on an embassy to
Nepal. Although such agents of the Company were also
looked upon with suspicion, yet Abdul Qadir's knowledge
of Nepal and his contacts with the high-ups in the Nepal
Government during 1792 made him a little less liable to
suspicion than any Englishman. Maulvi Abul Qadir was,
therefore, the very best choice under the circumstances.
T h e decision to send Maulvi Abul Qadir on an embassy
to Nepal was taken by Sir John Shore, Lord Cornwallis's
successor in office. Sir John Shore was the most experienced
of the English servants of the Company of the time and
possessed a first-hand knowledge of the revenue system of
Bengal.' Lord Cornwallis was exceedingly fortunate in his
subordinate officers and definitely the most fortunate in
having an experienced officer like Sir John Shore under him.
Sir John Shore's efforts to improve the revenue position of
the Company did not exclude expansion of the Company's
trade. He resumed the Anglo-Nepalese commercial question where his predecessor, Lord Cornwallis, had left it.
That Sir John Shore must have been in the know of the
attempts made by Lord Cornwallis in this regard is a presumption that does not call for any proof. Sir John Shore's
plan was novel and of a more practical nature in the sense
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that he wanted to ascertain the value of the trade with Nepal
by an actual experiment on a moderate scale and to give a
permanent establishment to the Anglo-Nepalese trade by
tile llesidcncy of an Agent on the Comp;lny's behalf in
Nepal, should the results of the experilllent justify sucll a
course. All this is clearly stated in his 1ninute2 ~vhichruns
as follows: "This con~~nurlicatior~
applies to the s~ibject
into (sic) two points of view. T h e n1e:isures to be adopted
for :~scertainingthe value of trade with Nepaul, assisted by
an actual experiment on a very moderate scale and the mode
of giving a permanent Estal~lishmentto i t by the Residency
ot an Agent on the part of the Government at Nepaul if
the Commerce should be found on enquiry of sufficient
iinportance to render it expe~licnt".~T h e choice fell upon
llaulvi Abdul Qadir, as it has already been noted to head
the embassy.
Maulvi Abdul Qadir was a Bengali Muslim of a high
family and the son of 'ihTasil Ali Khan, the Qnzi-fll-qazat
(Chief Qazi) of the Sadr Nizamat Adalat instituted hy
\Varren Hastings. H e was himself a munsif of the Mofussil
Dewani Adalat at Banares4 H e enjoyed the implicit confidence of Nawab Ali Ibrahim Khan, Judge of the Dewani
.4dalat at Benares, as well as of Mr. L,uinsden, the English
Agent at Benares. Both of them considered Maulvi Abdul
Qadir as intelligent and zealous in the service of the Company. Mr: Lumsden spoke very highly of his integrity and
talents, mildness of manners and intelligence and held high
hopes about the success of the embassy headed by him.
That the Maulvi was a man of parts admits of no doubt
and the success that attended his first visit to the Nepal
court was enough proof of his abilities.
T h e instructions that Sir John Shore ga\.c to Maulvi
Abul Qadir make an interesting study. T h e hlaulvi was to
consider himself "as a merchant and not a5 an agent of
Government", but necessary reconlnlcndations would be
given him so that he might prove to the satisfaction of the
Rajah that his stay in Nepal was "merely for the purpose
of cementing the friendship bctween the States and forwarding and improving their commercial intercourse". H e was
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to impress upon the Rajah and his ministers the expediency
of promoting the trade and increasing the mutual ties of
friendship between the two states. T h e Maulvi was also
authorised to hear any propositions that might be made to
that effect by the Rajah and to propose co~npliancewith
then1 subject to the approval and express sanctio11 of the
Company. H e was to ascertain how the above purposes
could be best attained and to know who of the Rajah's
ministers were well disposed to support the proposal of an
increased trade with the Conlpany and who were hostile.
One important point included in the instructions to
the Maulvi, although not mentioned in the minute of the
Governor-General referred to above, was the question of
the adjustment of the boundary disputes between Morung
and Purnea. Maulvi Abdul Qadir Khan was expressly
conlmissioned to receive any representation on this subject
on behalf of the Rajah and to assure the Rajah that the
Governor-General would give his most anxious consideration to the matter as soon as the connected papers would be
He was
sent to Calcutta by the Collector of Purnea"
instructed to enquire particularly into the circumstances of
the trade of Nepal and the neighbouring countries with the
imports and exports and the articles which were produced
or manufactured in the country with such other articles as
might advantageously be employed in the trade between the
two states. Should the Maulvi think it necessary, he might
for the purpose of conciliating the Rajah and his ministers,
make presents to them of such articles out of the merchandise as they would wish to accept. Abdul Qadir was given
certain articles to make an actual experiment as to their
possibilities as items of trade6.
Another business of importance entrusted to the Maulvi
was the problem of the Faqir or Sannyasi menace. These
predatory groups who took u p their abode in Morung, would
commit outrages on the inhabitants Af the Company's
Provinces. T h e matter had been previously referred to the
Rajah but no action was taken in this regard and the Maulvi
was instructed to represent to the Rajah on the subject so
that the Sannyasis might be checked7.
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It is obvious from the instructions to the Maulvi that
the cnlbassy was i n reality for a double purpose, political and
ml~lniercial,although the latter was of greater importance.

Preparations for the Maulvi's departure were co~nplete;
instructio~ls and letters of reconlnlenda tions were handed
o\ler to hi111 and some quantity of broad cloth, corals etc.
kept ready. T h e Rajah was informed of the impending
departure of the enibassy. At this p i n t of time, the situation took a n unfavourable turn exactly as it did on the eve
of the departure of Capt. Kirkpatrick. T h e Rajah Ran
Bahadur Shah who had taken over the adnlinistration fro111
the hands of his uncle Bahadur Shah, who had acted as the
regent and Vizier during the fol-~ner'sminority, wrote to the
Resident at Benares a most discouraging letter in ~vhichhe
said that "owing to the war with the Chinese, all the Tibet
country" had been devastated and laid waste by the two
armies. T h e area was not frequented by merchants now, for
there was no vend for merchandise. "Now when the Hindostan merchants bring articles for trade, there is no one there
desirous of purchasing them, they are therefore obliged to
put u p with the loss and selling more or less whatever they
can't take back". I n the circumstances, the Rajah did 1101
consider it advisable on the part of the Company's Government to send Maulvi Abdul Qadir with the merchandise for
"the loss upon the goods and the expenses of carriage on the
road will be excessive". T h e Resident was, therefore, advised to "suspend the sending of Molavy Abdul K a ~ d e r " . ~
I n the letter containing the information of the impending embassy of Maulvi Abdul Qadir Khan, the GovernorGeneral also desired the Rajah of Nepal to extirpate, if possible, or at least to punish adequately a body of 'freebooting
fakeers' under Kurrem Sahah (Karim Shah?) and Soobhan
Ali Shah who repeatedly made incursions into the Company's
territories i n Dinajpore, plundering and carrying off the
goods and effects of the inhabitants. T h e Rajah wrote to say
that on the receipt of the letter of the Governor-General he
had despatched two companies of Tellingas to seek them out,
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and after a great search they were found close to the borders
of 'Tirhut within the Rajah's territory in the woods of the
~nouzah Auber in Pargannah Mohery in Zillah Morung
where that body of Faqirs concealed tllelnselves. 'l'he Rajah's
troops killed 35 of the Faqirs in a n engage~lient:und I V O U I ~
Illany others. I t was, however, not certain whetllcr Kurrenl
Shah and Soobhan Ali Shah had fled or kept tllcniselves
concealed in the Rajah's territory. 'Trool~s had been sent
to every quarter to trace them out. Shoultl they have gone
into the Corupany's dominions, necessary steps should bc
taken by the Company's servants as they would deer11 fit.
T h e Rajah also complained in the same letter that Gudjaree
Roy and other robbers had taken u p their abode in Purnea
and were making inroads every now ant1 then into Morung
district, a dependency of the Rajah. "It depends upon the
Company's Government to punish and extirpate them which
will tend to maintain concord between the two States"."
I n another letter to Maulvi Abdul Qaclir Khan the
Rajah wrote the same thing discouraging him to come to
Nepal at that time when articles from Hindostan had no
purchaser. "I arn, therefore, induced by the union and
attachment subsisting between the two states to write to you
that you by no means whatever bring merchandise to this
quarter as it will hurt my reputation and occasion loss in the
articles and a heavy expense for carriage on the road, believe
this to be certain. I have written upon this subject to the
Governor-General and Mr. Duncan from which particulars
will fully appear".1°
T h e real cause behind the throwing of cold water on
the proposed embassy of Maulvi Abdul Qadir Khan was far
from the Rajah's solicitude to save the Company from sustaining loss or saving his reputation being hurt due to the
loss that a friendly Government was sure to suffer for want
of purchasers. T h e real motive is to be found in three things:
First, he wanted to compel attention of the Company to the
long outstanding question of adjustment of boundaries between Bengal and Morung. Secondly, the Nepal Government
suspected that the Company was not inclined to forward the
cause of the Rajah in respect of Cashipoor and Rudrapoor,
the two districts i n the Nawab Vizier's country of which he
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had clairiled possession. These two points were expressly
stated to have occasioned the disinclination of the Rajah in
the embassy of Abdul Qadir to proceed to Nepal
in a private letter written by Gajraj Misra to Maulvi Abdul
Qadir. l 1 I'hirdly, the Rajah's Dewan Deenanath Upadhyaya
hold the rnonopoly of the Nepalese trade with B e n p l and
just before the despatch of the Rajah's letter Deenanath
arrived at Nepal and brought his personal influence to bear
upon the Rajah to write discouraging the sending of the
co~nnlercialenibassy.12
Gajraj Misra, the Guru of the Rajah of Nepal and a
dependable friend of the Company, was in the meantime sent
to Nepal to persuade the Rajah to vacate his objection to the
visit of Maulvi Abdul Qadir. Gajraj Misra succeeded in his
mission and procured an invitation from the Rajah to the
Maulvi to proceed without delay.13 I n the letter from the
Resident at Benares to the Rajah which Gajraj Misra carried
on his person the Rajah was bluntly told that "importation
(sic) of acting contrary to engagement among rulers high in
place were very d i ~ g r a c e f u l " . ~ ~T h e Resident, ho~vever,
expressed his gratification at the Rajah's profession of encouragement and conciliation to the merchants and traders from
the time of the execution of the Commercial Treaty. He
also assured the Rajah that the English Government had in
every respect been solicitous to encourage and conciliate
the traders and merchants from Nepal the result whereof was
a progressive increase in the volume of trade between the two
States. As to the Rajah's objection to Maulvi Abdul Qadir's
visit to Nepal on the ground of small profits on trade owing
to the devastation in the Tibet country, the Resident intimated the Rajah the diverse objects that the Company had
in view in sending him. These were, he stated: "First, for
him to pay respects to you. Secondly, to transmit the presents intended for you by the Governor-General. Thirdly,
to transmit the khelluut and letters from the Nawab Vizier.
Fourthly, to communicate with you in respect to settling the
boundary between Morung and Purnea which you are so
desirous of. Fifthly, to converse with you on the subject
Cashipoor and Rudrapoor for which you formerly made appli-
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cation in the manner the Governor-General had authorised
and on the endeavours which out of consideration for your
attachment are made for that purpose and as the Khaun had
with him some specimens of goods which he proposed to
trade with on his own account, and as in friendship and
cander (sic) it was necessary to inform you of this and application also made by the Khaun to the Governor-General fol.
a recommendation on that account, the Governor-General out
of consideration for the union subsisting between the two
States may have written to you by way of reco~nmending
him".15
T h e attempt to disguise the real character of the Maulvi's
embassy is obvious enough and needless to say it was done
with no other purpose than to circumvent the Nepal Government's possible objection to trading in Nepal on the Conlpany's account. T h e success of Gajraj Misra in conciliating
the Rajah was indeed due to his personal influence to some
extent, but the contents of the Resident's letter certainly
had no little influence upon the Rajah. In fact, the objection
raised by the Rajah to Maulvi Abdul Qadir's proposed visit
was not so much his own as we find from a letter addressed
to the Governor-General by the Resident at Benares, presumably based on the information received from Gajraj
Misra. T h e Resident observed : "I have not the least doubt
that the Rajah's disinclination to the measure had its origin
in the intrigues and influence of Deenanath Oppadeah, and
not in any objection or jealousy on his own part".'"
In a letter to the Resident at Benares the Rajah wrote
vacating his earlier objection to the visit of the Maulvi and
we notice a distinct effort on the part of the Rajah to explain
his earlier conduct in refusing permission and t,o save himself
from a feeling of embarrassment. He wrote to the Resident
at Benares in the following terms:
"With respect to what I formerly wrote discouraging
the Maulvi from importing merchandise because of
the disoluted (sic) condition of the B'hoot (sic) country
in consequence of which I apprehended no purchasers
would be found and nothing but loss would ensure
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(sic) upon the enterprise, I beg Sir you will not suspect
rrie to have been actuated by any motive but that of
attachment and purity of intention. But as you are not
fully satisfied of the truth of the account 1 gave you,
you lnay be told the same thing frorn all the merchants
and traders of both countries. My friend, where such
a friendship and union so firmly subsists between us,
any loss that will accrue to you, I consider as my own
and it was upon that principle that I persuaded the infor~nation. As you are of opinion that the departure of
the Molavy with the several points entrusted to hiin"
will tend to the encrease (sic) of attachment and union
it is very well ; whatever the wish of the two Sircars
may be, shall be represented and done. It is proper
then that you make the Molavy set out for this quarter
without apprehension".18
T o get over the embariassment caused to himself by his
inconsistency in objecting to the embassy once and inviting
it to come again, the Rajah caused a letter to be written by
his minister Damodar Pande in reply to a letter to him by the
Resident, exonerating the Rajah of any motive other than
solicitude to save the Maulvi from sustaining loss. "Do not
suspect Sir", wrote he, "that any other motive influenced the
Rajah".lg Damodar Pande also informed the Resident of the
Rajah's pleasure on hearing that the Maulvi was intending
to proceed to Nepal to pay his respects and to present on
behalf of the Governor-General and the Nawab Vizier tokens
of friendship and to converse on important points of common
interest ; "the Molavy should be given dismission to set out
for Nepal without delay". Maulvi Abdul Qadir was also
written to by the Rajah to start for Nepal agreeably to the
direction of the Resident Mr. Duncan.

At long last the Maulvi arrived at Katmandu with his
party and the merchandise entrusted to him. There were
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about fifty ~ e o p l ein his company and ~nerchandiseworth
Rs. 15,000/- made u p of the following iteins:
Broad Cloth (red in shade)
Broad Cloth (blue in shade)
Corals (large)
...
Kashmabad Cloth (white)
Mirzapur Chintz
...
Cash
...
...
Personal advances to Maulvi

...
...

...
...
...

Rs.
5,000/5,000/2,000/l,OOO/
3,OOO/.

-

Rs.

15,000/-

... 10,000/...

5,000/

15,000/-

In view of the possibilities that were expected to ensue
as a result of the enibassy, Sir John Shol-c considered the
expenditure imvolved to be rather negligible. In his rliinute
he put it as follows: "The magnitude of the object furnishes
a sufficient justification for the expenses of the undertaking,
which, if it should even totally fail, cannot occasion very
considerable loss".20
Maulvi Abdul Qadir and party set forth for Nepal in
the summer of 1795 and reached Katmandu either in July
or early in August. T h e Maulvi was received with all the
courtesy due to a foreign emissary by the Rajah's Dewan who
corllnlended him to the Rajah, who was pleased to receive
the presents that the Maulvi offered him on behalf of the
Governor-General. T h e Rajah acknowledged the receipt of
the presents as well as of two letters that the Maulvi carried
on his person.21
I n the very same letter the Rajah informed the
Governor-General of the steps he had taken to punish the
freebooters under Raheem Shah pursuant to the request of
the Governor-General himself. T h e Rajah expressed his
friendly sentiments by saying, "I reckon any person who
plunders or otherwise infests the Company's territory as an
absolute enemy to my own country and please God I will
continue to chastise such riotous persons".22 I n one of the
letters that the Maulvi carried from the Governor-General
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to the Rajah, the decision of the boundary dispute between
Morung and Purnea was communicated and the Rajah was
infi~r111edthat the connected papers would shortly be sent
to him. T h e Rajah gratefully acknowledged this decision on
the part of the Governor-General. He also assured the best
attention to the hliaulvi as the Governor-General desired.
'l'he Knjah also raised tile question of Cashipoor and
Kudral~oorwhich, although legally belonging to the Nawab
Vizier, were sought to be possessed by the Rajah himself
through the good offices of the Governor-General for the
services rendred by the Gurkhas in the Rohilla war. "It
is well known that my family have shown sincere attachment
to the Vizier during three generations. Recently too the
laudable services done by my people in the Rohilla War out
of regard for His Excellency and in compliance with the
solicitations of Messrs. Duncan and Cherry".23 I t is obvious
that the Rajah wanted his claim to be pressed through the
English insofar as the two Taluqs of Cashipoor and Rudrapoor were concerned and he seemed to consider the presence
of Maulvi Abdul Qadir at Nepal to be most opportune for
the purpose. T h e matter was also raised in the-conversation
with Maulvi Abdul Qadir Khan in presence of 'Gwroojee'
Gajraj Misra. Maulvi Abdul Qadir Khan in his letter to
Mr. Duncan requested him to look into the affairs of Cashipoor and Rudrapoor. He, however, assured the Rajah of the
great friendship the Company bore him regarding his claim
to Cashipoor and Rudrapoor on hearing which the Rajah
expressed his extreme gratitude and desired the Company to
settle the matter in favour of the Nepal State. T h e Rajah
also complained to the Maulvi that La1 Singh and Harrack
Deo Joosey, formerly servants of the Kumaon Rajah, a vassal
of Nepal, had killed their master and fled to the Vizier's
dominion and were trying to take possession of the Taluqs
of Cashipor and Rudrapoor in conjunction with some of the
Vizier's officers. Even Gajraj Misra who was present dul-ing
the conversation could not help observing "how strange it
was that notwithstanding the kindness and favour manifested by the English and the Vizier, the latter should give
protection to such rebels and atrocious characters who had
murdered their master".24
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T h e Rajah's claim to the possession of Cashipoore and
Rudrapoor was long outstanding and the matter was repre.
sented to Capt. Kirkpatrick when he visited Nepal during
the Governor-Generalship of Lord Cornwallis. The Rajah
reiterated his claim on the ground of valuable services
rendered to the Vizier during the Kohilla War. He was even
prepared to pay a little coorpensation for the two Taluqs
although he expected that the Nawab Vizier who was "the
Chief Vizier of Hindostan, should give hini those small
places without any demur or compensation. This would not
be far from what magnanimity and justice
Maulvi Abdul Qadir Kh;rn requested Mr. Duncan to exert
himself and promote this affair and assure the Rajah that
every exertion would be made in this regard. The whole
matter was placed before the Governor-General by Mr.
Duncan when he came to Calcutta on official business. Upon
this the Governor-General addressed a letter to the Rajah
saying that although it would be a matter of great satisfaction
to himself personally to see the wishes of the Rajah fulfilled
in respect of the Taluqs of Cashipoor and Rudrapoor, yet it
did not depend on him to do so. He also regretted that it
did not lie in his power to comply with the Rajah's wishes
by using his "influence with the Nawab Vizier (who considers
the possession of these two Pergunnahs as of the greatest
importance) for the gratification of them". T h e GovernorGeneral also pointed out that his regard for justice and
solicitude to see the wishes of the Rajah gratified could very
well be understood by the Rajah from "the orders issued
to the collector of Purnea to adjust the Morung boundary in
exact conformity to your (the Rajah's) application upon that
subject".'"
From the above discussion it is quite obvious that the
Maulvi addressed himself in a large measure to the task of
a political agent, rather than that of a merchant willing to
vend his goods on his own account.

Apart from the political adjustment that the Maulvi
attempted to effect between the two Governments, he ren,
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dered a much more valuable service to the Company from
the commercial point of view as will be evident from the
reports that he sent from time to time from Nepal. If Capt.
irkpa pat rick's visit was important for making Nepal known
to the English, that of Maulvi Abdul Qadir Khan was of
gl.e:iter im1x)rtarlce since it was the first practical experiment
in trade with Nepal for assessing the actual value and potentialities of the Indo-Nepalese trade. Expansion of trade was,
however, the underlying motive of both the missions and
judged from that point of view Abdul Qadir's was definitely
of a much greater irrlportance and value as it helped to put
the Company into the real picture of the Indo-Nepalese trade
potentialities. His reports, unlike the account of Capt.
Kirkpatrick, confine themselves mainly to com~llercial
matters, but are none the less interesting.
T h e Maulvi began with a narrative of the difficulties
encountered in the journey to Nepal during the hot season
which told upon his health as well as of the men of his party.
.4s many as 30 of his men fell ill on reaching Nepal and three
of them died." T h e Maulvi himself suffered from intermittent fever and returned after about six months' stay at Nepal
a wreck of his former self. T h e Rajah, however, made all
possible arrangements for the treatment of the Maulvi and
his men.
As to the real sentiment of the Rajah, who was a young
inexperienced man and would seldom look after the interests
of his subjects, the Maulvi could not understand much. As
he was unwell his subjects were allowed little or no intercourse with him and even others "cannot have
Thus
the very meagre opportunity that the Maulvi had of getting
into personal touch with the Rajah precluded his obtaining
any clear idea about his personal attitude towards the AngloNepalese trade. But he found that the ministers Damodnr
Pande, Abhiman Singh, Bulbahadur Shahz9and others were
very favourably disposed towards the Company in their
attempt to further the trade relations between the two countries.
T h e third Dewan Nara Singh and the fourth Dewan
Tribhuban Singh were also favourably disposed towards the
Company. At first, however, Tribhuban Singh, being egged
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on by Deenanath Upadhyaya, appeared to be unfriendly,
but Maulvi Abdul Qadir's efforts succeeded in converting him
to the views of the other Dewans.
After having given an idea of the persons who wereand who were not-favourably
disposed towards tho Co11~pany, the Maulvi proceeded to give a detailed account of the
inforrnation that he procured respecting the traclc and commerce of Nepal. Nepal Khas, that is, Nepal proper, and
other districts dependent on it, were frequented b y traders.
These places, as the Maulvi observed, looked like bazars
where traders froin Tibet and Hindostan assembled for buying and selling. T h e inhabitants of Nepal were rrlore industrious than the people of Hindostan, remarked the Maulvi,
and were given to trade and commerce. Few articles of trade
were produced in Nepal and these had a market in Tibet.
But the Nepalese having been an industrious people engaged
themselves as brokers between the merchants from Hindostan
and Tibet and appropriated the profits of the trade. A large
section of the Nepalese population earned their livelihood
from this kind of brokerage. T h e reasons why the Hindostan
merchants, particularly the Hindus, could not earn the profit
themselves, by trading with Tibet directly, were enumerated
by Maulvi Abdul Qadir Khan as follows:
First, the Hindus who would go to Tibet could not attend
to the injunctions of the Shastras. T h e religion of the Hindus
stood in the way of their going to Tibet, for their Shastras
did not permit them to eat the flesh of cattle, dogs, hogs, etc.
whether dead or alive.
Secondly, the climate of Tibet also did not suit the easeloving Hindus. "The water and air of Tibet are very cold
and there are frequent frosts and falls of snow, but all the
Musalmans of Hindostan who carry on trade with industry
and have houses in Patna, Benares and Nepaul, carry articles
of the produce of Hindustan to Tibet and sell them to advantage ".3 0
T h e Maulvi was also sufficiently careful to find out the
hindrances to the Company's trading with Tibet directly.
He observed that the inhabitants of Tibet being used to very
cold climate could not bear the heat of Hindostan and on
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this account they made purchases of the articles imported
into Nepal from the Company's Provinces. 'The result was
that the Nepalese, acting as the middlemen between the
Tibetans and the Indian merchants, appropriated the bulk
of the profits. With regard to the produce of Tibet the in]~abit;~tlts
of Nepal acted in the like manner. 'They derived
a l~ugeprofit from the Tibetan trade and even the Rajah of
Nepal hirnself would not hesitate to derive huge profits from
the 'Tibetan trade. T h e profits of the 'Tibet trade was, however, not so high as they used to be formerly, although thev
continued to be considel-able.
In order to remedy the difficulties in the way of direct
tracle with Tibet and China, the Maulvi made valuable suggestions. H e pointed out that, in the first place, the inhabitants of Nepal had to be conciliated somehow or other.
Then, in future five warehouses must be established for keeping ready stock of broad cloth and other articles of European
manufacture. These five places, as Maulvi Abdul Qadir
recommended, were: (a) Near the border of Buxaduar district of Coochbehar ; (b) in Sircar Champaran ; (c) in the
Nawab Vizier's dominion adjoining Butwal ; (d) near
Kumaon in the Nawab Vizier's dominion ; (e) at the most
western boundary of the Nawab Vizier's dominion tou~ards
'Srinagar. These places being of bracing climate, the Tibetan
merchants would have no difficulty in coming down to the111
and making purchases from the five factories. "Some of the
inhabitants of Tibet and China knowing that these factories
were established in the coldest parts of the Company's and
the Nawab Vizier's possessions, would probably resort thither
in the cold season and the trade might then be carried on
without the intervention of d t h e r ~ " . ~ 'T h e factories being
near to Nepal, might even send goods to it (Nepal) according
to demand.32
Maulvi Abdul Qadir Khan assessed the total annual
export from the Company's territories into Nepal at four or
five lakhs of rupees. If good relations would subsist between
the people of China, Tibet and the English Company, the
trade would increase. T h e Calmucks, the inhabitants of
Seling (?), as well as all inhabitants of all countries from the
borders of Tibet to Yarkhand33would take advantage of this
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trade. According to the Maulvi, l~roadcloth was in great
demand in all these countries, and once this article and others
of European manufacture could be introduced into these
countries with the concurrence of the hill Rajahs, it would
not be within the power of these Rajahs to throw ot,stacles
in the way of this trade, and trade and cornrner-ce would
merrily go on between the Company's clolninions and China,
Tibet e t ~ . ~ ~
Maulvi Abdul Qadir Khan also gavc the specifications
of the articles of merchandise that should be exported from
Hindostan to NepA and the neighbouring countries. I t is
worthwhile to consider the specifications and the profits likely
to be made from the trade at some length, coming as they
did from an actual experiment in trade with Nepal conducted
through Maulvi Abdul Qadir Khan himself.

Broad Cloth : This variety of cloth was in great demand
in Tibet. All colours except yellow were liked by
the people. If broad cloth was sold in Nepal net profit
would be 25% and if at Lhasa, it would go upto 60%.
About three lakh rupees worth of broad cloth might
be sold every year.
Coral: This was in great demand among the army and
the Sirdars of China and in parts of Tibet. When
sold at Nepal profit would be 37%, and while sold at
Lhasa the profit would go upto 75%. Corals of large
bead and of a particular variety were in demand and
the Maulvi assured the Resident at Benares that he
would state the particular sorts required for the purpose when necessary. T h e transport cost of corals
being negligible, it would be a good article of export.
One lakh rupees worth of corals might be disposed of
annually.
Pearls: Pearls not of round shape were also in great
demand and the profits would be at the same rate as
in the case of corals and the quantity likely to be sold
every year was as large as that of corals.
Cotton Cloth: Cotton cloth manufactured at Mhow
would fetch 25% profit when sold at Nepal and 60%
when sold at Lhasa.
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Conch Shells: Ornaments made of conch shells would
bring a profit of 25 % when sold at Nepal and 100% at
L hasa.
Llengal R a w S i l k : Raw silk from Bengal was in great
demand among the weavers of Nepal and Lhasa and
the profit when sold a t Nepal would be 25"/,nd 60%
at 1,hasa.
Woollen Carpets (Small): Small woollen carpets called
assun in Nepal and Tibet were in good demand. They
must be of different colours. Profits would be 25% at
Nepal and 60% at Tibet.
Looking Glasses, Kniues and S c i ~ s o r ~ :These items of
European make were very much in demand both in
Nepal and Lhasa. Profits would be 25% when sold at
Nepal and 100% in Tibet.
Brass Scales and W e i g h t s : Profits 25% in Nepal and
60% in Lhasa.
N u t m e g : Profits in Nepal 25% and 100% in Tibet.
Cardamums, Assa Fotida (?), Sandal W o o d , Googool:
Profits 25% when sold in Nepal and 60% when sold
in Tibet.
A l l u m , Chohara (?), Benares Kumtchaub (?): Profits
25% when sold in Nepal and 60% in Tibet.
Silk and Cotton piece goods, Cotton staples: Profits
25 % when sold in Nepal and 60% in Tibet.
Shield made at Murshidabad and Sylhet: Profits 25%
in Nepal and 60% in Tibet.
Tobacco, Benares Sugar: Profits 25% in Nepal and
60% in Tibet.
K u f 5 of diamonds: Profits 25% in Nepal and 100%
in Tibet.
Indigo: Profits 25% in Nepal and 100% in Tibet.
Kurua Cloth36: Profits 25% in Nepal and 60% in
Tibet.37

T h e above list of articles leaves no doubt that for the
Company the Tibetan trade would be more than twice as
much profitable as the Nepalese trade. This presumption
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was already there even before the practical experiment carried out by Maulvi Abdul Qadir Khan and the endeavour
of the Company was always to link u p the rTibetan and the
China trade through Nepal. In view of the great difference
in the profits in selling the goods in Nepal and rTibet, the
suggestion of Maulvi Abdul Qadir Khan for. the cstablishment of direct trade relations with 'Iibet and China by
rearing u p factories in the coldest parts of the Cornlxmy's
and Nawab Vizier's donlinions, was of great value. 'l'he inhabitants of Nepal, as it is evident from the reports of the
Maulvi, earned their livelihood by niiddlerr~anship. This
must have been one of the major causes why the Nepal
Government was not willing to forward the Anglo-Nepalese
trade relations. For a correct assessment of the possibilities
of trade and commerce between the provinces of the Company
and Nepal, Tibet, China etc. the experiment made by Sir
John Shore was of great value.
Certain observations the Maulvi could not help making
with regard to the internal politics of Nepal which, for
obvious reasons, had a direct bearing upon the trade relations
between the Company and Nepal. These observations also
throw some light on the character of the reigning monarch
and, for the matter of that, of the Nepalese administration
as a whole. T h e youthful extravagances of the young inexperienced Rajah led him into the clutches of the most undesirable elements of the state. Singing, merry-making and
dissipation abounded in the Court and the Rajah lost his
sense of duty to his subjects. Surrounded by a coterie of selfseeking officials of low birth and tastes, the Rajah allowed
the administration to drift along the line of inefficiency and
indiscretion. "Bahader Shaw, the Rajah's uncle, a man of
great sense, who annexed to Napaul the possessions of several
Rajahs and listened to the advice of men of knowledge and
character and was in his heart disposed to cultivate friendship
of the Company, of the Sovereign of China and of the Nawab
Vizier, has been disgraced in consequence of the suggestions
of ill disposed persons".38 T h e Rajah also took by force from
his ourn ryots and the merchants of Tibet over twelve lakhs
of rupees as nuzzeranah on the occasion of his accession to
the musnad. Almost invariably the Rajah spurned all good
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counsels and entertained antipathy to his uncle Bahadur Shah
as well as to the sensible ministers like Bulbahadur, Abhiman
~ i n g hDanlodar
,
Pande and his Guru Gajraj Misra. I t appears
that tlie Chinese Emperor held a sort of influence over Nepal
having been pleased with the Rajah's uncle and the
for~lierregent, Bahadur Shah, wrote to the Rajah recommending liis reinstatement as the V i ~ i e r . ~ 'T h e Rajah, however,
fastened the guilt of attacking Tibet on Bahadur Shah, for
which, the Rajah replied, he had been dismissed. T h e
Chiricse Ernperor also desired the Rajah's special attention
to the merchants trading in Nepal and advised renlission of
reverlue of the ryots of the Newar caste. H e further proposed
the introduction of Chinese coins into Nepal. T h e Nepal
Rajah, however, objected to these proposals.
One very interesting information contained in the report
of Maulvi Abdul Qadir was that the Rajah of Nepal retained
in his services three 'Firinghees' and put them in charge of
his artillery. One of them was a Frenchman ~ v h owas very
skilful in his profession. H e was recruited at Calcutta by
Deenanath Upadhyaya when Bahadur Shah was in charge
of the affairs of the Government. This Frenchman used to
receive a pay of Rs. 5001- per month and was employed in
casting cannons. About 200 cannons m7erecast by him before
his removal from office. Once the natives of Nepal were sufficiently trained in the job of cannon casting, the pay of the
Frenchman was stopped and when the latter, discovering the
bad faith of the Nepal Government, sought voluntary dismissal, it was refused. T w o attempts on his part to escape
from Nepal proved abortive and he was put into confinement
in chains and "it is probable that he is now deadw.*'
T h e Maulvi also observed that there was a general disaffection in the country and it was most probable that Bahadur Shah would be reinstated in office by the people. Should
such a thing happen, the Maulvi was definite that friendly
intercourse between the two countries would increase. "The
Rajah also wished to confine many of the old Sirdars, and they
are in consequence, in perpetual apprehension. All the great
Illen and ryots of Napaul are friendly to Bahadur Shah who is
in terms of friendship with Gudjeraje Misser and other men
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of understanding of the country"."' Abhiinan Singh, the
Dewan of the Rajah, was so disgusted with the state of affairs
in Nepal that he wished to quit Nepal for good and settle in
the Company's dominions should the Co~npany fix some
"Malguzaree lands" for h i ~ n . ' ~
T h e Maulvi also reported that the llew Erilperor of China
was solicitous of the well being of his subjects as well as of
those of Tibet. He rei~iitted all duties on rnerchandise
i~npoi-tedinto Tibet in order to alleviate the distress of the
inhabitants of Tibet occasioned by the depredations of the
Nep~lesetroops. T o prolno te the prosperity of Tibet he
had remitted large sums of money for making advances to
cultivators and nlerchants. Traders of Hindostan arid Nepal
who resorted to Tibet were highly delighted a t the treatment
they received from the rulers of China. Rut unfortunately
there was no amity between the Nepal Government and
China. Under the circumstances, the Maulvi suggested that
in order to take advantage of the China trade, it would be
advisable to conciliate the Rajah of Nepal as well as his
ministers by friendly letters. ~ u r t h e r ,if the Nabob Vizier
could be "brought to consent to their wishes respecting
Rooderpoor and Casheepoor, it will be expedient that they
should be gratified in order to satisfy the Rajah and his
ministers of the sincerity of the English G~vernment".~"
In spite of the best efforts made by Maulvi Abdul Qadir
Khan to allay suspicion of the ill-disposed ministers, the Rajah
himself and some of his subjects, he cannot be said to have
succeeded fully. In fact, it was this suspicion and, particularly the machination of Deenanath Upadhyaya, that made
the departure of the Maulvi from Nepal expedient. In a
letter written by Gajraj Misra to Mr. Lumsden the 'expediency' of his departure was attributed to "the benefit of a
change of air and . . . the suspicions entertained by several
of the inhabitants and also by the Rajah".44 In this letter
Gajraj Misra remarked: " . . . all business is conducted
through persons of bad character-Deenanath
Oppadea's
object is to interrupt the harmony between the two sir car^".^'
All this corroborates the Maulvi's statement about the
character of the Nepal Administration.
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It is necessary to make an assessment of the actual value
of Maulvi Abdul Qadir's commercial prospecting in Nepal.
That the deputation was not decisive in its result goes without
saying. Of the articles carried by Abdul Qadir Khan, broad
cloth of a calculated pri~necost of Rs. 9,807-1-0 was disposed
of at Ks. 14,065 (Nepal ~ i c c a ) . The Nepal sicca being 19%
less than the Benares sicca in value, the sale proceeds of broad
cloth actually stood at Rs. 1 1,955-4-0 Benares sicca. Thus
the gross profit was Rs. 2,148-3-0 from which supplementary
cost, that is cost of carriage, reasonable salaries that would
have been incurred if a Gomastha were appointed to handle
the merchandise and such other incidental costs, had to be
deducted. T h e Maulvi's personal expenses having been met
from a separate fund, such inevitable expenses of handling
and carriage were not added to the prime cost. Needless to
say, the profits were not at all encouraging. T h e corals
which the Maulvi took with him were unsaleable due to their
high prices and a selection of the beadsq6 With regard to
the produce of Nepal, the Maulvi made no purchase as he
had learnt from his agents at Patna that there was no market
for such stuff at that time. Thus the deputation of Maulvi
Abdul Qadir, although of great importance from certain
points of view, was not "decisive with respect to the expediency of persevering in an endeavour to extend the commercial
intercourse between the two states".
Yet, the deputation made it perfectly clear to the Company that direct trade relations with China and Tibet, without the intervention of the inhabitants of Nepal, would be
highly beneficial to the Company's provinces and Maulvi
Abdul Qadir's suggestion for the opening of five factories in
the coldest parts of the Company's and Nawab Vizier's
dominions deserved special consideration. But all this was
not an immediate possibility. T h e erection of the factories,
as suggested by the Maulvi, would take a sufficiently long
time and might be carried out some time in the future.
Another point of importance that the Maulvi brought to
the notice of the English was the probability of a revolution
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in Nepal in no distant futuree4' Should such a revolutioll
take place and Bahadur Shah be restored to power, there was
the likelihood of an increased and more cordial conlrnercial
intercourse between Nepal and the Company's provinces.
This is also boriic out by two letters written by Gnjraj Mis1.a
to Maulvi Abdul Qadir Khan after the latter's return to
Benares froni NepalS4'
T h u s ended Sir John Shore's attempt to forward the
Anglo-Nepalese commercial relations and, through thern, to
extend the Company's trade to T i b e t and China. As we have
seen, the response from the Nepal Government was not at
all warm, nor was the comnlercial experiment rnuch
encouraging. T h e Nepal Government, however, wanted to
turn the Maulvi's deputation into good account by pressing
their claim to the Taluqs of Cashipoor and Rudrapoor. Sir
John Shore, in his letter to the Rajah, made it sufficiently
clear that the affairs of the two Taluqs were entirely a matter
of the Nawab Vizier of Oudh and, as such, there was very
little for the Governor-General td do in this regard.4s T h e
Rajah of Nepal, however, persisted in pressing the Resident
at Benares, Maulvi Abdul Qadir Khan and Gajraj Misra for
utilising the good offices of the English in getting the two
Taluqs. Soon after the arrival of the Maulvi at Benares,
the Rajah sent his Vakeel Chandra Sekhar Upadhyaya to
Mr. Lumsden, Agent to the Governor-General, for settling
the affairs of Cashipoor and Rudrapoor. But having received
no encouragement, the Nepal Government sought to open
negotiations with Nawab Vizier of Oudh directly without the
intervention of the English. This information was sent to
Maulvi Abdul Qadir Khan by Gajraj Misra from Nepal."
T h e Nepalese I'akeel, sent to the ~ a w a bVizier for the purpose, assured the Rajah that he would get the business of
Cashipoor and Rudrapoor settled with the Nawab Vizier
and advised that no further negotiation on the subject should
be held with the English Company. But although the English
were not willing to interfere in the matters of the Vizier,
they did not view with pleasure the Rajah's attempt to settle
the affairs of Cashipoor and Rudrapoor directly without their
~onsent.~'
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CHAPTER VII

WAZIR ALI AFFAIR : PALACE REVOLUT'ION
IN NEPAL

If the Abdul Qadir embassy did riot succeed in
inlproving the relation between the English and the Nepal
Government, it did not worsen it either. T h e Nepal ,4dministration continued to follow its traditional rnanllcr of
courting the English from a safe distance but did never show
any lack of warmth in friendly professions.
Towards the end of the eighteenth century the internal
administration of Oudh became worse than inefficient. The
death of Nawab Vizier Asaf-ud-daulah in 1797 made the situation worse. T h e Governor-General Sir John Shore, in spite
of his professed policy of non-intervention, had to intervene.
Sa'adat Ali, brother of the deceased Nawab, was installed on
the guddee in preference to Wazir Ali who was looked upon
by the deceased Nawab as his successor. Wazir Ali, reputed
to be an illegitimate son of Ad-ud-daulah, was pensioned off
and he took his abode at Benares. H e bided his time in discontent and was secretly trying to engineer a rebellion against
the English. He even put himself into contact with Zaman
Shah of Kabul whom he invited to invade Hindostan. The
British Government, in order to check Wazir Ali before it
was too late, ordered Mr. Cherry, the then Resident at
Benares, to escort Wazir Ali to Calcutta. T h e attempt failed,
for Wazir Ali massacred several Englishmen, including
Mr. Cherry, and made good his escape into the hills of the
Terai.
Ran Bahadur Shah, Rajah of Nepal, came to know of
the brutal murder of Mr. Cherry and others "from the Public
Papers".' He immediately wrote to the Acting GovernorGeneral, Sir Alured Clarke who had taken over from Sir John
Shore, expressing deep sorrow at the massacre of Mr. cherry
and others. He also informed the Governor-General that he
had learnt from the Amleh (officers) of the Rajah of Palpa
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that MTazir Ali had reached the country of Butwal accom-

plnied by 25 horsemen. Not only that ; he was recruiting
persons with a view to re-entering the Company's territories
and committing further excesses. Under the circumst;inces,
the Rajah said, he had issued orders to the Atnlrh of that
quarter directing them not to permit persons who had been
guilty of such enormity to enter or to remain within the
dominions of Nepal. Ran Bahadur Shah assured the
Governor-General that, should Wazir Ali attempt to come
by force into the hills and the Palpa Rajah be unable to
oppose him, he would hilnself depute an officer "of approved
valour to chastize and expel him" from his country. "\Vi th
3 view to the increase of our existing friendship", observed
the Rajah, "I have never allowed any person an asylum
within lily territories who has been at variance with or an
enemy to the English gentlemen".2 He had also corn~nunicated the whole affair to Deenanath Upadhyaya and instructed
him to conlmunicate all particulars to the Governor-General.
The fact that the Rajah addressed this letter to the GovernorGeneral even before receiving the latter's communication on
the subject, leaves no doubt about the friendliness of the
Rajah or at least his eagerness to avoid any involvement in
[rouble likely to be created by the rebel Wazir Ali."
In the meantime, the Governor-General had addressed
the Rajah requesting him to direct all his officers throughout
the country to trace out and apprehend Wazir Ali and his
followers, should they enter the Rajah's territories, and to
deliver them to the Commander of the troops of the Company and the Vizier. T h e Governor-General also informed
the ' ~ a j a hthat he had received intelligence that Prithvipal
Fein, Rajah of Palpa-Butwal, or persons acting on his part,
received Wazir Ali and his followers disregarding his allegiance to the Nawab Vizier. Prithvipal Sein not only refused to
deliver up Wazir Ali and his men but, on the contrary, was
assisting them in raising troops and exciting commotion.
The Governor-General desired the Rajah to afford every
assistance to the troops of the Company and the N a ~ a b
Vizier in bringing Wazir Ali and his men to punishment.'
The Rajah in his reply to the above letter - of the
Go\,ernor-~eneral
reiterated what he had already said on the
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subject in his first letter and informed him that hc had
of the Governor-General's letter deputed :in officer
with troops to the quarter in which Wazir Ali and his men
had taken shelter, with peremptory instructions to apprehend
him and his men. Olficers of the Nepal Government had
likewise been ordered to prevent his entrri ng or taking refuge
within the Nepal dominions. 'The Governor-General was
naturally pleased at the friendliness shown by the Rajah and
desired the latter to take effective measures to prevent Walir
Ali's receiving any supplies of money or provisions and
thereby to reduce him to extremities. T h e Governor-General
apprehended that Waxir Ali might rnake his escape through
the Rajah's country either in disguise or by a sudden fliglrt.
He, therefore, desired the Rajah to alert all his officers i n
charge of ghats and passes to be on their guard and to be prcpared to seize Wazir Ali and his accomplices whatever might
be the manner in which they might attempt to escape. The
Rajah was desired to order his officers to pass o n all intelligence that they might happen to come across to the officers
of the Company or of the Nawab V i ~ i e r . ~
T h e British Government declared a reward of
Rs. 40,000/- and a large Jageer from the Nawab Vizier for
the arrest of IUazir Ali. But the Nepal Government sent
troops under one of their officers to apprehend Wazir Ali without caring for the reward. Some unknown enemy of the Nepal
Government, however, informed Wazir Ali of that Government's preparations to arrest him. Wazir Ali fled beyond the
Nepal boundary and passed westward through the company"^
territories6 H e was, however, apprehended later on by one
~ a j a hPratap Singh in September, 1799, and was handed
over to the British who kept him confined at Calcutta upto
1817.
T h a t the Nepal Government did a good turn to the
English and the Nawab Vizier by attempting to apprehend
iVazir Ali and informing the Governor-General, uncalled
for, of Wazir Ali's quartering i n Butwal area and trying to
raise troops with the purpose of re-entering the C o m p a n ~ ' ~
territories cannot be denied. Well might the Government
of Nepal 'claim, as they actually did at a later date, that they
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I,;ICI riot l ~ e e n"wanting in good offices towards the English
all(i \\rill not be so hereafter".'

'The Wazir Ali affair was hardly over before tile
(;o\~crrlor-Generalreceived a letter from Rajah Ran Bahadui~ t ; l t i n ghis intention to place his son Kunwar Girban Juddha
011 thc rriusnad, himself abdicating in his favour. He also
cxl~.csscdhis dcsirct to lead a secluded life and devote himself
entirely to the lors ship of God. He desired the GovernorGeneral to extend the very same kind of friendship and consideration to his son as he did in his own case. "I trust", the
Rajah wrote, "you will bestow the same kindness and favour
on Maharaj Koonwur (who is still very young) which I have
exl~erienced,even in a twofold degree".8 T h e GovernorGeneral was requested to direct his attention to whatever
might conduce to the increase of existing friendship which
\\lould be reciprocated by the new Rajah in an equal measure.
T h e Governor-General assured the Rajah in reply to his
coillmunication that the most earnest desire would always be
manifested by the British Government towards his son in
order to "connect and strengthen the bonds of amity and
u n i o n " . Y h e abdication of Ran Bahadur and the accession
of his son Girban Juddha took place towards the end of
March, 1799, and that was the occasion for. an exchange of
friendly sentiments between the new Rajah and the GovernorGeneral.1°

In all the correspondence that took place between Rajah
Ran Bahadur Shah and the Governor-General, the inside story
of the abdication was not told. In an arzee from one
Baidyanath Singh of Bareilly to Mr. Revel1 it was stated that
Rajah Ran Bahadur "having abdicated his Government
nominated his successor to the Raj and assumed the habit of
a mendicant, reserving to himself the whole authority and
power".ll But the real story comes to us from a letter written
by Capt. Knox, while Resident at the Nepal Durbar.12 It
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throws a lurid light on the character and tastes of Rajah Ran
Bahadur Shah. Having been placed on the mu~r~atl
at an
age that he himself could not recollect, Ran Bahadur naturally was under the regency of the Queen Motlirr who spent
her time in the enjoynlerlt of her new power and position
utterly neglecting the education and upbringing of her son.
'The Rani was, however, a capable woman and proved herself equal lo the task of keeping the newly acquired territories
of an incohesive kingdom under her effective control. But
her cxtravagance took away what her administrative efficiency
hacl otherwise given to the governance of the country. Ka11
Bahadur grew into his adolescence under the neglcc.tEu1
guardianship of his mother. I n 1786 the Queen Mother died
and the regency was taken over by Ran Bah:iclur's r~ncle
Bahadur Shah. H e was an able administrator but he too
was a victim to the lure of power and position, the immediate
effect of which was that the nephew was encouraged in his
pursuit of idle and baneful pleasures. This was done with a
view to entrenching his own authority with the expectation
that Ran Bahadur, habituated to dissipation, would not at
all be willing to take on himself the rigour and trouble of
conducting the administration of the country.'"ut
belying
Bahadur Shah's expectations, Ran Bahadur, on attaining his
twentieth year, suddenly announced his resolution to take
up the reins of Government in his hands. T h e tide of loyalty
flowed so strongly in favour of the hereditary Prince that
Bahadur Shah ]lad to forbear an unavailing opposition and
resign the office quietly.
T h e first year of Ran Bahadur's rule was a model of
efficiency.
he propriety of his conduct and the justice
of his actions far surpassed the highest optimism among his
subjects. Rut unfortunately, the first year was to stand as a
reproach to his activities in the subsequent years of rule. He
reverted to his former mode of idle dissipation neglecting the
affairs of the state. T h e climax was, however, reached when,
contrary to all sense of royal dignity and social decorum, he
got infatuated with a Brahmin widow of bewitching beauty.
H e ultimately married her and gave her the status of the
First Queen of the state much to the chagrin of high-born
people and state officials. About the close of 1797 the new
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Queen bore him a son-Girban Juddha Bikram-but herself
fell seriously ill. Ilespairing of her own life, the Queen
expressed her great concern at the sure persecution that
awaited her son, being born of an unapproved wedlock,
~ h o ~ the
~ l dking also die before completing his twenty-fourth
fear as the astrologers had already predicted. Upon this Ran
Raliadur decided to abdicate in favour of his son so that
during his own life time habitual ol~edienceto the nlinor
King ~ilightdevelop arnong the officcrs of the state and even
when Kan Hahadur would die his son would not have to
face any difficulty. Ran Balladur made all officers, both
~iviland military, swear allegiance to the infant Prince and
solcnlnly declare that they would never fail "to sac)ifice
their lives in defending his person".'" All this was necessary to get over the difficulty of violating the tradition.11
order of succession in the Gurkha family by which children
born of females of pure Rajput descent would takc the
inheritance to the exclusion of other children.15 'The
Governor-General in Calcutta was also requested by the
Rajah, as we have already seen, to extend his kindness ;~iid
friendship to the infant Prince."
T h e abdication of Ran Bahadur and the consequent
accession of Girban Juddha Bikram took place some time
in March, 179917 and one of the other Ranis was made the
Regent.ls Ran Bahadur now devoted his time to attendance on his favourite Rani whose health was rapidly declining. But all his cares and offerings at the temples-it
is
said he spent 12 lakhs of rupees-and
constant prayers of
the Brahmins proved of no avail : the Rani died. T h e
death of his most beloved Rani threw Ran Bahadur out of
mental balance and in a paroxysm of grief and shock "he
cut off the noses and ears of many of the Brahmin4 ~ c h o
officiated at the temples, where prayers had been offered for
the recovery of the Rani ; he deprived others of their caste
by forcing the flesh of dogs and hogs into their 1noulh5.
He caused the Golden Idol from the venerated temple of
Bhuwanee to be ground to dust with the most abominable
filth ; he directed the temple itself to be demolished. and
the three Companies of Sepoys, whom he gave the orders,
demurring at the sacrilege, he commanded scalding oil to
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be poured upon their naked l~odiesfeasting his e?es with
the sight of their sufferings"."
This mad orgy of murder and nlutilation conlpelled
the officers of the state to c.omhine i l l a11 attenlpt to s e i ~ ~
Ran Bahadur and remove hill1 from the Capital to some
place of retirement where, deprived of his power of oppression, he might pass his days well proviclecl wit11 all thc necessary comforts. I n the meantime the infant Prince had heen
removed to Novakote, under orders of Ran Ballaclur-, presumably to keep him safe while he was carrying on his acts oE
madness. At Novakote the officers of the state as~embled
and swore mutual adherence, the fir\t to s\ve:u. being Bul
Bahadur, a n uncle of R a n Bahadur. 'They prepared and
despatched a remonstrance to Ran Bahadur, stating that
having abdicated i n favour of his son he had no longer an\
right to interfere i n the matters of the Government and
requested him to retire to such a place as might be most
agreeable to him. T h i s only added fuel to fire and Ran
Bahadur tore the despatch into pieces and swore vengeance
against all coilcerned and issued orders to the troops to
proceed against the officers of the state. But the offirerc
remained firm in their stand and although Bul Bahadur had
deserted them they began to proceed towards Katmandu.
Soon R a n Bahadur came to know to his utter nlortification
that the troops sent to engage the officers of the state who
stood against him had quietly walked into the camp of the
confederated chiefs. Dismayed at this defection in the army
and fearing that his person might be seized hy the very
troops who were still with him, R a n Bahadur stole away at
dead of night to BenaresSz0
A slightly different story is found in an intelligence
from Benares soon after the arrival of R a n Bahadur and his
party which comprised Bul Bhadur, his uncle, Kurdip-a
person of rank-four
women and fifty men, at B e n a r e ~ . ~ '
According to this intelligence, the immediate circunlstances
that occasioned the Rajah's flight from Nepal were as
follows: "He (Ran Bahadur) wanted to resume his seat on
the musnad of Nepaul, b u t the ministers, the cuzees, the
Rauny etc. observed to him that he had voluntarily abdicated the Government in favour of another and that his
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of it was inadmissible. This incensed the Rajah
greatly against the officers of Government and he gave
~rdersfor beating some and putting others to death. They
and the body of the people have in consequence denounced
hill1 as a mad man and declared that he ought to be
confined. T h e Rajah hearing of this quitted Nepaul and
repaired to Benare~".~' (May 27, 1800).
The British Government played no part in these internal troubles of Nepal, but the Palace Revolution provided
them with an unforeseen opportunity.
T h e arrival of Ran Bahadur at Renares opened a new
chapter in the Anglo-Nepalese relations and led to the
signing of a fresh treaty between the two countries.
1. Pol. Cons., March 1, 1799, No. 7.
2. Pol. Cons., March 1, 1799, No. 7.
3. Pol. Cons., March 18, 1799, No. I .
4. Pol. Cons., March 11, 1799, No. 23.
5. Pol. Cons., April 22, 1799, No. 9.
6. H o m e Misc., Series of India O f i c e Records, Vol. 648, p. 27.
7. Ibid.
8. Pol. Cons., September 3, 1799, No. 7.
9. Pol. Cons.. September 3, 1799, No. 7.
10. Pol. Cons., September 3, 1799, No. 8.
11. Sect. Cons., June 26, 1800, No. 71.
12. Sect. Cons., June 26, 1802, No. 42.
13. Sect. Cons., June 26, 1802, No. 42.
14. Sect. Cons., june 30, 1802, No. 42.
15. Sect. Cons., June 30, 1802, No. 42.
16. Pol. Cons., September' 3, 1799, Nos. 7 S: 8.
17. Pol. Cons.. September 3, 1799, No. 7.
18. Sect. Cons., June 30, 1802, No. 42.
19. Sect. Cons., June 30, 1802, No. 42.
20. Sect. Cons., June 30, 1802, No. 42.
21. Sect. Cons., June 26, 1800, No. 70.
22. Sec. Cons., June 26, 1800, No. 71. Also vide P. Landon: Nepal,
Vol. I, pp. 70-2, and Cavenaugh: Rough Notes on Nepal, pp. 131-33.
Landon gives an interesting story about the orgy of nlurder and mutilation
done by Ran Bahadur, which runs as follows: "His unconventional marriage with a Brahmin girl was a matter oE his great unpopularity but by
lavish presents he purchased them off. But their curse, lle thougllt, was
the cause .of the death of his wife." Cavenaugh also gives almost a similar
story.

:'iiL:GI,O-NEPAI>ESE'I'REATY OF 1801
The great importance that successive Governors and
Governors-General attached to the Nepalese trade can easily
be understood from their repeated attempts at conciliating
the Nep;~lAdnlinistration and at persuading it to follow a
liberal connmercial policy towards the Company's dominions.
Lord JVellesley would be the last person to allow any opportuni ty of furthering the Con~pany'sinterests to go unavailed.
Ran Bahadur's arrival at Benares was naturallv considered
by him an excellent opportunity for the furtherance of the
political and commercial interests of the Company insofar
as tile state of Nepal was concerned.
On receipt of the intelligence that Ran Bahadur had
arrived at Benares, Lord Wellesley, considering that this
event might lead to the improvement of the connection
already subsisting between the two Governments1 and
thinking that it would be extremely desirable to cultivate
that connection both for political and commercial advantages, appointed a person to attend upon the Rajah. This
was done obviously enough, to enable the Company to avail
themselves of any favourable opportunity that might arise.
Capt. Knox's experience of the Nepal court made him specially qualified for the appointment and naturallv the choice
fell on him. He was to receive a salary of Rs. 1,5001- per
month and was authorised to appoint such staff and incur
such expenditure as the nature of his employment might
render neces~ary.~
History is said to repeat itself, and the Company was
faced with a situation almost similar to that of 1767 when
the Newar King Jayprakash solici tied the Companv's help
against the Gurkhas. Ran Bahadur, the fugitive Rajah of
Nepal, had on his arrival at Benares addressed a letter to*
the Governor-General requesting assitance for his reinstatement to the musnad of Nepal. A similar letter was also
addressed to the Governor-General by Guru Gajraj Misra.

(;apt. Kuox was specially commissioned to deliver the
~;otrel-nor-General'sletter personally to him and to assure
hiill of the Conlpany's friendly disposition towards the
Rajah.'
Instructions given to Capt. Knox for his guidance in
his dc;tlings with the fugitive Rajah give out clear-). the
~notiveof the Conlpany in appointing a special officer to
attend ullon him as also the policy adopted by the Company
towards Nepal. T h e Governor-General made it clear that
the interests of the British Government did not permit him
to remain an indifferent spectator to the political events
of such a magnitude in a state bordering so wide an extent
on the possessions of the Company and of the Nawab Vizier.
Capt. Knox was, therefore, desired by the Governor-General
to obtain detailed and accurate information relating to the
late transactions in Nepal which necessitated the flight of
Ran Bahadur Shah to ~ a f e t y . ~Capt. Knox was, however,
specially directed to "abstain from giving the Rajah any
encouragement to expect that the Company's Governnicn t"
would assist in establishing "his authority by force" until
he would receive "express instruction to that e f f e ~ t " . ~What
the Governor-General was interested in was to act as a
mediator between the actual ruling power in Nepal and
the ex-Rajah. For that purpose Capt. Knox was authorised
to receive proposals from the ex-Rajah and to open negotiations with the principal officers of the actual Government
of Nepal. H e was also instructed to elicit information
as to whether the ruling authorities in Nepal were willing
to re-admit Rajah Ran Bahadur Shah "under the guarantee
of the British G ~ v e r n m e n t " . ~Restoration of Ran Bahadur
Shah under the guarantee of the British Government was
the crux of the whole situation. Should the British Government succeed in inducing the Government of Nepal to
submit their differences with the Rajah to the arbitration
of the Company, it would be possible for the latter to have
some measure of political influence over the court of the
restored Rajah which might be used to secure and irnpro1.e
commercial concessions for the Company.
That the Governor-General-in-Coul~cil
was not 14rilling
to force a military decision upon the actual Government of

Nepal is clear enough from thc follo\trillg i)a~'agrapllin the
instructions to Capt. Knox: " T h e primary ol)ject of tikc
Govc~nor-Gene~~al-in-C~ouncil
is to bc i~istrrl~iic.rit;d,
1)). hib
mediation, in the re-establishlnc~l
t of the Kajah's authority
and by this service to conciliate the gratitude of that prince
and to obtain from him in return such collcessions as should
be effectually calculated to improve and secure ttlc conlmercial intercourse of the two countries".'
T h e Governor-(;enel-d-i~l-(:ou~lc.il's
\trillingness t o avoid
military intervention becomes nlore evident when we consider that the above decision was taken in spite of a letter
from one Baidyanath Singh of Bareilly to Mr. Revell,
Customs master at Mangee. 111 this letter the writer, after
having given a short account of the political situation in
Nepal that had led to the flight of Ran Bahadur Shah,
concluded by observing that "if the Company's Government
should wish to obtain possession of the country (Nepal) i t
might be effected with the greatest ease during these commotions. A person canle to me one day and observed that
if the Company's Government would place confidence in
him, he would take such measures with respect to the roads
and assistance which a n army would require, that the
Companv's forces might march with ease and safety for that
purpose ;o the capital of Nipaul".'
T h e Governor-General-in-Courlcil also did not rule out
the possibility of anv alternative to the proposed mediation.
I t was expressly stated in the intructions to Capt. Knox that
should the proposal for mediation appear impracticable or
inexpedient, advantage might be taken of the fear on the
part of the Nepal Government which was sure to grow in
them due to the protection and honourable reception given
to Ran Bahadur by the B r i t i ~ h . ~

T h e appointment of Capt. Knox to attend upon the exRajah set in motion a long-drawn process of negotiations
between Ran Bahadur Shah and the English, on the one
hand, and the latter and the Nepal Government, on the
other. G u r u Gajraj Misra was ready at hand to act as the
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go-between. But soon the whole situation became clouded
1,) ,11u tual susljicion and jealousy.
Karl Hahaclur Shah was a supplicant at the door of the
~ ~ ~ ~and
l i swas
l r receiving liberal subsidies from the Company.
Ilut wllilc carrying on negotiations with the English about
tile future plarl of his restoration, he fondly hoped that tile
Nepal Government, out of the fear of a possible alliance
betwccll the English ;1nd Karl Bahadur Shah, would agree to
l.eillst;~lchi111 to power. In fact, Ran Bahadur Shah had no
intention of 'accepting English media tion unless reduced to
extretnity. In order that the Nepal Government might be
aware of his contemplation to requisition English help, he
began talking loosely to sundry people frorn Nepal "of
returning to Nepal after the rains ~ ~ i at hBritish army".1°
This was the niodus operurrdi of Ran Bahadur's design to
intimidate the Nepal Government to submission. He also
employed his Guru Gajraj Misra to convey his terllls to the
Nepal Government. Once he sent Gajraj to Nepal without
informing the English and this led to a serious nlisunderstanding. G u r u Gajraj was suspected of double dealing.
Further, Ran ~ a h a d u r ' strust in Gajraj, after he had informed Capt. Knox that Gajraj did not enjoy his confidence
since he had "aided his uncle (Bahadur Shah) ten years ago
in an attempt" upon his life," naturally raised a presuinption against the honesty of both R a n Bahadur Shah and
Gajraj Misra. Capt. Knox did not make any secret of his
suspicion of Gajraj Misra. But the subsequent activities of
Gajraj fully cleared him of this unfounded suspicion and he
proved himself to be a n unfailing friend of the English.
Capt. Knox had no illusion about the nature of Ran
Bahadur Shah and pursuant to the instructions given hi111 11y
the Governor-General-in-Council, he opened negotiations
with the Chiefs of the Nepal Government for a direct settlement in which adequate provisions for the ex-Rajah Ran
Bahadur would be a major clause. As usual, Gajraj Misra
was the negotiator. When this direct negotiation was opened
between the English and the Chiefs of Nepal, Ran Bahadur
began pressing the Company for military assistance. In a
communication to the Governor-General, he represented that
the "evil-minded traitors", meaning the Chiefs of Nepal, had

llot only acted in a treacherous nianner towards him I ) u ~
were now trying to destroy liis son and place Litram Kudra
Shah, a nephew of Sree Kissen Shah, upon the r n u s n ~ d . ~ ~
I11 the circunlstances, he desired the Governor-General to
p~lnish the Nepal Chiefs and to restore llilu to the
guardianship of his minor son so that he might look after
his education until he reached niajority.'"e
also wrote
to say that "considering the British nation to be the bravest
of the brave, just, disposed to protect arid to appreciate the
claims of men of rank and of friends, and true to their
engagements, I came into the Company's territory."14
Ran Bahadur also gTve a detailed account of the military
position of the state of Nepal and listed the strength of the
army as follows: 40,000 troops ; 6,000 musketeers ; FiO pieces
of ordnance ; 3,000 archers, 6,000 illen ar~rledwith sabres, 200
rocket nien and some more irregulars. Damodar Pande, by
common consent the iiiost sensible minister of the time,
Karnaman, Ranjit Khetry, Permul Rana and Sree Kissen
Shah were stated by Ran Bahadur to be the most inveterate
of his enemies and he added that they had contemplated to
depose and murder his son. As to others, Ran Bahadur
asserted that although at the instance of the treacherous
Chiefs they were inimical to him, they were only apparently
so. I n reality, they were not disposed to subvert the
Government. l
A plan of military action and total forces that would be
necessary to punish the Nepal Chiefs were suggested by Ran
Bahadur Shah. According to his plan, 9 Battalions of Sepoys
and one Battalion of European soldiers would be enough,
but necessary precaution must be taken to seal the frontiers
towards Butwal, Morung etc. so that none might come to the
assistance of the Nepal Chiefs.16 Ran Bahadur promised to
reimburse the Company of the expenses that would be
incurred in sending the expedition and to "make such
remuneration for services performed as may be consistent
with such a system of union and concord, and may satisfy
vour lordship."17
Capt. Knox, through whom the above communication of
Ran Bahadur was sent to the Governor-General, made some
independent enquiry about t h e military strength of Nepal

pointed out in an enclosure to the aboile letter that the
Strength of the irregulars was about 25,000 inen. H e further
stated that "in the statenlent of the Rajah, I believe, he has
not included any part of the force that is stationed at a
distance from the capital. It is true that his extreme jealousy
had strained Iny means of acquiring information on that and
on every other subject, that from what I have been able to
collect, 1 imagine, it will not he overrating the force of the
\\.hole country to rstitnate the number of Fire-locks as high
a5 18 or 19 thousand and of other description in a similar
1Vhile ostensibly the ex-Rajah Ran Bahadur was carrying on negotiations with the British for military assistance, he
was secretly trying to return to Nepal without British help.
It also became clear to him that the British Government
would not be prepared to render him any military assistance
at a time when they were faced with the Maratha, Sikh and
the French problems. "They will not resort to violence, for
the country (Nepaul) being entirely mountainous ; they are
now at war with Vizier Ali, the Sics, the French and the
Deccanees. T h e ~ r e b c hhave lately captured six of their
ships, and a son of Mr. Graham the first member of the
Board of Revenue was killed on one of them".ls
Ran Bahadur Shah had probablv realised the unpleasant
truth that the English had lost faith in him and the only
way open to him was to prevent any settlement between the
Nepal Governtnent and the Company independently of himself. He, therefore, addressed a series of secret communications to the Chiefs of Nepal warning them against the danger
that any settlement with the British was fraught with. T o
the officers of the Nepal Government he addressed a special
conlmunication in which he assured them that there was
nothing to be apprehensive of in his remaining under the
English protection and warned the officers in the following
terms: "The appetite of the English is insatiable. They
wish to tax you with something, after obtaining a writing
from me and making me subscribe to an oath ; you should
not write in terms of sincerity or conciliation ; Misser Gajraj
is interested in the prosperity of the English and he will
deceive you. H e has written to them hence asserting his

fidelity in most solemn manner, but you should keep [hia
circumstance secret from him and the English. He will
swear a thousand oaths to YOU arid the English also will
conciliate you in various ways I\-ith a view of ( ~ i r gaining
)
their object, which is to your iojury. rThis you should
consider in every sense as the advice of your friend that the
English wish to deceive you".Z0
Ran Bahadur Shah also assured the Nepal Chiefs that
thc English had no chance of sending any army against Nepal.
I n the circumstances, the Nepal Govern~nerlthad no reason
to court the friendship of the British. His letter was full of
warnings against dealing with the English. "After learning
these circumstancesz1 it is not proper that you should enter
into friendship with the English : you must not expect to
satisfy then1 with silver and elephants and presents. Their
hope and object is Gold Mine. Neither will they be satisfied
with a factory. Do not by any means give credit to Gajraj
Misser, if you do, your lives will be a sufference of hardships ;
by giving a daughter in marriage a son-in-law is obtained
b u t no son-in-law is obtained by giving u p a wife"."
Obviously, to enter into friendly relationship with the
English, in Ran Bahadur's estimate, would be tantamount
to giving away one's own wife. W e can hardly consider the
above warnings of the ex-Rajah Ran Bahadur Shah simply
as a diplomatic move knowing as we do the traditional antiEuropean sentiments of the Nepalese. This view is all the
more strengthened when we know from the correspondence
between Capt. Knox and the Governor-General that Ran
Bahadur was trying to withdraw from the Company's
territories, if need be in a clandestine manner.
I n the meanitme, negotiations, were going on between
the English and the Nepal Government through the good
offices of Gajraj Misra. But there was that traditional
hesitancy and shifting of grounds on the part of the Nepal
Government which were the result of their suspicion and
jealousy of the white traders. I n fact, the situation became
so complex as to look almost intriguing and Gajraj Misra as
a result of his occasional overdoing i n expression of sincerity
and his anxiety to show his influence over the Nepal Gotrernment nearly lost the confidence of C a p t Knox. I n the
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Ran Bahadur's contemplated wi thdmwal from
[he lxotection of the English brought the \\,hole matter to a
crisis.
There can hardly be any doubt that Ran Rahadur Shah's
habits and Iilanrlers precluded any confidence in his integrity
insofar as the Coil~pany'sGovernnlent were concerned. H e
kept himself surrounded by people of low social standing and
placed his confidence in any body in an indiscreet fashion.
Hakeem Antony, a Portuguese tramp, soon became his
confidant. O n e of the four cha/)ra.\ie~sent by Mr. Vanderheyden, Agent to the Governor-General, began to ingratiate
himself with the Rajah who began to conln~unicateto hirn
all his hopes and fears i n a most unreserved manner. Ran
Bahadur's treatment of his Rani who accompanied llim to
Benares was also not becoming of the status he occupied.
All this, added to the suspicion that the Rajah was
trying to steal away from the Company's protection, pending
negotiations with the ruling party in Nepal, made the Company's Government rather a little stiff with him. I n reply
to Capt. Knox's letter communicating to the GovernorGeneral the possible attempt on the part of the Rajah to
quit Benares, the Governor-General clearly observed that
the British Government, by reason of the protection afforded
to the Rajah and the heavy expenses incurred for his safety,
accommodation and comfort, had acquired a moral right to
"secure by every just and practicable measure the attainment
of the political benefits to be expected by mediating the
differences between the Rajah and the ruling power in
Nipaul"."
He, therefore, instructed Capt. Knox to inform
the Rajah that he could not be permitted to leave the Company's protection until the Governor-General's pleasure was
known. Capt. Knox was also directed to take effectual
measures to prevent the Rajah's departure avoiding, as far
as possible, all degrees of harshness and personal restraint."
Needless to say, the Company wanted to use the exiled
Rajah as a lever to extract some political and commercial
concessions from the ruling power in Nepal. T h e result was
that sepoys and chaprasies were appointed in the name of the
Rajah's security, although the real motive was to prevent
him from leaving Benares without the permission of the
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English. T h e arrangements continued for some time and
towards the end of 1801 the Rajah recluested the Governor.
General to remove the sepoys and the cliapra.sies since all this
had given rise to a supposition in Nepal that he had been
kept in confineme~ltby the British.''
I n the nleantinlc, Gajraj Misra was frantically nlakillg
attempts to induce the Nepal Government to enter into a
treaty of friendship with the English. But Ran Bahadur's
letters ~varningthe Nepal Chiefs against any friendship with
the English, as also a letter addressed by one Parasuram
Thapa to Sukbe Buthut Bramin (sic) in which he said that
Gajraj Misra would work the ruin of the country by pre\railing. upon the Government of Nepal to agree to the
establishment of an English factory i r l Nepal, made Gajraj's
task very much difficult. Parasuram Thapa wrote in the
following terms: "Misser Gujraj would have given up the
country of the Hindoos to Mussalrnans . . . . life is not for
eternity ; keep the country in possession of the Hindoos,
recall the Rajah and put a stop to all family dissensions. Be
persuaded and per-s~ade".~' T h e reference to the Mussalmans here must have been made in a generic sense, meaning
persons who took beef.
But R a n Bahadur had lost credit with his own countrymen long before he had done so with the English. Naturally,
although there was some hesitancy on the part of the Nepal
Governrnent to come forward for a treaty of friendship with
the English, it was not altogether impossible to persuade
them. Capt. Knox sent a draft of the treaty that the Company's Government wanted to be signed between the two
Governments and Gajraj Misra carried on negotiations with
the Chiefs of Nepal on the basis of that draft. H e assured
Capt. Knox that although R a n Bahadur had written letters
to counteract the arrangement that he was trying to induce
the Nepal Government to enter into, yet d u e to the sincere
desire on the part of the ruling authorities in Nepal to have
closer friendship with the English, the Rajah's letters lost
their weight. Gajraj Misra was sure that he would be in
a position to induce the Nepal Government to sign a treaty
~ h~e basic principles of
of friendship with the C ~ m p a n y . T
the negotiations on the Company's side were, first, settle-
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lllrnt of a Jageer on the ex-Rajah Ran Bahadur adequate for
liberal maintenance ; secondly, establishment of an English
Resident at Nepal ; thirdly, improved trade relations between
the two states.
While the Nepal Government was willing to sign a treaty
of friendship with the Company, the proposal to establish a
British Resident at Katmandu, as it appears from Gajraj
Misra's conversation with Capt. Knox," proved a big hurdle
to cross. Some delay was indispensable, as Gajraj Misra
remarked, to prepare the minds of the people "for a ~~ieasure
SO repugnant to their established prejudice"."
This was also
what the Deputies sent by the Nepal C;overnment at the
suggestion of Capt. Knox to a border station for facilitating
the negotiations asked Gajraj Misra to make clear to Capt.
Knox." T h e anxiety of Gajraj Misra to sho~7himself off
as a person holding a powerful influence upon the Nepal
~overnmentas also his anxiety to enjoy the most implicit
confidence of the Company's Government, led him to make
certain promises here and there which were more or less
equivocal in nature. Capt. Knox, a sincere army officer but
less of a diplomat, would naturally like the negotiations to
be straight and fruitful. He could not fully appreciate the
narrow, jealous and hesitant attitude of the Nepal Administration, made all the mpre so by the occasional communications sent by ex-Rajah Ran Bahadur Shah to the ruling
Chiefs and the people of Nepal M~arningthem against an
English alliance.
Capt. Knox having found that things were not moving
quick enough nor all of Gajraj's assurances proving true
within a reasonable time, began to be confirmed in his
suspicion of Gajraj's bona fides. In his letter to the GOVernor-General he accused Gajraj Misra as having entered into
"the views of the ruling party in Nepal" and said that he
''has basely and weakly imagined that a reliance on his
fraudulent oaths and protestations would induce Your Lordship to wait the event with passive tranq~illity".~' In his
impatience, Capt. Knox wanted to put an end to "chickenery
and elicit the real intention of the Nepaul Government".''
He suggested that all persons, excepting such as were
immediately about the person of the Rajah, must be made

,
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to register their names with the city magistrate and all
persons who would conre to Benares sho~ildbe brought before
Capt. Knox by the Police. Such measures, Capt. K1lox
thought, "would alarrn Gujeraje Misser and the i)eputin
to immediate offer of proposals on the part of the Nepal
Government ; at all events, i t must be productive of sollle
decisive conduct by which their real intentions will he
rnanife~ted".~~
Needless to say, Capt. Knox's rough and ready method
of compelling the Nepal Administration and, for that matter,
Gajraj Misra to a decisive conduct would be showing sollie
temper but no policy. T h e fact that measures suggested by
Capt. Knox were not adopted leaves no doubt that they were
not approved of by the Governor-General-in-Council. Capt.
Knox also did not hesitate to point out the ambiguities in
the assurances and assertions of Gajraj Misra and to give
clear hints of suspicion that his conduct had given rise to.
This, however, had the desired effect. Gajraj Misra was very
sincere in his friendship with the British and he would not
like to lose it. H e sent his confidant Maulvi Abdul Qadir
Khan, who had great credit with the English, to assure then1
of his bona fides and began to exert himself most assiduously
to the task of persuading the Deputies from Nepal to
come to a decision with regard to the proposed treaty of
fi-iend~hip.~~
Ultimately, a treaty of friendship between the Government of Nepal and the Company was agreed upon. The
main features of the treaty were the settlement of a Jageer
upon Rajah Ran Bahadur Shah, establishment of a British
Resident at Katmandu and appointment of a Nepalese
Vakeel at C a l c ~ t t a . Bijepur
~~
Pergunnah was settled upon
the Rajah as his Jageer. H e was given the option of either
farming his own Jageer or remaining within the Company's
dominions and receiving the income of the Jageer by instalments. In view of the fact that the "transactions which
passed between the Governments of China and Nipaul in
the year 1791-92 suggested a belief that the issue of those
transactions had placed the dominions of Nipaul in a state of
partial dependence on the Government of China", clauses
that were likely to excite the jealousy of the Chinese Go\-
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csllnlrnt and thereby become in any degree prejudicial to the
( ; o ~ ~ ~ I ~China
; i ~ ~ ytrade,
'~
were deleted.s7 Two Deputies sent
by the Nepal Government for the purpose of negotiating the
rreaty caIrie to Patna in company with Gajraj Misra and
Capt. Knox and the modified treaty was transcribed on
papers bearing the seal of the reigning Rajah and counterpartson behalf of the Company were handed over to the
Deputies on October 26, 1801.38 By a separate treaty, supplementary to the above, between the Nepal Government
and Ran Bahadur Shah the terms and conditions of the
enjoyment of the Jageer were laid down." O n the insistence
of the Deputies from Nepal, the Company's Government
agreed to suspend their claim to the annual tribute in
elephants from Nepal during the continuance of the engagements contracted by the new treaty.'O
Thus ended the chapter of the Anglo-Nepalese relations,
which had been opened with the arrival of Ran Bahadur Shah
a t Benares.
T h a t the Governor-General-in-Council had
acted with the greatest wisdom by not trying to force a
lnilita~y decision on the ruling power in Nepal for the
restoration of Ran Bahadur became fully manifest during the
course of the protracted negotiations between the English
and the Deputies sent by the Nepal Government. It would
have been little short of a n act of manifest injustice on the
part of the British Government to have supported the pretensions of the ex-Rajah R a n Bahadur Shah who had solemnly
abandoned his station, of his own accord, and that again
against the general opinion of the people of N e ~ a l . ~ '
T h e conclusion of the treaty of 1801 was a great stride
in the Anglo-Nepalese relations since it marked the beginning
o f a formal poli tical-cum-commercial rela tion by the establishment of a British Residency at Katmandu. T h e storv of
the opening of Nepal bears some resemblance to those of'tlie
.-openingup of China and Japan by the West.
1.

Sect. Cons. June 26, 1800, 85.

2. Sect. Cons. June 26, 1800, No. 85.
3 . Op. Cit.
4. Sect. Cons. June 26, 1800, No. 86.
5. Op. Cit.
6. Sect. Cons. june 26, 1800, No. 86.
7 . Sect. Cons. June 26, 1800, No. 86.
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20. Op. Cit.
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French, etc. the English were faced with.
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25. Op. Cit.
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RESIIIENCY OF CAPT. KNOX
According to the terms of the treaty of 1801 (Oct. ?ti),
Capt. Kiiox was appointed the first British Resident at
K;ttrl~andu. But the ti~riewas not propitious for working the
treaty. T h e Nepal Administration was then torn between
contending factions, each aiming at the control of thc minor
Rajah. I n the circumstances, the difficulty of Capt. Knos's
task as the Resident could well be imagined.
T h e long-drawn negotiations with the Chiefs of the
Nepal Administration hefore the signing of the treaty had,
however, given Capt. Knox an idea of the nature of the Nepal
Government and of the ways he should follow in dealing
with them for any fruitful purpose. He, therefore, took one
of the Deputies, sent by the Nepal Government for negotiating the treaty, with him as an escort to avoid any last nlolncut
difficulty in his induction into office as the Resident at
Katmandu.' This was, indeed, a clever move and the reception that Capt. Knox had at the Nepal court was entirely to
his satisfaction.Vn the mean time, three young menLachhman Shah, son of Bheenl Shah, Kur Beer Singh I'ande,
son of Damodar Pande, and Kuheer Jung Singh, son of 1nd1-a
Bir-were sent to Patna as V a k e e l ~to represent the Nepal
Government in the Company's dominions. These )oung
men were not avowedly despatched as hostages, yet such they
were in reality and they were to remain at Patna until the
commencement of the next cold season. This was a pretty
long time to ascertain the strength of Capt. Knox's footing
in Nepal. Damodar Pande and Bheem Shah had requested
Capt. Knox i n a message to consider the voung men :is his
cl~ildren.~
I t is worthwhile to consider at some length the nature
of duties Capt. Knox was instructed to perform at Katmandu.
He was given certain very important and specific instructions
on his duties which admit of clear division into political,
commercial, military and general heads. Under the political

head, Capt. Knox was to obtain every relevant inE~l.mati()~
about the civil Government, its alliailces and connections
with other states arid particularly "the n~ttureand extent
coll~lectionand intercourse subsisting be tween China and
Nipa~l".~
It was specially impressed upon Capt. Knox that
lie should try by every nlenns iri his power to for111a close tie
between the Nepal Government ailtl the Conil)anyls Government. "Independently of those considerations which sugge\t
the general policy of forrning a close connection with neighbouring and contiguous States, the local situation of the
territories of Nipaul, skirting considerable part of the
northern frontier of Bengal and Behar and nearly the whole
North Eastern limit of the Province of Oude, renders an
intinlate alliance with the State an object of peculiar importance to the political interests of the C ~ m p a n y . " ~
I t was also to be the business of Capt. Knox to influence
the Nepal Governnlent to apprehend and surrender to the
Company the turbulent and refractorv elerilents who were
in the habit of obtaining asylum within the Nepal territories
in order to avoid justice. T h e co-operation of the Nepal
Government was also to be induced so that there might he
an equitable adjustment of the boundary disputes that often
arose between the subjects of the Company and those of
Nepal on the frontiers of Purnea and Tirhut. Such co-operation would also be needed to bring bandits and robbers and
other criminals to j ~ s t i c e . ~
Another point of great importance that Capt. Knox was
desired to remember was the strategic importance of the
Nepal territories in relation to those of the Nawab Vizier and
"in the event of any commotion in the Provinces of His Excellency the Vizier's Dominions adjacent to those of Nipaul
our connection with the latter state, may essentially aid the
means of suppressing such commotion by depriving the insurgents of any assistance or protection from that quarter and
by enabling us to draw supplies for the troops employed in
the restoration of order and tranquillity."' This observation
was almost prophetic since, about half a century later, this
strategy proved very much effective in putting down the
Revolt of 1857 with the help of the Nepal Government.
During the course of the negotiation of the treaty, Capt.

Knox had suggested granting of pensions from the C o r n ~ a n y ' ~
Go\-ernnlent to Danlodar Pande and Bhecnl Shah as a llleans
of s e ~ u r i n gan influence on the actual G ~ \ ~ r r l l m e of
n t Nepal.
He hat1 also made sure through Maulvi Abdul Qadil- Khan
h a t ilamodar Pande and 13hee111 Shah x ould gl-atef ully
accept the Company's pension and that "an annual sum of
twenty-four thousand rupees divided hetween Daundllaur,
Bun1 S l ~ a hand Gudjeraje Misser ~ ~ o u l cpurchase
l
the entire
colnniand to their service and contequen~lythe accomplishnient of every point that the Government rilay be desirous
of c a r r y i n g " . Y h i s , to Capt. Knox's mi rid, would "convert
the Rulers of Nipaul into British Depcnd:ints".' This suggestion the Governor-General acquiesced. in, but Capt . Knox
was specifically instructed that such concessions must not in
any way entail any obligation upon the British Government
to support Damodar Pande and Bheem Shah against their
opponent factions, for "such an obligation" (he said) would
be "inconsistent with the dignity of the British Govern~nent
and would militate against the fundamental principles of
alliances".1° If saving the British Governnien t's dignity and
the fundamental principles of alliances were at all a consideration, the Governor-General should have better rejected
the suggestion of Capt. Knox to keep the officers of a foreign
Goyernment in the Company's pension in the dubious expectation of securing an influence on the administration there.
Capt. Knox's suggestion and the Governor-General's approval
of it were obviously prompted by a desire to get, s o m e h o ~ a~ ,
foothold at the Nepal Durbar. T h e Governor-General
pointed out to Capt. Knox that when the influence of the
British Government would have been established on a secure
and permanent foundation, it would be the object of the
British Government to afford its support b y direct or indirect
means to the existing legal Government of Nepal."
Under the commercial head, it would be the primary
object of Capt. Knox to see that conlplete effect was given
to the Treaty of Commerce of 1792 as well as to pronlote
commercial interests of the Company in other ways. It urlould
also be his duty to obtain accurate information respecting
the mineral, botanical and agricultural products of Nepal
and to suggest the most practicable means of "applying anv

of these productions to the purposes of corn~nerce"." Fluln
earlier reports it was known to the Conlpany that v:tluahle
drugs and dyes were produced in Nepal the import of which
to the Company's territories and to Europe would 1)Wmote
the "commercial interests of the British nntion".13 Capt.
Knox was, therefore, to direct his special attention to this
aspect of the Company's trade. He was likewise to itscertain
the articles of European nlanufactul-c and of the Colnlxilq's
Provinces that were likely to find a vend in Nepal. l'he
question of opening a profitable trade with Bhutan and Tibet
either directly with the Company's provinces or through the
medium of the natives of Nepal was also to be enquired into
by Capt. Knox. T h e import into the Company's Provinces
of gold and silver bullion being an object of considerable
importance, Capt. Kriox was to avail himself of every opportunity "which mav offer to encourage the Government of
Nipaul to revive the commerce with Bootan which the erroneous policy of the former Government has injudiciously annihilated".'" T h e Governor-General also desired Capt. Knox
to effect such arrangements with the Nepal Government as
would enable the Company and the British merchants to
exploit the produce of the forests of Nepal which abound in
sal, pine and fir trees. "If these trees should be found of a
size and description calculated for masts and spars it will be
an object of the utmost importance to the maritime interests
of the Company and the British nation to command supplies
of timber from that quarter for the port of Cal~utta".'~
Timber for masts and spars were then imported fro111 the
coast of Pegu and the Eastern Islands. But the supplv was
both precarious and expensive. If sal, fir and pine timber
could be obtained from the territories of Nepal skirting the
borders of the Company's dominions, not only a constant flow
of supply would be maintained but the expenses also would
be very small.16 It may be recalled here that exploitation of
fir timber engaged the Company's attention for quite a long
time upto 1772, wheq it was te~nporarilygiven up. Capt.
Knox was also instructed to explore the possibilities of
obtaining pitch and tar from the fir and pine trees of Nepal
"which at present are imported into this country exclusively
from Europe".17
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From the extensive character of the instructions relating
to commerce between the Company's territories and Nepal, it
is easy to understand the great importance that the Cornpan\ 'r
(;overnn~ent attached to their relations with Nepal.
Under the military head, Capt. Knox was desired to
obtain with the greatest precaution all accurate information
about the military Government of Nepal, such as the
number, types and discipline of its troops, its internal and
external defences. l8
There were certain instructions which were of a general
exploratory nature. T h e Governor-General suggested that
Capt. Knox should, at a proper time, sound the Nepal
Government in respect of ceding a portion of the forest lands
skirting the Company's territories, in lieu of an equivalent of
the Company's, territories or of money. H e was also to ascertain if the Nepal Government would cede a portion of their
forest lands, should the Governor-General exercise his good
offices to obtain by arrangement with the Nawab Vizier tllc
two villages of Cashipoor and Rudrapoor for the occupation
of which the Nepal Government had already shown a great
degree of anxiety.1° Capt. Knox was also desired to obtain
precise information generally on all points of a statistir:il
nature and to know the temper of the people and to firid out
a remedy to the spirit of jealousy and suspicion that the Nepal
Administration had towards the English. H e was, however,
cautioned to obtain all information in a manner that .rz70uld
preclude any suspicion on the part of the Nepal Government.
Capt. Knox had to perform his journey to Ncpal b!.
several stages and in his camps at the different stages of the
journey Vakeels of the neighbouring hill Chiefs would
arrive. T h e Vakeel of the Rajah of Rut~valcame on several
occasions, as we know from a despatch from Capt. Knox. to
express the solicitations of his master to be received into the
favour of the Company's Government. Capt. Knox in his
letter to the Governor-General recommended the acceptance
of the said Rajah's submission on both political and commercial grounds.20 Politically, this would, as he suggested. offer
an opportunity both easy and effectual for increasing most
powerfully the British influence on Nepal." T h e nature of
this probable political influence was explained by him in
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anotllt.r letter ~ v rtteli
i
fro111his canlp a1 (;}lo1ahail~l" i n whit h
he said that Gajraj Misra was pl-e\\i~lgLlpo~l1li11i "the expedi.
ency, nay the necehsity" of att:~clii~lgthe Rajah of il~it\valto
the British interest^.'^ H e poi11tet! out, ~>resi~nlal)ly
froin his
personal knowledge ;~rldexperience as well as fro111 what hc
understood from (iajraj Mibra, that tlie Nepal C;overnnieilL
entered into the treaty (Oct. 1801) out of fear lest Ran Hahadur, the late ruthless tyrant, should stage comeback to Nepal
with British assist;ince. 'I'he treaty was thus an "offsl~rin~
of fear"."
'This fear complex or1 the part of the Nepal
Government was likely to continue only so long as Ran
Bahadur remained under the protection of the British. But
in the event of his death or flight from the Conlpany's territories this tie would disappear. In the circunlstances,
another hold on Nepal was considered expedient and necel
sary by Gajraj Misra as well as by Capt. Knox, and no stronger
hold could be found than the proferred attachment of the
Rajah of Butwal. T o keep the Nepal Rajah and his adrninistration true to their engagements, they must be made to
believe that they could be easily punished for violating them.
But this they knew to be impracticable unless the Company
would acquire cornilland over such a number of hill people
as would be requisite for the transportation of the provisions
and baggage, without which military force could not penetrate any distance into their country".25
About the commercial advantages that would accrue to
the Company on the acceptance of the friendship of the
Rajah of Butwal, there were references i n both the letters.
Capt. Knox wrote to say that the Rajah of Butwal was sincerely disposed to conlply with the Company's requisitions
for encouragement of trade. Butwal forest would offer an
excellent opportunity for the exploitation of pitch and tar
from the fir and the pine trees. T h e river transport could
be easily availed of since it wonld be possible to fell trees
close to the banks of the river Gandak and float them down
the stream, without much expense of land transportation.
Further, the "roads through Butwal and Palpa are by far the
best that are to be found in that mountainous rountrv, and
present the easiest communication with the interior of Nepal
and little Tibet".26 Unrestrained communication with
L 6
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~ u t w a land Palpa was likely to be of great benefit to the
~~rl111lercial
interests of the Company. In the first of the
two letters referred to above, Capt. Knox, however, sounded
a note of cautio~ithat the Raja11 of Hutwal ha\ling heen a
tribut:~r,yto Nepal, ally secret deal with hi111 niight estrange
tile feeling of the Nepal Adlninis~ration. But in his second
letter (Feb. 1, 1802) he seemed to have revised his opinion,
for, he wrote: "Indulgence towards him (Rajah of Hutwal)
will also materially proniote another desirable object as it
will tend to reconcile the people of Nipaul and indeed all
the hill Chieftains to a connection with us."" Ob\,iously,
the strategy was to keep the Nepal Government in constant
fear of a possible attack through Butwal, by accepting the
submission of the Rajah of that place.
T h e Governor-General-in-Council, however, did not
accept the suggestion of Capt. Knox, as contained in his
letters mentioned above. T h e Company's co~il~l~ercial
interest in China precluded any interference in the sovereignty of Nepal by adopting any hostile measures either
to enforce the observance of the stipulations of the treaty
of 1801, or to punish the violation of them on the part of
the Nepal Government. Capt. Knox was directed by the
Governor-General-in-Council to avoid any attempt to enforce the stipulations of the treaty through hostile measures
and "even under the dissolution of our engagement with
the state of Nipaul the same consideration ~vould render
it the duty of the British Government to restraint the Rajah
of Butwal as a dependant of the Company from the exicution of his vindictive projects, without the express sanction
of this G o ~ e r n r n e n t . " ~I~t is sufficiently clear from this
communication to Capt. Knox that the British Government,
although not unwilling to accept the proferred friendship
of the Rajah of Butwal would in no circumstance allow it
to be a means to the enforcement of the treaty obligations
upon the Nepal Government. T o follow Capt. Rnox's
suggestion would not only have been unworthy of the
British Government but would have directly militated
against all principles of friendly alliances.
O n e thing, however, that became sufficiently manifest
from Capt. Knox's letter was the very slender hold that the
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Nepal Government had on its own feudatories who were
willing to look up to a foreign Government for support, even
for a change ef allegiance. This was indeed an eloquent
commentary on the state of political aHairs in Nepal.'"

It has already been observed that times were not propitious for the consolidation of the friendly relations between
the Company and the Nepal Government. T h e adrninistration of Nepal was in the weakest hands and the regency
of the young inexperienced Queen Mother proved to be a
hey-day for all the factious elements of the state. Good
counsel was wanting ; the queen, due to her inexperience
and suspicion of others about her, always took a decision
only to alter it at the next suggestion. T o add to the difficulty of the situation Rani Tripura Sundari, Ran Bahadur's
another Kani who had accompanied him into exile, left
Benares for Katmandu. She had done so quite a few
months before Capt. Knox had started on his journey to
Nepal. T h e regent Kani had prevented her entry into
Nepal and she was compelled to camp at a village on the
this place the Rani was trying by secret
f r o i ~ t i e r . ~From
~
messages and letters to form a party within Nepal to support
her cause. She would have possibly succeeded in doing so
but for her trust in Bul Bahadur, uncle of Ran Bahadur
Shah, who was deeply and universally hated by all ranks in
Nepal." About this time a great alarm was excited in Nepal
by the assassination of Kazee Keitman (Kirttiman?) and
several persons of note. T h e known enmity between
Keitman and Damodar Pande led man? to be1ie;e that the
acts of atrocity were perpetrated at the instigation of
Damodar Pande and he was removed from office. But it
transpired that the real contriver of the murders wag Shree
Kissen Shah, another uncle of Ran Bahadur Shah. Shree
Kissen Shah was exiled and he took asylum in Patna, wherefrom he soon proceeded to the camp of Rani Tripura
Sundari and offered his allegiance to her. T h e situation now
became all the more intriguing. Damodar Pande was, however, conciliated by concessions and induced to resume his
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But actually he was not reconciled although he ap-eed
to resume his office with a show of allegiance. In fact, he
was desirous of conducting Rani Tripura Sundari to
~(atmanduand placing her at the head of the administration." l l i b h u b a n Singh, one of the rliinisters of the Nellal
Government, was equally disposed to any measure that
might pave the way for the reinstatelnent of Ran Bahadur
of whom he had been a constant and declared f a v o ~ r i t e . ~ ~
All this made the political confusion in Nepal worse conEounded.
Against this background a deputation met Capt. Knox
in his camp at Jhanchurua within Nepal hut quite far from
Katmandu to discuss along with other things, how best the
treaty of 1801 could be given effect to. This meeting took
place according to previous arrangement made by Gajraj
Mi~ra.~~
In the discussions that followed Danlodar Pande and
Tribhuban Singh evinced a positive bias for the restoration
of Rani Tripura Sundari to power although they would not
say so clearly. They argued that the Rani should be permitted to reside within Nepal on an adequate allowance,
for it would be cruel to expel her from her native country
without imputing any offence to her. Should it be found
that her residence in Nepal was dangerous for the state, she
might be removed to a place too remote for intrigue. But
other Deputies, including Bhim Shah, suggested that she
should be obliged to remain within the Company's territores
and Capt Knox's approval was naturally sought for. Gajraj
Misra also agreed to this view and pointed out the danger
of the restoration of Ran Bahadur to power, of which the
return of the Rani was the prelude. Even the distribution
of offices among the Chiefs was discussed in that meeting,
the motive for which could have been no other than to make
their arrangements with the supposed concurrence of the
British power represented by Capt. Knox.
But the most important point of discussion was how to
give effect to the stipulations of the treaty signed between
the Company and the Nepal Government. Objections were
raised by Tribhuban Singh on the number of the personnel
of the Residency. It may be mentioned here that Capt.

Knox's suite comprised, besides hitnsclf, four other Ellglish
gelltleInen." H e had also a n ilrniy escort ufitll him, a\ war
customary in those days. Tribllubim Singh pointed out
that Capt. Knox's suite was too large iund was not ;igi.eeahle
to the terms of the treaty which saicl that one person 011
p;~t-t of the British Goverrrment s h o ~ ~ lreside
d
in Nepal.
Further, he pointed out that the strength of the esaxt which
accompanied him was "capable of effectirlg a revolution in
the ~ t a t e . " ~ V e rGajraj
e
Misra played his part adnliral-,l\,
H e met Tribhuban Singh's objections by saying that when
it was stipulated that a British Resident should be placed
at Katmandu it was virtually agreed to receive a full suite
as it was i n the usage of the British Government to send with
their representative. As to Tribhuban Singh's fear that the
armed escort with Capt. Knox was large enough to be
capable of enforcing its decision on the state of Nepal,
Gajraj Misra took Tribhuban Singh to task for entertaining
such an injurious suspicion. Gajraj Misra remarked that
"every man in Nipaul knew that such was the weakness of
their country from intestine dissensions that no opposition
could be made to a British force, were our Government
(British) disposed to take advantage of their trouble?'
Nepal ought to be grateful, observed Gajraj Misra, for the
British forbearance and he asked the Deputies to direct
their endeavours to heal all domestic divisions and to reestablish peace and order as well as consistency in the Nepal
Government. But all this did not succeed in allaying the
fears and suspicions of Tribhuban Singh and several other
Deputies who pointed out that "wherever the English had
been received as friends, there they had i n the end established themselves as M a ~ t e r . " ~ "T h e discussions brought
out clearly the traditional suspicion of the Nepalese of the
English people and the contemporary history of India confirmed their suspicion and fear all the more. They also
showed the great love of independence of the Nepalese.
Needless to say, although the Deputies present in the discussion were in favour of faithfully adhering to the treaty,
they wonld have certainly avoided any kind of direct relation
with the English-not
to speak of agreeing to the installa-
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tion of a British Residency at their capital-if they had not
heen politically paralysed by their own dissenssions.

On his arrival at Katmandu, as already observed, Capt.
Knox was accorded a reception befitting the status and prestige of the Government he represented and creditable m
the Nepal Administration. He and his suite at first fixed
theniselves u p in tents fitted close to the armed escort. But
under instructions from the governing Rani a bungalow was
built up in the royal garden and Capt. Knox was conducted
into the newly built bungalow along with his immediate
staff. T h e armed escort and the military officers remained
in the tents. T h e Resident's bungalow was furnished with
a guard provided by the Nepal Government. Every civility
and respect due to the accredited representative of a foreign
Government was extended to Capt. Knox and his suite and
signs of hope and success were abundant.
But soon the situation took an unexpected turn for
the worse and belied all hopes of success. The political life
in Nepal knew no quiet ever since the removal of Bahadur
Shah from the administration of the country by Ran
Bahadur Shah. T h e latter, although a ruthless tyrant was
able to keep the reins of Government well in hand. But his
abdication was the signal for the rise of factions in the
court, one trying to oust the other, in order to control the
administration of the country to their own benefit. In the
meantime Capt. Knox had only succeeded in settling the
matter of the payment of allowance to Ran Bahadur Shah
according to the terms of the treaty. It may be mentioned
here that with a view to securing to Ran Bahadur Shah the
regular receipt of funds and in order to place him more
directly under the control of the British Government the
Company had assigned an amount to be paid to him by
monthly instalments from the treasury at Benares. T h e
money would be recovered from the payments which would
be made by the Nepal Government to the Company. Hardly
had the arrangements regarding the Jageer of Ran Bahadur
been settled by Capt. Knox in the manner mentioned above,
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the influence of the ministers, with whom the arrangements
l-egnrdingthe payment were made, declined and the arrange1 he persons who now took
lllents "became of no effect"."
lead in the administration gave assurances that the rllatter
~voulclbe considered by thenl. But soon afterwards, Capre
Knox received information of the proceedings at the Durbar
from which it appeared that, instead of taking steps to fulfil
their assurances, the ministers were trying to set aside the
whole of the e ~ l ~ g e ~ n econtracted
nts
by t lie
The
unfailing Gajraj Misra was there to remonstrate against the
unwise policy of the ministers and, failing to make himself
heard, he "determined to try the effect of absenting himself
from the Durbar.""' It needs hardly any mention that the
conduct of the new ministers put Gajraj Misra in a most
unenviable situation.
What was worse, presurllably under the instruction of
the D ~ ~ r b aar ,new party of guards was posted in the garden
in place of the old, on the 20th July, 1802, and contrary to
all principles of clecency and clecorurn, these new men began
meddling on every trifling occasion. Within a week they
plaritetl themselves at the two gateways of the garden refusing
admittance to earery native of the country. Dr. Buchanan
who accompanied Capt. Knox had been collecting various
kinds of herbs and plants through the natives. But this was
also stopped by the guards. T h e offensive vigilance of the
guards upon the gentlemen of the suite compelled Capt.
Knox to draw the attention of the ministers to their apparently inexplicable conduct. There was no dearth of assurances
on the part of the ministers of the Durbar to set matters
right without delay. But the assurances were not followed
by any action. The result was that the guards' conduct was
marked by open disrespect. Capt. Knox had to send his
native munshi Abdul Ali KhanJ4' nephew of Maulvi Abdul
Qadir Khan, to the Durbar to make personal representation
on the matter. There were prompt apologies for the delay
in looking into the matter. But all promises of redress
remained unfulfilled and the progressively disrespectful conduct on the part of the guards, became more and more intolerable. For about nine days Capt. Knox had to put up with
the studied indignity to which he was exposed. That the
r
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,,poy~ of the guard were not misbehaving of their own
acc:ordadmits of no doubt. It was a part of the plan mooted
the Durbar to somehow bow the Residency out of the
country. Capt. Knox had ultimately to quit the garden as a
protest against the callous attitude of the Durbar to all his
complaints.
He, however, addressed a letter to the minor Maharajah
inforliling him of the sudden change in the attitude of the
Durbar towards the Residency. This had the desired effect.
When the letter was explained to the Queen Mother, she
great displeasure at the remis.iness of the ministers
and directed a deputation to wait upori Capt. Knox to entreat
him to return to the bungalow. In the evening of the same
day (29th July) Hastidal Shah, Gajraj Misra, 1,achmi Narain
and an officer particularly in confidence of the Rani came to
Capt. Knox's tent (where he had withdrawn from the bungalow) to express the Queen hlothcr's displeasure at the
conduct of the sepoys as 1vel1 as at the remissness on the part
of the ministers. T h e members of the deputation impressed
upon Capt. Knox the fact that the Rani had no knowledge
of the state of affairs until the receipt of his letter addressed
to the Maharajah. Arrangements were made to the satisfaction of Capt. Knox, the guard was changed and the new
guard was specially directed to render implicit obedience
to the orders of the Resident and his suite. Capt. Knox was
then escorted into the bungalow again, and not only that,
a payment of Rs. 20,000 was ordered towards the Jageer
settled on Ran Bahadur Shah. But the whole amount could
not be paid for want of cash in the treasury. Thus the situation took a turn for the better as suddenly as it had done
for the worse only few days back. T h e governing Rani was
at least more clever than her ministers. She knew the weakness of her position and the value of the British alliance
under the circumstances. It was her most sincere desire to
faithfullv implement the stipulations in the treaty until such
time \lrhen the minor Rajah Juddha Bikram Shah would take
over the administration jnto his own hands and decide upon
the matter himself.
But this was not to be. Shortly after this, information
reached Nepal that Rani Tripura Sundari, after having
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waited at the village of Kurrurbunnah on the f n ~ n t i efor~
moritlls, exposed to the dangers of an unhealthy climate, alld
from a variety of distresses, had left that place with
a determination to proceed to Katmandu. 'The goverlling
Rani sent troops to prevent her fro111 proceeding towards
Katmandu, but she had the nlortification to hear that her
troops, instead of preventing her from proceeding on her
march, hacl joined her camp. T h e governing Rani desired
Capt. Knox to intervene and to bring this affair to a satisfactory adjustment ." T h e annual allowance that the governing
Rani olfered to Tripura Sunclari was only 5,000/-. But Capt.
Knox refusued to open negotiations with Rani Tripura
Sundari on the basis of so meagre an annual allowance. It
was ultimatelv raised to Rs. 18,000 on the insistence of Capt.
Knox and th; latter sent one of his Mu,zslris, Mirza Medhi,
to nieet the Rani. Mirza Medhi found that the troops of the
Nepal Government were on the side of Tripura Sundari and
she was determined to reach Katmandu. No question of
negotiating any settlement on the basis of an annual pension
could arise under the circumstances.
The Rani reached Ichankote, seven miles from Katmandu, with the very troops that the governing Rani had sent
to put her under restraint. This led to great "alarm, confusion and perplexity" in the Durbar."" Cannons were drawn
up before the gates of the royal palace, guards posted at every
avenue and ammonition served out to prevent the entry of
the Rani into the city. Various idle schemes were discussed
by the Durbar for preventing the Rani from entering the
city with the help of the troops who had joined her. But
all this had just the reverse effect. T h e troops who were
still on the Government side openly declined to resist all
schemes of the Durbar by force and to facilitate by every
means within their power the entry of the Rani into the city.
Darrlodar Pande who had earlier lost his influence in the administration was requested to press upon Rani Tripura
Sundari some kind of settlement, short of surrender, by the
existing Government. He proceeded to Khankote where the
Rani was encamping, but before the actual negotiation was
opened, the governing Rani, giving way to despondence, fled
to the sanctuary of Pasupatinath with the minor Maharajah.
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Things became easy for Rani Tripura Sundari, she
now enter into the city and take over the administration into her own hands. She arrived at the capital a t the
head of a huge following of troops and civilians and soon
iook up the regency of the minor Maharajah. D a m d a r
Pande became her Prime Minister (Mooluk Dewan) and the
minor Maharajah was brought back to the palace under her
orders. T h u s another revolution took place in Nepal without
the shedding of a single drop of blood.
Capt. Knox was a silent spectator to the big change. But
soon after assumption of charge as the regent the new Rani
(also called Maharani) sent messages to him through Gajraj
Misra and Damodar Pande assuring him that the engagements contracted by the late Government had her full approbation and that he might depend upon their being fulfilled
in the strictest good faith. I n conformity with these assurances, the Maharani ordered immediate payment on account
of the arrears due to the Company in respect of the allowances paid to R a n Bahadur Shah. But soon it was found
that Damodar Pande had no intention to execute the orders
of the Rani in this regard. Finding all remonstrances made
by Gajraj Misra ineffective and failing to secure obedience
to the Rani's orders Capt. Knox informed her (Maharani)
through Gajraj Misra that he would withdraw to the British
territories as soon as the travelling season would set in. This
had the desired effect. T h e displeasure of the Rani at the
noncompliance with her earlier orders was marked and the
ministers were taken to task for this. Within a few days a
sum of Rs. 30,000 was sent through Gajraj Misra, being the
amount of five instalments due to the Company on account
of Ran Bahadur's Jageer from October, 1802." A further
sum of Rs. 5,000 was expected to be received from the Nepal
Government, as Capt. Knox was given to understand by
Gajraj Misra. Capt. Knox naturally thought that affairs were
on a proper footing.
I n the meantime, Mr. Proctor had been appointed by
the Company to succeed Dr. Buchanan. Mr. Lloyd, Capt.
Knox's Secretary, had been earlier ordered to return to Patna
to look after the Vakeels of the Nepal Government, who were
more or less in the nature of hostages and were to stay in
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Patna for some time. Mr. Llyod was now required to rejoin
the Residency at Nepal. Passports for both these gntleillen
were required and Capt. Knox requested the Rani through
Gajraj Misra to issue necessary orders in this rcgard. 'l'ilr
Subahs of Bijepur and Morurig were settled on Ka11 Baha.
dur as Jageer and Capt. Knox desired the Nepal Adt~iirlist~.
tion to sign proper docurne~itsto niake over the rnanagenlent
of thc Subahs t o 4 V a j r a j Misra "wllo had engaged res.
ponsible bankers to be his securities for the regular re~nittame of the kists (instalments)"."' But the Nepal Government, in spite of assurances that matters would be expedited,
began delaying on various pretexts. Neither the passports
for Mr. Llyod and Mr. Proctor were issued nor were the
documents relating to the Jageer executed. Capt. Knox was
informed by Gajraj Misra that Rankit Pande and Tribhuban
Singh of the Durbar were obstructing the execution of the
docu~ilentsmaking over the two Svbahs to the charge of Gajraj Misra and even the Rani herself had strengthened their
opposition by expressing her dislike to the mediation of the
British Government in matters concerning the exiled Rajah.
This matter, to her mind, must be entirely left to herself.48
Thus foiled at ever step, Capt. Kriox had no alternative
but to threaten withdrawal into the Conlpany's territories,
should the terms of the engagement remain unfulfilled till
the 12th March, 1803. This brought expression of regrets
and assurances of compliance from the Nepal Government,
but nothing was actually done to implement the treaty
obligations. O n the 18th of the same month, Capt. Knox
prepared for his departure as he had already notified to the
Nepal Government. At the last moment the idea dawned
upon the Rani ant1 the members of her Durbar that the
clispleasure of the representative of the British Government
might result in troubles for the Nepal Government. Not
that the Rani was not conscious of this before. But the
indecision of a divided administration kept her siding with
one or the other group of the ministers. It was too late when
the ministers and the Rani became fully alive to the possible
danger that might arise from the displeasure of the British
Government. A deputation was sent at the last moment to
entreat Capt. Knox to alter his decision and to stay on. As
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an earnest, as it were, passports for hlr. Lloyd and Mr.
Proctor were offered and the papers regarding the Jageel. of
Ran U a l ~ d u rwere agreed to be inade available immediately.
But to change decision after publicly notifying it, as Capt.
Knox iiglitly thought, and particularly under the circumstances already narrated, would be making the words of the
repl-esentative of the British Government rather light. This
woold cn(:ourage the Nepal G ~ \ ~ e r n n l e ntot do things only
under threats, and that at the last nlommt. Capt. Knox,
therefore, stuck to his decision to leave Nepal. But considering the anxiety created by his inlpending withdrawal in
the mind of the Rani, he assured her of the continued Sriendship of the British Governrnen t so long as the Nepal Ad111inistration would remain true to their engagements. This did
not allay the apprehensions of the Rani and she insisted on
Capt. Knox's leaving behind at Katmandu sonle inembers of
the Residency as a token of continued friendship of the
British Government towards Nepal. This Capt. Knox agreed
to do and Mirza Medhi, one of his A/llln;\hi.s, was ordered to
stay on as a representative of the British Residency at
Katmandu. T h u s after a period of one year from April,
1802, to March, 1803, Capt. Knox left Katmandu.
When he reached Phurfing, a distance of onc day's
journey from Katmandu, Kazee Randhir Singh visited him
under instructions from the Rani to express, in the naiile of
the reigning Rajah and herself, extrenie regret at Capt.
Knox's departure and to wish his speedy return to Katmandu.
Kazee Randhir also represented that the Nepal Administration was actually i n the hands of "greedy unprincipled men
who had shown their disregard for all obligations"."" It was,
however, the intention of the Rani to watch their conduct
with constant vigilance and to guard herself again5t any
treacherous designs by depriving then1 of the power and
patronage which it was no longer safe to leave in thcir haods.
She also felt that the "carrj~ingof her intentions into effect
depended i n a great measure on the British Government
manifesting a friendly disposition to her"." Another group
of visitors arrived who sought to impress upon Capt. Knox
that the administration of Nepal would worsen daily under
the young inexperienced Rani and the only condition h)r a

stable Government, they suggested, was the restoration of
Kan Bahadur Shah "at the llead of the adnlinistratioil to be
formed with the concurrence of the I3ritish Government arid
this condition should be rrlade indispencal~lein future re.
illovals and appointmctnt~".~''They also suggestetl the estahlishment and maintenance of a body of Ilritisll troops in
Nepal.
A message from ~ u k t w a rSingh, one o f the CllieE~of
Nepal, delivered to Capt. Knox by the Rajah of Rutwal also
purported to say that the "affairs in Nepal were in that state
of hopeless disorder that nothing excepting the inter-position
of the British Government would r e ~ ~ i e d y "T. ~h ~
e Rajah of
Rutwal also expressed his hope that the time was now at hand
when all expelled Rajahs might be restored to their possessions which had been wrested from them by the "rapacious
Gurkhalees"" who might as well be stripped of their power
of oppressing their weak and unresisting neighbours. Thus
many of the Chiefs and the feudatories of Nepal considered
the interposition of the British Government a necessity or at
least an event that must certainly happen ; and, as Capt.
Knox put it, "Nipaul presents to its inhabitants no other
chance of escaping the miseries of anarchy than by submission to a foreign control".54
All this leaves no doubt that the withdrawal of Capt.
Knox gave rise to a widespread impression that it would draw
upon the Nepal Government the displeasure of the British
Government, which many of the Chiefs and feudatories of
Nepal welcomed. That the Rani also apprehended the
British Government's displeasure is clear enough from her
vexation and anger and the charge that she brought against
her ministers of "having a premeditated intention of drawing
upon her the displeasure of the British G ~ v e r n m e n t " . She
~~
at once ordered that the districts of Bijepur and Morung
must be committed to the management of Hastidal Shah for
the collection and the remittance of the allowance due to
Ran Bahadur Shah regularly. She also appointed a person
of rank to attend upon Capt. Knox until his return to Katmandu. Needless to remark that the Rani considered the
goodwill of the British Government as absolutely necessary
for her own security.56 This disposition of the Rani was
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~ornlllunicatedto Capt. Knox by Har Kumar Dutta Singh,
her uncle who observed as follows: "Finding her confidence
abused wherever it was placed, beset with difficulties, she
knew not how to remove, and apprehensive of treacherous
design against herself, she was desirous of placing her person
and country under the in~mediateprotection and management of the British Government".
T h a t the circun~stancesfavoured British interpositio~l
is clear enough. 'The only deterrent from the British point
of view, was the possible umbrage that such a course was
likely to give to the Chinese Government. But on this point
Capt. Knox wrote as follows: "\Vith respect to their (Nepal
Government's) right consistent w i ~ htheir relation to China,
to call for the mediation of His Excelleilcy, it may be admitted as strong presumption-proof, that the people o£ Nipaul
were perfectly independent of that Court, that no application
for its assistance against the dangers that one time apprehended from us, nor for composing their intestine feuds, has
ever been thought of.. Had China possessed a right or felt
a wish to interfere with the affairs of Nipaul, it would
scarcely have passed un-noticed the many import ant changes
that have agitated that country, nor my reception there as the
acknowledged minister of a foreign P o ~ e r " . ~ 'But Capt.
Knox was not sure that occupation of Nepal or bringing it
under the control of the British arms would not excite the
jealousy of the Chinese Government, since the Nepalese
possessions which ran into parts of Bhutan would necessarily
bring British troops very near to Chinese territories. Capt.
Knox, however, felt like relying on the legal position rather
than on political expediency. H e observed in this letter to
the Govornor-General "that the Chinese would not interfere
were the Nipaulese to invade our possessions, they have no
right to interfere".58
Should the Governor-General-in-Council deem interference in the affairs of Nepal inadvisable for fear of its leading
to consequences endangering the commercial privileges
enjoyed by the Company in China, Capt. Knox's suggestion
was that for the enforcement of the payment on account of
the Jageer to R a n Bahadur Shah it would be necessary to take
possession of a portion of the Terai. Occupation of Almora

would be, as Capt. Knox thought, to the best advantage of
the Company : " . . . here I allude to the acquisition of
Almora. This district stands next to Nipaul in presenting
facilities of trade with Bootan (~ic). It possesses some valuable forests of timber and it is too far rrriioved from any of
the Chinese. dependencies to occasion jealousy frorrl that
quarter"." The occupation of Almora, as Capt. Knox
imagined, would be easy to obtain. 'l'his could be done by
agreeing to reinstate Ran Bahadur Shah to power, which
again woulcl not be at all difficult to accomplish at a time
when there were many in Nepal willing to accept hi111 at the
head of the administration.
T h e Governor-General-in-Co~111cil
in their instruction to
Mr. C. Llyod, Secretary to the Nepal Residency, observed
irlter alia that none of the objects which the British Government contemplatetl in concluding an alliance with the state
of Nepal had been attained and that their accomplishment
had been frustrated by causes inherent in the constitution of
the Government of Nepal. T h e disposition of every successive Administration of Nepal had been to preserve the goodwill of the British Governrrlent under the apprehension that
the loss of British support would be followed by the restoration of Rajah Ran Bahadur Shah with British assistance.
There was, naturally, no sincere desire on the part of the
Nepal Government to cultivate British friendship or to
implement the stipulations of the treaty of 1801. In the
circumstances the Governor-General-in-Council considered
the treaty as dissolved and, as a consequence, they thought,
the Company had no right to keep Rajah Ran Bahadur Shah
under their protection." As to Capt. Knox's suggestion that
the Company's Government should enter into an engagement with Ran Bahadur Shah agreeing to restore him to
power in lieu of the cession of Almora, the Governor-Generalin-Council specifically resolved "to abstain from the conclusion of any engagements whatever with that prince."" It
was also resolved that Ran Bahadur Shah should be left at
liberty to return to Nepal unconditionally. I n a separate
communication to the reigning Rajah the Governor-Generalin-Council anriounced that the British Government had
withdrawn from the alliance concluded by the treaty of Oct.,
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1801. Mr. Llyod was directed by the Governor-General-inCouncil to advise Murlshi Mirza Medhi to quit Nepal without ally delay." Thus the Residency which had, some
months back, withdrawn from Katmandu stood formally dissolved with effect from January 24, 1804.

T h e Company's attempt to establish a permanent Residency at Katmandu for extending their influence on the
Nepal Administration and for acquiring coinmei-cia1
advantages proved abortive. 'The Nepal Government's
acceptance of the treaty of 1801 was pro~nptedby fear, and
no sooner the fear was allayed to soiile extent, than they
cared not to implement the engagements of the treaty. The
fair conduct of Capt. Knox and his suite and the extraordinary patience with which he had borne with the prevarications of the Nepal Government emboldened the latter t o
behave as it did. T h e Nepal Governnlent was convinced
of the peaceful intentions of the Company and this also must
have been to some extent responsible for removing the fear
which was at the root of the treaty of 1801. Further, the
Residency of a foreign Government was entirely a new thing
in Nepal and the British Residency was one which the
Nepalese were traditionally afraid of. T h e Residency was in
the nature of a "necessary evil" so far as the Nepal Government was concerned and once the Nepal Administration got
over their fear complex, the British Residency was sought
to be bowed out of the country. These apart, the indecision
of a divided Administration was also largely responsible for
the failure of Capt. Knox. T h e Maharani's orders were more
often than not shelved by the powerful 'Chowtras', i.e., ministers, and this led to much misunderstanding. T h e unsteady
nature of woman's rule, which Nepal experienced at that
time, must be considered one of the major difficulties Capt.
Knox had to face. But it must be said to the credit of Capt.
Knox that he had done his job admirably well and quite in
keeping with the prestige of the Government he represented.
T h e only result that had come out of the temporary
establishment of the Residency at Katmandu was the acqoisi-
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tion of first-hand information of the political weakness of the
country during that period. This would have lxen of great
value to the Company's Government, had there been any
intention to try force. That the period covered by the
regency of the two Ranis was one of the weakest in the history
of Nepal admits of no doubt. Considering this fact ;is well
as the geographical situation of Nepal in relation to the Company's possessions in India, it will not b e impertinent to ask
why the Company's Government acted in such a passive
manner with regard to Nepal. Many of the hill Chiefs
desired the Company to bring Nepal under their control.
The Rajah of Butwal was one who deserves special mention.
Even the governing Rani and a number of responsible officers
of the state would like some kind of superintending support
from the British Government. T h e question that naturally
strikes one is that at a time when it would be no more
difficult than a simple walk-over into Nepal, the importance
of which country had been appreciated by generations of
British Governors and Governors-General, why at all the
Company's Government under no less a person than Lord
Wellesley allowed the opportunity to slip off. Nepal certainly,
then, offered a very good chance either to be grabbed or at
least to be brought under the Subsidiary Alliance of the
Company.
T h e only plausible explanation of the conduct of the
Company's Government at that time, with regard to Nepal,
was their preoccupation within India, particularly in connection with the Second Anglo-Maratha War (1803-5), on the
one hand, and, on the other, the apprehension of the Chinese
Government's displeasure which the Company, for their
commercial interests in China, would not naturally like to
provoke. Besides, in spite of the knowledge the Company
had of the approaches to Nepal and of the possible sources
of supply of provisions, no positive reliance could probably
be placed on the verbal promises of support given by the hill
chiefs in this regard.
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CHAPTER X

TOWARDS HOSrTIL,I'I'IES

T h e dissolution of the 'Treaty of 1801 left Ran Bahadur
Shah free to return to Nepal, which lle had not been able to
do so long, in spite of all his endeavours, due to the surveillance of the Company's Government. Soon d t e r the formal
co~nnlunicationof the Company's decision to Ran Bahadur,
~vhichalso meant a termination of the Company's responsibility to pay him, by monthly instalrnents, the amount due
to him for his Jageer under the British guarantee, he began
preparation for his departure for Nepal. T h e Company,
however, gave Ran Bahadur Shah one month's notice. On
the eve of his setting out for Nepal Ran Bahadur Shah received the balance due to him from the Conlpany, under the
previous arrangements, u p to the 24th February, 1804, inclusive of the month's notice given by the Company.'
T h e return of Rani Tripura Sundari to Nepal sorne
months earlier was not a prelude to Ran Bahadur's return as
Gajraj Misra and some others of the Nepal Court thought.'
he causes behind her return to Nepal were the cruel treatnient meted out to her by Ran Bahadur Shah while at Benares
and his utter neglect of her, as he kept himself deeply
engrossed in voluptuous pleasures. His amorous attention
to a 'Nautch girl' (dancing girl), and his gift to her of the
ornaments which he had forcibly stripped off the person of
the Rani served as the last straw on the camel's back. She
left Benares to save herself from the open insult and indignity
to which Ran Bahadur Shah subjected her almost daily.'
This view is further strengthened by the earnestness she had
shown as the governing Rani to see Capt. Knox return to
Katmandu and her insistence on his leaving behind some
one as an evidence of the continued British friendship towards
Nepal. She apprehended that the British displeasure might
result in the restoration of Ran Bahadur Shah to power with
the assistance of the British arms. Further, her banishment
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a place called Helnlu in Gossainkonda immediately on
Ran Hahadur's assumption of the charge of administration,
adds strength to the contention that her return to Nepal had
nothing to do with the later I-eturn of Ran Bahadur Shah.
Ran Bahadur Shah returned to Nepal early in 1804.
The weak and unsteady rule of the two Ranis during his
absence, had created a general feeling of disgust and, consequently, there was a widespread hankering after a steady
government in the country, even if it was to be under a
ruthless ruler like R a n Bahadur Shah. In such circurnstances, when Kan Uahadur Shah crossed into Nepal, there
was an emotional upsurge in his favour which washed away
all the bitter memories of his ruthlcssncss and cruelty. H e
was welcomed and placed at the head of the administration.
While at Benares Ran Bahadur had xlopted the sacred
title of Swaini Maharaj and taken to saffron coloured dress.
But neither the title nor the dress was any index of his mind
which remained unreformed. T h e first thing he did on
assumption of the charge of adininiqtration was to banish
Rani 'rripura Surldari for her manifest lack of devotion to
him. Next he invited Rajah Yrith\rip;ll Sein of Palpa to
Katmandu on the pretext of negotiating his on7n marriage
with his sister. But on his arrival at Katmandu, Prithvipal
Sein was put under the strictest s ~ r v e i l l a n c e . ~This was
certainly a retribution for Prithvipal Sein's conduct in proposing to change allegiance from the Rajah of Nepal to the
Company's G o ~ e r n m e n t . ~
R a n Bahadur's resumption of power was followed by
the removal of Damodar Pande from Prime Ministership and
his imprisonment along with his eldest son. Bhim Sen
Thapa, was appointed the Prime Minister. These administrative shakes-up ushered i n a change both in the internal
and the external policy of Nepal. Ran Bahadur wanted to
compensate his country for his earlier neglect by the conquest
of new territories and Amar Singh Thapa, the Nepalese
General was ordered to proceed on a war of acquisition
towards the west.
Sher Bahadur, one of the uncles of Ran Bahadur, was
not favourably disposed towards the latter and Ran Bahadur
in order to keep him at a safe distance ordered him to follow
to
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Amar Singh Thapa. Sher Bahadur was too clever for this
trick and refused to obey. He was brought before the Durbar
under Ran Bahadur's order and was sought to be iniprisond,
This put Sher Baliadur to extreriie rage and he struck Itan
Bahadur with his sword wounding hini fatally, but Halnara
Singh, a courtier, at once struck the assailant down. Ran
Baliadur's last moment entreaty to Bhim Sen Thapa was to
look after his minor son King Girban Juddha Bikram Shah.
Thus ended the stormy aireer of Ran Bahadur Shah (April,
1805).

Bhim Sen Thapa was an able leader and efficient administrator. He was highly ambitious no doubt, but
scrupulously respected the last moment desires of Ran
Bahadur Shah. One of the first things he did was to force
Rani Tripura Sundari to be a Sati, i.e. to immolate herself
on the funeral pyre of her husband Ran Bahadur Shah. This
was a politic step taken by Bhim Sen Thapa to rid himself
of a potential rival. He also put to death some of the high
officials of the state who were suspected to be against him.
Damodar Pande, his eldest son, Prithvipal Sein, and many
others also lost their lives in the clean sweep ordered by Prime
Minister Bhim Sen T h a ~ a . ~
Bhim Sen Thapa's ambition was not simply personal,
he was also determined to bring all the hilly countries under
the direct control of Katmandu and to extend the territories
of Nepal upto Kashmir. Soon after the execution of Prithvipal Sein, Rajah of Palpa, Bhim Sen sent Amar Singh Thapa,
General of the Nepalese armed forces, to take possession of
Palpa. After having brought Palpa under the direct control
of the Nepal Government, Amar Singh Thapa proceeded
against the king of Garhwal who was defeated and his kingdom annexed to Nepal. This pushed the boundary of Nepal
westward up to the Sutlej. Amar Singh Thapa was a soldier
of rare abilities. He continued his march westward and
conquered portions of the Kangra Valley from the King
Sansar Chand. Amar Singh next attempted to take the fort
of Kangra, the occupation of which would give him com-
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over tlre hilly tracts upto Kashmir. Maharajah Ranjit
Sing11 of Lahore was also keeping his wistful gaze 011 the
Knngra Fort. Sansar Chand, in order to ward off the Gurkha
menace. appealed to Ranjit Sing11 for help. which the latter
was willing to render on conditiorr of getting the Kangra
Fort in return. This was nothing short of asking for one of
the eyes of Sansar Chand and he had to remain content with
the defence he himself could put u p against the Gurkhas.
The situation became desperate in no time and Sansar Chand,
pretending willingness to negotiate with Amar Sing11 Thapa,
put off the fury of the Gurkha General to some extent and,
in the meantime, after having placed his brother in charge of
the fort, came out of it in disguise to carry on negotiations
with Kanjit Singh. This time he agreed to cede the fort to
Ranjit Singh in lieu of his support in driving the Gurkhas
out of the Kangra Valley. In August, 1807, a cotnl)ined
attack from within and without the fort compelled Amar
Singh to raise the siege and fall back (August 24, 1807). This
was how the first attempt of Anlar Singh Thapa to take the
Kangra Fort miscarried. But he did not give u p the idea
of trying another chance.
About two years later Ranjit Singh and the British
signed the Treaty of Amritsar (1809) by which the former's
expansion towards east across the Sutlej was checked. T h e
second article of the Treaty provided that the "Rajalr shall
never maintain in the territory occupied by him and his
dependants on the left bank of the river Sutledge more troops
than are necessary for the internal duties of the t e r r i t ~ r v " . ~
As we have already seen, Amar Singh Thapa was on the
look out for an opportunity to attack the Kangra Fort again.
He entered into correspondence with the Rajah of Kullo
(Kahlur) and Mundee (a part of which fell on the east of
the Sutlej), who were inimically disposed towards Sansar
Chand.8 Ranji t Singh's jealous watch on Amar Singh's activities did not miss this intelligence. H e at once wrote to Lt.-Col.
David Ochterlony, the British army officer at Ludhiana, informing him of the intentions of Amar Singh. Ranjit Singh
also gave him a n idea of his own plan for checking the Gurkha
General. T h e route that Ranjit Singh intended to follow
was through his dependant territories on the east of the Sutlej.
10
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He alto desired L.t.-Col. Ochtei.lony to write to Amar Sin&
requesting him to rehain from :my attack upon K:lnjitps
tl-il~u
taries.'
1.t.-Col. Ochterlony read n double motive in Ranjit
Si~lgh'sletter requesting hinl to write to Amar Singh 'Tliay
to refrain from his con tern plated attelilpt. T h e motives, to
1,t.-Col. Ochterlony's mind, were as follows: first, it was to
s l l o ~the Gurkha General the interest and influence that
Rarljit Singh had with the English and thereby to impress
upon him the danger of the course lie was attempting to
follorv ; secondly, should Ochterlony's request bear fruit,
~vllichRnnjit Singh thought it would, then he would be in a
position to divert all his soldiers to the conquest of Multan
willlout having to keep a part of then1 to guard the hilly
fl-o~it
ier.l o Lt.-Col. David Ochterlony betrayed an unusual
anxiety at Ranjit Singh's plan of marching through his
dcpenclant territories east of the Sutlej and of usuing the
"Fcl-rie5 and Ghauts" which were uncler the "first range of
t h e high hills, and though occupied by Chiefs acknowledging
his authority and paying him tribute or service, are strictly
sl~eaking within the limits of the British protection"."
Lt.-Col. Ochterlony could not show that Ranjit Singh was
co~iternplatingto march through the territories not dependant
on him, yet he (Ochterlony) was anxious to prevent the Sikh
Raja11 from proceeding across the river Sutlej to the hilly
frontiers to check the progress of the Gurkhas. What really
perturbed David Ochterlony was his apprehension whether
establishment of Ranjit Singh's control over the hilly regions
then under the Gurkhas would not constitute any danger to
t l ~ cBritish interest.12 He, however, left the whole matter
for the Governor-General-in-Council to decide. H e wrote:
"All that I can say with any degree of confidence is that he
(Kanjit Singh) may cross from some of his recent conquests
or tributary states at a considerable distance from any place
that can be thought within the protected territory and immediately into the country (sic) which are tributary to or actuallv
in posss"sion of the Gorkha Force, and admitting his success
to I)c.;ls complete as he supposes, he might annex to his own
tcl.ritorv Busher, the twelve portions or Barra Tokmni, and
the nlhole country of Nahum Rajeh to the Jumna without
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in the least interfering with the Districts we have declared
L I I ~ ~ Lour
. ~ . protection, and the result would only be the real
or mmlinal, as circumstance might occur, authority of
Ranjert, instead of the actual present control of the Nepalese.
Mrllether this change, if actually effected, would be of any
detriment to the British interest is a question for the wisdom
of His Excellency-in-Council to decide".
T h e reply of the overn nor-~eneral-in-council to the
;11)ovecommunication of Lt.-Col. Och terlony was as interesting as comprehensive and did little credit to the latter's
understanding of the situation. T h e Supreme Government,
i l l their detailed instructions for the guidance of LA.-Col.
Ochterlony, explained everything in a fool-proof precise
manner. With regard to the general question whether or
not Rajah Ranjit Singh was at liberty to carry into effect his
declared designs against the Nepalese, the Governor-Generalin-Council observed that it was a question to which the
engagement subsisting between the British Government and
the Rajah had no reference and on "general principle Govcrnmerit ~vouldnot be disposed to exercise a power of restraint
over the project of Ranjeet Singh, not vested in it by the
terms of those engagements".'"
It was also made clear to Lt.-Col. Ochterlony that any
attempt to restrain Rajah Ranjit Singh from pursuing his
contemplated course would be tantamount to espousing the
cause of the Nepalese Government and would have a pi-cjudicial effect on the British relations with the Rajah and
involve the British Government "at least in a very embarrassing discussion, if not in actual hostilities and no adequate
cause exists to induce the British Government to expose
itself to the hazard of these difficulties or any sufficient motive
to warrant it's interference in the dispute between these
two independent powers".14
As to Lt.-Col. Ochterlony's contention that the first range
of the hills althongh occupied by Chiefs acknowledging Rajah
Ranj i t Singh's authority, "were strictly speaking within the
limits of the British protection",15 the Governor-General-inCouncil apprehended "this position to be incorrect".16 T h e
fact that the Chiefs were dependant on the Rajah contmdistinguished them from being under the protection of the
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Hritisll Governn~ent,which would unean tlepenclence upon
the British Govern~nent. Further, it was i~np~.essed
ul)on
L t.-Col. Ochterlony that the protection afforded to thc (:hi&
011 ~ l l eleft side of thc Sutlej was a protcctio~lagainst the
llort7erof Ranjit Singh and was "e~pli(~itly
dec1;lred to be
in the first article of the proclamation wlrich you (Ochterlo~~v)
issuetl in the year 1809 and consequently inapplicable to
Chiefs who are subject to his power and autllority in respect
of lands so situated"." He was also infornled that the British
Governnient was not entitled under the treaty to prohihit
Ranjit Singh from directing his troops through the territories
of his dependants on the east side of the Sutlej. The
Governor-General-in-Council even quoted Article 2 of the
Treaty of Anlritsar in order to show that it could not be
construed to mean any authority given to the British Government to prohibit Ranjit Singh from marching his troops
through the territories of his dependants against the Gurkhas.
In this way all possibilities of a conflict between the British
Government and Rajah Ranjit Singh, which might have been
of positive advantage to the Gurkhas, were avoided.
T h e Nepalese General Amar Singh Thapa, in spite of
his earnestness to take the Kangra Fort, had to give up the
idea. But a portion of the territories of Rajah Sansar Chand
of Nadaun remained under him and another under Rajah
Ranjit Singh. Sansar Chand could not reconcile himself to
the loss of so much territory and thought of requisitioning
British help to recover the loss. H e put himself in
correspondence with the Governor-General and as soon as
he was assured of the friendly disposition of the Company's
Government towards him he made a proposal to the
Governor-General soliciting him to affix his seal and signature to a paper which he himself had prepared and which
was enclosed in his letter. This paper contained a commitment that in case of any attack on his dominions by the
Nepalese, the British Government would render military
assistance to repel it. Further, he requested the GovernorGeneral to give him a promise that the British Government
would restore the places which had been wrested from him
by Rajah Ranjit Singh, when the former would conquer
the Punjab. Obviously, Sansar Chand took it for granted

that t l ~ c British Government was going to conquer the
purij;ib within a short time. But the Governor-General-inCou~lcil made it perfectly clear to him that relation of
arriity subsisted between the British Government and the
State of' Nepal, and would continue to subsist likewise in
future. I n the circumstances, the Governor-General-inCouncil could not bind himself to render military assistance
to Sarlsar Chand sllould the Nepal Government try to
occupy his territories. Sansar Chand was under the delusion that the earlier profession of friendliness by the British
Government was a good ground for expecting military assistance from them. T o remove .this, the Governor-Generalin-Council wrote as follows: "The proofs of friendship
towards a state are by no means confined to the measure of
assisting it i n its wars".18 As to the request for a promise
that the British Government would restore the territories of
Sansar Chand, seized by Ranjit Singh, it was made clear that
compliance with such a request would be "regarded by the
world as an intention on the part of the British Government
at some future time to carry its arms into the Punjab and
to subjugate the Sikh Chiefs"," and compliance with his
request to assist in repelling the Nepalese attacks 14~0uldbe
tantamount to a predetermination on the part of the British
Government to wage war with the State of Nepal."
T h u s the possibilities of any conflict between the
Nepal Government and the British were scrupulously
avoided by the Governor-General-in-Council. Neither the
anticipated conflict between Ranjit Singh and the Nepal
Government, nor the entreaties of Sansar Chand succeeded
in effecting any deviation in the policy of the British
Government towards Nepal. I t is interesting to note in
this connection that the Nepal Government, at a later
date, represented through their Vakeel Chandra Sekhar
Upadhyaya to Governor-General the possibility of extension of territories west of the Sutlej to their mutual benefit,
should the British and the Nepal Government combine in
this regard. This would lead to the occupation of territories
yielding revenues of crores of rupees and the Nepal Government offered to take only a fourth share of the same." But
this offer came more or less as a subterfuge to secure from
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the British Government concessions on the question of
territorial adj us trllent or1 Chanll~ararlalld Purrlea Llorders.
Needless to say, the proposal was not at :ill coilsiclerccl
the
British Government.

Sinlultaneously with the attempts a t expansion towards
the west the Nepal Govcrnnlent began puslliilg their
frorltier-s towards the south. 'Ihis led to a series of border
conflicts. Not that the Nepal Governnlent or their. officers
and subjects were always the aggressors. Encroachments
were also made by the officers and subjects of the British
Governnlent.
I n 1804, when the Palpa Rajah Prilhvipal Sein was
kept confined a t Katmandu, the Nepal Government began
occupying Butwal which comprised a part of the Palpa
dorl~inions. I n the meantime the Dewan of Prithvipal Sein
entered into an agreement with the British Government to
hold Butwal under the Palpa Rajah on payment of an
annual rent of Rs. 32,000/-. This was necessary as in 1801
the Nalvab Vizier of Oudh had transferred to the Company's
Government three provinces, known as the Ceded Provinces,
in liquidation of his arrears of payments due to the Company, Butwal and Sheoraj fell within the Ceded Provinces.
But the Nepal Government had long ago occupied Sheoraj
and had been gradually occupying Butwal as well. By 1805
they had occupied two-thirds of the latter district and the
whole of Palpa. Upon remonstrance from the British
Government the Nepal Government offered to Sir George
Barlow to hold the district of Butwal on payment of an
annual rent, but this proposal was rejected. Sir George
Barlow, however, agreed to relinquish the Company's right
on Sheoraj, since it was occupied by Nepal before 1801
when the provinces were ceded by the Nawab Vizier, and on
condition that the Nepal Government evacuated Butwal
forthwith. But this had no effect upon the Nepal Government. T h e subsequent preoccupations of the British Government allowed the matter to be left where it had been
in 1805. Further, friendly negotiations between the two

Governments during the two subsequent years showed no
resentment on the part of the British Governlncnt for the
Nepalese occupation of Butwal.
I n 1807 there was another encroachment by tlle Nepal
Government's officers ,at Morung. 'l71ley forcibly dispossessed
Doolar Singh Choudhuri, the Zamindar of Bhimnagar of
certain lands situated within the liinits of the C o ~ n p a n y ' ~
territories. T h e Magistrate of Purnca made representation
to the Nepalese oficers at Morung with no effect. Two years
were allowed to elapse without any settlement of the dispute
and during this period the Nepal Government maintained
their authority over the occupied lands. T h e relations
between the two Governments during this period were rilw
more or less cordial, as is evidenced by two letters written to
the Rajah by the Company.
I n one of these letters the Rajah of Nepal was requested
to issue necessary orders to the Subah (Governor) of Almora
not to oppose the procurement of fir trees from the Almora
forests by Mr. Rutherford, Superintendent of the Company's
factory at Cossipore (in Rohilkhand). T h e Rajah in his rcply
informed the Governor-General that necessary orders h a d
been given allowing the transportation of the fir trees already
cut for the Cossipore factory. H e also assured the GovernorGeneral that on the application of Mr. Rutherford the officers
of the Nepal Government would 'instantly furnish any
quantity which may be desired of the
I n the other
letter after a formal expression of friendly sentiments, the
Rajah of Nepal was informed that Mr. Rutherford had been
directed by the Company's Government to proceed, with the
permission of the Nepal Government, to the hills of Nepal
for the purpose of instructing the Nepalese people in the
improved method of tar extraction from fir trees, which was
not known to them. T h e Rajah was requested to issue
necessary orders to the officers of the Nepal Government to
extend Mr. Rutherford proper civility, respect and attention,
and to afford him protection and facilities during his journey.
I t was hoped by the Governor-General that the Nepal
Government would derive commercial advantage from t hc
success of R u therford mission.23 With this request also the
Rajah of Nepal fully complied and Mr. Rutherford was
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given every facility and encouragement to procure fir tinlber
and establish furnaces for the manufacture of taraZ4
Early in 1809, the British Governi~lenttook up the question of the outstanding border disputes and drew the attention of the Rajah of Nepal to their communication sent
through the Nepalese Vakeel Sheik Issrat IJllah in March,
1807, requesting the restoration of the few villages wllictl had
been forcibly occupied by the Nepalese officers at Morung
after dispossessing Doolar Singh Choudhuri. The lapse of
two yC;Irs was explained by saying that the British Government patiently awaited during this period the result of their
coilln~unicationof March, 1807.25 A force was also sent for
the purpose of placing those lands in possession of the
rightful owner, but with special injunctions to abstain from
hostilities unless opposed by the Nepalese troops. This
information was also communicated to the Rajah of Nepal.
At the same time the Governor-General suggested the institution of a regular enquiry in order to fix u p the boundary
in a "spirit of harmony and friendship" and through amicable discussions. T h e Rajah of Nepal was requested to
depute a respectable person to meet the officer of the British
Government sent to the border for the adjustment of the
boundary to mutual s a t i s f a c t i ~ n . ~T~ o back up by the
despatch of troops the demand of the British Government
for the restoration of the occupied villages in Bhimnagar
was hardly consistent with this appeal to the "spirit of
harmony and friendship". But the implied threat had the
desired effect. T h e Nepal Government sent a representative to settle the matter amicably with the officer deputed
by the British Government, and on the findings of the
enquiry the villages of Bhimnagar were restored to their
rightful owner.27
Soon, however, new complications arose. Early in 1811
the Nepalese officers erected a Ghurree (a military outpost)
in the Company's territory at Khyree (Kheri) and provided
it with armed men. Representations made by the local
authorities to the officers of Nepal in the area having proved
unavailing, the Agent to the Governor-General in charge
of the Ceded Provinces appealed to the Subah (Governor)
of Almora. T h e Agent, in his c o m m u n i c ~ t i ~ ts
n the
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Governor-General-in-Council, gave details of the incident
h u t suggested caution in view of the success of the Rutherford hlission for the extraction of tar from fir trees in Nepal.
He also thought it advisable to avoid any measure that was
likely to give offence to the Rajah of Nepal.2a The
Governor-General-in-Council approved of the suggestion of
the Agentsz9
But within a few months other complications arose.
The Rajah of Nepal made a complaint to the GovernorGeneral stating that on January 27, 1811, between the hours
nine and ten in the morning, Bir Kishore Singh, Zamindar
of Bettiah in the district of Saran, had sent to the Pergunnah
-of Routehat armed sepoys, numbering 1600, who fell upon
the said Pergunnah, killed Lochan Gir, Tehsilclar of the
place, Bhakta Ray, Bechoo Singh Zamindar, and nine sepoys
belonging to the Subah and carried off all properties and
T ~h e Rajah of Nepal
treasures of the Nepal G o ~ e r n m e n t . ~
also pointed out that it would not have been difficult for
him to mete out adequate punishment to Bir Kishore Singh,
but he refrained from that course, as friendly relations
subsisted between the two Governments and, more particularly, on the asssurance given by Mr. Hawkins, Magistrate
of Patna that Bir Kishore Singh would be punished by the
British G ~ v e r n m e n t . T
~h
~ e Rajah requested the GovernorGeneral in the name of friendship that had been subsisting
between the two states either to give Bir Kishore Singh the
punishment he deserved or to give him permission to punish
Bir Kishore himself for the outrageous act.32 In reply to
this letter, the Governor-General referred to the repeated
representations made by the Magistrate of Saran regarding
-the encroachments and aggressions of the Nepalese people.
Even on the 3rd of the following July another affray took
place and, it was pointed out b y the Governor-General, that
according to the Magistrate of Saran the Nepalese officers
and people were the aggressors on both these occasions.33
T h e Governor-General requested the Rajah to immediately
depute a well informed and respectable person to the frontier
to meet an officer of the British Government for the settlement of the rights of the two government^.^' T h e Rajah
of Nepal, however, wrote to say that if he had any intention

of encroaching upon the territories of the Company, lie
would not have appealed to the Conlpany's Governr~ielltfor
justice. He asserted that it was Rir Kisllore Singh who had
encroached upon the territories of the statc of Nepal. He
disavowed any intention on the part of the Govelnr~ientof
Nepal and its officers to encroach upon the rights of others.
The Rajah, however, agreed to the suggestion of the
Governor-General and deputed Kazee Kandil~Singh and
Sirdar Parasuram Thapa as well as Raghunath Pandit to
conduct the enquiry jointly with the representatives of tlle
British Government. He also proposed that a report slloultl
be drawn up by them and a copy of it should be sent under
their joint signatures to each Government for confinuat i ~ n . ~ ~
In a letter addressed to the Rajah of Nepal by the Company's Government, which was sent through Raj Kissen
Pandit, the Nepalese officers were called the aggressors in
both the affrays of the 27th June and 3rd July, 1811. T h e
Rajah of Nepal was a little annoyed at this repeated
allegations against his officers. He expressed his surprise at
the British Government's reliance on the unfounded representations made by Raja Bir Kishore to them36 and
emphatically charged the latter as the murderer of the
TehsiLdar of Routehat. I n fact, he did not mince words in
telling the Governor-General that the officers of the Nepal
Government had been for a long time putting u p with many
indignities from the subjects of the British Government,
only out of the consideration of harmony and friendship
that existed between the two governments. If the British
Government were disposed to friendship, the Nepal Government would certainly reciprocate ; but if the officers of the
British Government were out on all occasions to side with,
the aggressors, he warned that the friendship of the two
states would be at stake, and the Nepalese officers, on their
part, would remain firm on the territory belonging to the
Nepal Government and would not hesitate to punish the
aggressor. But at the same time he expressed his desire for
continued friendship with the British Government." In
disputes arising out of an undefined boundary in hilly
terrain, both sides had a natural tendency to support and
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stand by their respective officers and subjects ur.110 would
encroach upon the territories on the other side of the customary border. T h a t there was some truth in the a1leg:ition
of the Rajah against the officers of the British Govcr~~rllents
stationed at the bordering areas goes without aaying, alt liough
the Nepalese officers and subjects iverc Illore oi'tc~i the
agrressors.
Quite a number of border disputes arose on the frontiers
of Purnea, Saran, Gorakhpur, Bareilly etc. But those I-elating to Saran and Gorakhpur were intractnlde and had "in
fact been the proximate causes of the War (Gurkha \\':ir)"3~
l~etweerlthe British Government and Nepal. It is not the
purpose of this work to enter into any discussion on the
causes of the Anglo-Nepalese War (18 14-16) 1)ut in determining the relations between the two Govern~nentstill the
outbreak of hostilities, it will be in the fitness of things to
discuss a t some length how efforts were made to settle these
disputes and how their failure made war inevitable.
With regard to the dispute in which the Nepalese Sir bah
Lochan Gir was slain, the British Government deputed one
of their civil officers, Mr. Young, to the place where he was
met by his Nepalese counterpart for an on-the-spot enquiry
to ascertain the truth of the conflicting claims of the parties.
But after the investigation was agreed to and the deputation
had already been sent, the Nepalese officers suddenly seized
some more villages in the neighbourhood of the disputed
lands with regard to which there was an affray and S2t bah
Lochan Gir, Tehsilder of the area, lost his life. This fresh
incident was also made a subject of enquiry by the deplltation. T h e charge of aggression against the Nepalese related
to no less than 22 villages which the Nepal Govcrnlnent
clamied as part of the Pergunnah of Routehat which was
restored to them in 1783 by Warren Hastings. But on
enquiry it appeared that the villages belonged not to the
Pergunnah of Routehat but to the Pergunnah of Nunnore
which was not included i n the territories ceded by the
Company to Nepal in 1783. Each party claimed that the
result of the enquiry was favourable to it.39 But, 011 the
Company's side, a very forcefd argument was that tacit
acquiescence by the Nepal Government to leave the lands
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under the Company's possession for long thirty years ivas
tantamount to a waiver.40 It is needless to emphasise that
after a lapse of thirty years sudden o(.cupation of tlre lands
in question was a gross violation of the rules of good
neighbourliness.
However, nothing came out of the enquiry held by
Mr. Young concurrently with the Nepalese representatives,
and this necessitated the appointment of a new conlmission.
This was done at the request of the Rajah of Nepal. T h e
new commission was to decide the question of the boundary
disputes relating to Butwal and Sheoraj, in addition to that
of the 22 villages. Major Paris Bradsllaw was deputed b y
the Company's Government to meet the Nepalese Commissioner on the frontier. T h e first thing that Major Bradshaw
did was to insist upon the Nepal Governnlent's handing
over to him in trust the disputed 22 villages, to be held by
him till a decision about them was arrived at. However
extraordinary the demand of Major Bradshaw might have
been, the Nepal Government agreed to it at the request of
Guru R a j Kissen Pandit. T h e Nepal Government's compliance with the request of handing over the 22 disputed
villages to the British Commissioner could have been either
the result of fear or of over-confidence in the legitimacy of
their claim on them. T h a t there was no fear conlplex on
the part of the Nepal Government appears to be clear from
their subsequent action in forcibly reoccupying the villages.
T h e only construction that could possibly be put to the
conduct of the Nepal Government in handing over the disputed villages i n trust to Major Bradshaw 1uas their eagerness to see the dispute settled amicably and their sanguineness in the justice of their claim.
T h e subsequent proceedings of the boundary commission were, however, as desultory as they were unedi5ing.
T h e records show two different versions of the proceedings,
one British and the other Nepalese, each side accusillg the
other.
It appears from the letters of hlajor Bradsha\tr, the
Commissioner on the British side, that the Nepalese Commissioners adopted a shilly-shally attitude from the very
outset. They not only tried to avoid straight discussions

but failed to justify their claim to Sheor;ij or to the 22 dis.
puted vi1lages.l' When the result of the deliberations of
the Governor-General-in-Council, o n the basis of the infor.
mation supplied by Major Bradshaw, was conlniu~licated
to the Rajah of Nepal and the latter called upon to ncknowledge the right of the Coirlparly over the disputed lands and
to make then1 over to the Company's Governrnent without
delay, the Rajah of Nepal refused to comply. T h e GovernorGeneral-in-Council also let the Rajah know that the demand
of the Company's Government would be supported by arms,
if nece~sary."~
T h e allegation of the Nepalese Commissioners, as contained in a letter addressed by them" to Major Bradshaw,
referred to the latter's partiality towards the Company's
Zaminclars. I t was also alleged that Major Bradshaw did
not take into consideration the documents which were produced on behalf of the British Government during
Mr. Young's investigation, but put u p new documents
rejecting those submitted during Mr. Young's enquiry as
unauthentic and i n ~ a l i c l . " ~T h e y also alleged that Major
Bradshaw was very harsh in his manners and his dealings
with the accredited representatives of the Nepal Government left much to be desired. Needless to say, in the
circumstances the two sides could not see their way to a
fruitful discussion, far less to a reasonable solution of the
disputes. T h e Nepalese Commissioners left the frontiers
peremptorily asking Major Bradshaw to withdraw from the
22 villages which had been earlier handed over to him in
trust pending decision of the investigation.
During the course of the investigati~n,the Napalese
Guru Raj Kissen Pandit had hinted to the Munshi of
Bradshaw in a n unofficial capacity that should the Company
be willing to farm out the entire Terai to the Nepal GOVernment, the latter might consider handing over the disputed
territories to the Company's Government. T h e GovernorGeneral-in-Council considered this proposal as a virtual
confession on the part of the Nepalese Vakeel of the inability
of the Nepal Government to maintain their claim to Butwal
and Sheoraj and rejected it. T h e i r decision in this regard
was also influenced by two other important considerations:
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First, the experience they had had of the inefficacy of
forbearance and conciliation in producing a spirit of justice
and moderation on the part of the Nepalese, and secondly,
'the portion of Bootwul proposed by Icishsen Pundit to be
given u p to the Nipaulese' formed the 'best cultivated and
most populous' part of the territory.45
There was also a proposal froin the Nepalese Commissioners for the renewal of the former treaty (1801) as an
expression of the goodwill between the two states. But this
also did not find favour with the Governor-General-in-Council since it was considered to be 'entirely delusive' arld thus
inexpedient .46
T h e relation between the two states gradually
degenerated into one of open hostility. There can be little
doubt that the conduct of Major Bradshaw somewhat precipitated the issue. T h e Nepalese occupation of the 22 ivillages claiming them as a part of the Pergiinnah of Routehat
30 years after the latter had been occupied by the British was
tantamount to breach of faith particularly when an on-thespot enquiry into the incident arising out of Bir Kishore's
attack on Rbutehat in which Locl~anGir was murdered, was
in progress. Likewise, the British claim on Sheoraj which
had been occupied by the Nepal Government long before
1801 when the Nawab Vizier of Oudh ceded to the Company
the territory to which Sheoraj originally belonged, was no
more defensible than the Nepalese occupation of the 22 villages. Yet, when the number of aggressions across the
borders were concerned the balance was on Nepal's side.
What for their traditional suspicion in dealing with the
British and what for their desire to somehow extend their
frontier towards the south, the Nepal Government's dealings
with the British Commissioner had not been straight.
Earlier forbearance and moderation on the part of the British
Government were taken as signs of weakness or, at least, of
their reluctance to enter the fastnesses of the Himalayan hills.
T h e delusion of the impregnability of the Nepalese dominions and the invincibility of the Gurkhas emboldened the
Nepalese Government to adopt a policy of svstematic
encroachment4' upon the Company's territories. Admitting
that Rajah Bir Kishore of Bettiah encroached upon the terri-
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tories of Nepal the fact remains that not infrequently tile
Nepalese appeared to have been in the wrong. Attempts
at amicable settle~nentof the border disputes were also useless for want of any straight discussions between the two sides.
One thing is, however, certain, that in hortler. negotiations the British Government did not follow their policy of
moderation and forbearance which characterised their. earlier
relations with the Nepal Govern~nent. It will be evident
from the withdrawal of the offer made by Sir George Barlow
and later, by Lord Minto, to give u p Cornparry's clainl over
Sheoraj, should the Nepal Government agree to evacuate
Butwal. This offer was not renewed by the British Commissioners to their Nepalese counterpart. It is, however,
doubtful if such an offer would have influenced the policy
of the Nepal Government to any degree. For the time being
at least the warlike spirit was dominant in the court of Nepal
and the British Cavernnlent felt that the oId policy of forbearance and moderation would not respond to the new
situation.48
T h e stiffness of attitude of the Nepalese Government in
respect of the boundary disputes might have been, at least
to some extent, due to Amar Singh Thapa's confidence in the
supposed strength of the newly trained corps "which cost
him time, expense and trouble to organise after the manner
e
one attempt, at least to "vinof British S e p ~ y s " . ~ Vurged
dicate the character of the nation from what he termed pusil"He and his advocates represent
lanimous conces~ion".~~
peace as always to be had when asked for ; that if advantage
at first attend hostile measures on their part their strength
becomes ascertained, and that though ultimately obliged to
give u p the contested territory, yet the state would be more
powerful in proportion to the reputation it would derive
from the attempt. Many Sardars are summoned to give their
counsel on this oc~asion".~'That the sense of grievance was
not very strong in Nepal is clear enough from the discussion
held at the Nepal Durbar among the Ministers on the eve of
the Gurkha War. T h e Rajah of Nepal posed the question
of war before the Durbar when it became almost inevitable
and the discussions that followed showed two distinct
opinions, one in favour of war, the other against it. Although
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the war party influenced the decision of the Durbar, yet Raj
G i i r l ~Raghunath Pandit did not hesitate to point out tllat
"there was no injury done to Nepal that called for an appeal
to arms"." He also advised that half of the disputed lands
"should be ielinquished as a price of p e a ~ e " . ~ Y hdecision
e
to go to war on the boundary disputes was mainly due to
Bhiin Sen Thapa's confidence in the fighting strength of the.
Gurkhas. His speech before the Durbar resembled, within
srnaller li nlits, the Periclean speech before the Athenian
Ecclesia on the eve of the Peloponnesian War." What is
significant is that no positive complaint was made against
the English or their encroachment. In a Durbar where
opinions, both in favour and against war, were being expressed, those in favour of war would have certainly mentioned the injustice and wrong that the war was expected
to remove. O n the contrary, Raj Guru Raghunath Pandit
pointed out categorically that no injury to the Nepal Covernment had been done to justify an appeal to arms, and none
contradicted him. All this will give one the impression that
the Nepal Government-at
least those in charge of affairs
at that time-cared
more for maintaining hold on the
recently encroached territories than for the English friendship." From a letter intercepted b y the British it appears
that there was a secret arrangement with Rajah Ranjit Singh
of Lahore that if the Gurkhas would succeed against the
British upto a certain point, he would rise against the
B r i t i ~ h . This
~ ~ is also borne out by an intelligence received
by Mr. Edward Gardner, Resident at the Nepal Court immediately after the signing of the treaty of Sagauli. According
to this intelligence there was 'a good understanding between
this Durbar (Nepal) and those of Dowlut Rao Scindiah and
Ranjeet S i ~ ~ g h ' .T~h' e secret negotiations between the Nepal
Durbar and those of Ranjit Singh and Dowlat Rao, pnd certainly between Nepal and Lahore, must have been going on
even before the commencement of hostilities. All this will
explain the conduct of the Nepal Government in deciding
for an immediate show down with the English.
Lord Moira made last minute efforts to induce the Nepal
Government to agree to the Company's demand to evacuate
the disputed territories, but to no purpose : the war party
11
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the Nepal Durbar was in the ascendant and war became
ine~itable.~"T h e actual declaration of war was, however,
preceded by acts short of war or what may be called police
,I( tion. On the Nepal Governnlent's refusal to evacute the
tiisputed lands, an armed force was sent which brought the111
under the British occupation without any oppositiotl fronl
the Nepalese forces which cluietly withdrew, anci several
lmlice posts were established there. But the insalubriiy of
the hilly countries obliged the British Governrnerlt to withdraw the armed forces during the rains leaving the police
ebtablishnlents to maintain the British hold there. On the
r~iorningof the 29th May, 1814, the principal police establlshnlent in Butwal was attacked by a large body of the
Nepalese troops headed by an officer named Munraj Foujdar
drld the force stationed there was driven out with the loss of
18 rnen killed and 6 wounded. Among the killed was the
Duroga or the principal officer of the Butwal police station
who was murdered in cold blood in the presence of Munraj
Foirjdar although he had surrendered. Likewise, another
Thana, i.e., police station was attacked and destroyed. T h e
British Government, realising the impracticability of supporting the police stations during the rains by sending armed
forces, ordered the withdrawal of other Thanas. T h e Nepalese forces occupied the whole of the disputed territories in
the Terai. Action on the British side was delayed, however,
only till the next dry season. On the first of November, 1814,
war was declared after another attempt at peace by Lord
Moira.
T h e war terminated with the Peace of Sagauli signed
011 the 2nd December, 1815 and ratified in March, 1816,
which gave highly important advantages to the British
Government." T h e acquisition of the Kumaon Division
comprising Naini Tal, Almora and the Garhwal districts
uncler the terms of the treaty proved to be of great value.
T h e Dehra Dun district, in which later on the hill station
of Mussoorie was built, was also annexed. However, parts
of the existing Simla district were made over by the Nepal
Government to the British and an extensive tract of territories was ceded to the Rajah of Sikkim. With the cession
of these territories the boundaries between India and Nepal,
irl
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.as well as between Nepal and Sikkim became well defined60

ilnd the causes of border conflicts were eliminated. A British
Kesident had to be received at Katmandu, an arrangement
certainly more distasteful to the Nepalese than loss of territories. But this treaty ushered in an era of friendly relationstlip between India and Nepal which continues till now.
Needless to say, the customary trade relations between the
t ~ v ostates were gradually revived.
1 . Sect. C O I I ~April
.
26, 1804. No. 297, paras 22 and 24.
2. Sect. Cons. June 30, 1802. No. 45, para 3 ; Mr. Neave the MagisIrate oE Benares also'attributed Rani Tripura Sundari's return to her attempt
; ~ treinstatement of her husband Ran Bahadur to the musnad of Nepal.
3 . Sect. Cons. June 30. 1802. No. 5.
4. Sect. Cons. Decr. 20, 1814. No.. 3 ; also vide Balchandra Sharma :
,\'epalko Aitihasik R u p a Rekha (in Nepalese), pp. 247-48.
5 . Scct. Cons. June 30, 1802. No. 24, 43.
6. Balchandra Sharma : Nepalko Aithihashik Rupa-Rekha, p. 248.
7. Pol. Cons. Octr. 4, 1811. No. 19, para 6 ; also vide Atchison,
1'01. VIII (4th Edn.) ; Sinha, Ranjit Singlr, p. 31.
8. Pol. Cons. Octr. 4, 1811, No. 17, para 2.
9. Pol. Cons. Octr. 4, 1811, No. 17, para 7.
10. Pol. Cons. Octr. 4, 1811, No. 17, para. 7.
11. Pol. Cons. Decr. 4, 1811, No. 17.
12. Op. Cit.
13. Pol. Cons. Octr. 4, 1811, No. 19, para 2.
14. Op. Cit.
15. O p . Cit.
16. Op. Cit.
17. Op. Cit.
18. Pol. Cons. Septr. 13, 1811. No. 56.
19. O p Cit.
20. Op. Cit.
21. Chandra Sekhar Upadhyaya, the Nepalese Vakeel was instructed
to represent as follows: "Friendship has subsisted between the Nepal a n d
the British Governments for upwards of fifty years and this circunlstancc
has contributed greatly to the success of each. T h e Sutledge has hitherto
been he limit to the progress of the possessions of both states to the
westwards. If they were to unite they could with ease carry their arms
beyond that, by which the British Government might obtain possession of
territories yielding crores of rupees while the Gurkha Government would
be content with a fourth share. If the British Government should enter
into this project I am ready to set vigorously about the execution oE it.
I t is desirable that a mutual friendship should subsist between the two
states conducive to their mutual advantage. It is not only useless and
injurious to both to quarrel about a little bit of land. It is not my wish
to do so" (From the Rajah oE Nepal) H o m e Misc. Series, India Ofice
Records, Vol. 648, pp. 246-47.
22. Pol. Cons. Octr. 10, 1809. No. 47.
25. "As the best mode of extracting T a r from the Fir is unknown in
Nepal and as a considerable trade might be carried on in that valuable article
to the mutual advantage of both countries, I have directed Mr. Rutherford,
a gentleman of high respectibility to proceed with your permission, into
the hills of Nipaul for the express purpose of instructing the natives in
the improved mode of extracting T a r from the Fir, and in constructing

,)roper furnaces for carrying on the process". E ' L ~ I I I1l1e C ; ~ V ~ Y I I ~ ~ - ( ; ~ I ~ ~ P
to the Ncpal Rajah. Pol. Cons. April 10, 1809. No. 84.
24. Pol. Cons. April 26, 1811. No. 27, para 9.
25. "'rile British Governn~cr~tpatiently awaited the resulc 01 tllat
coll~~nur~ication
(March, 1807) for the evacuation oL' the usur ~ e dlalrcls for
he spacc of two years, when as your oficers still maintained t leir authority
in t h e ~ n ,it becaii~ethe duty of Govcrnn~enL to vi~lclicate its rights ar~tlto
restore to its subjccls l)ossessiol~of their properly" Pol. Cons. June 13, 1809,
No. 72.
26. Op. Cit.
27. Pol. C;ons. Decr. 5, 1809. No. 130, also vide Balchandra S l l a r ~ ~ l ; ~ :
Nc/)ulko Aitiltclsl~ik Hzlpa-Hekha, p . 251.
28. 1'01. (.:ens. April, 26, 1811. No. 27.
29. 1'01. Cons. April, 26, 1811. No. 50.
0
Pol. Cons. Novr. 8, 1811. No. 69.
31. Horue Misc. Series Z,ldia Ofice ltecords, Vol. 648, p. 235.
32. Pol. Cons. Novr. 8, 1811. No. 69.
33. "From tlie informalion received from that ohccr (blagistratc ut.
Saran) it seems that your (Nepal Rajah's) officers and the people were tlic
aggressors on both these occasions:', Pol. Cons. Novr. 8, 1811. No. 70.
34. Op. C:it.
35. Sect. Cons. March 13, 1812. No. 38.
36. "I an1 ~nucll surprised at the unfounded representation which
Rajah Beer Kishwur Sing11 has made to you. T h a t person like robbers
(sic) attacked and murtlered the Tehsildar Luchun Gir Soobah". Sect.
Cons. March 13, 1812. No. 39.
37. Sect. Cons. March 13, 1812. No. 39-"1
assure Your Excellency
the fact is that my ofhcers, on the strength of the long standing friendship.
and harmony subsisting bet\veen the two states, havc to this day borne
with many indignities from the subjects of the British Government. If
he British Government is disposed to Iriendship, there is no other disposition on the part of this Government. But if the officers of the British
Government are deter~llincci at all events to protect the aggressors, and
thus wish to make a breach in the ancient friendship betwcen tllc two
states, my officers on their part will remain firm on the territory belonging
lo (heir own government and inflict punishment to any encroacher".
38. Sect. Cons. Dccr. 20, 1814. No. 3.
39. ". . by the evidence taken by Mr. Young, which clearly estal)lishecl,
lhat the disputed lancls were situated in the T u p p a h of Nunnore, a portion of the pergunnah Simrawun which had been reserved by the Conlpany
at the time of the restitution of Routehat and remainder of Muckwanporem-Sect. Cons. Decr. 1814, No. 3.
40. "Mr. Young was afterwards seut to investigate the question res.
pecting these villages. By his enquiries the right of his Governmerir and
the aggressions of the Zamindar of Bittiah were Eully established". India
O f i c e Records, Horne A4isc. Sw., Vol. 648, p. 234.
41. Pol. Cons. April 30, 1813. Nos. 40, 50, 52 also Sect. Cons. Decr.
20, 1814. No. 3.
42. Pol. Cons. March 11, 1814, No. 29.
43. Sect. Cons. June 23, 1814. No. 20. T h e letter dated 1st April
1814 was written by the Nepalese Commissioners: Raghunath Pandit, Pran
Shah, Beer Bhunjan Pande and Parasuram Tliapa.
44. Sect. Cons. June. 23, 1814. No. 20: T h e Nepalese Commissioners wrote as follorvs "In order to prove the fact of the 22 villages
being comprehended within the T u p p a h of Nanour, you have adduced no
argument from documents which were produced on the part of your
Government in Mr. Young's investigation. But considering those documents as unauthentic and invalid you have sent new ones brought forward
by yourself. I t is clear from this that you are yourself aware that the
result of the former investigation proved the 22 villages to hc compre-
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hended within the T u p p a h of Rotyt'. Also vide India Ofice Records,
Hornv M i ~ c .Ser., Vol. 648, pp. 295-36.
45. "The Governor-General-in-Council is entirely satisfied of the
inexpediency of permitting the Nepalese to retain any portion of the land
to which the rights ol the Company ruay be established . . ." Sect. Cons.
June 18, 181.5, No. 23, paras 13-16.
46. Op. Cit. para 16.
47. Sect. Cons. March 4, 1814, Nos. 57-58, paras 4 & 9.
48. "The British Government has long borne the conduct of the
Nepalese C;overnment with unexampled patience, opposing to their violence,
insolence and rapacity, a course of procedure uniformly just and moderate.
But forbearance must have their limits and the British Government havin
been compelled to take u p armb in defence of its rights, its interests an
its h o ~ ~ o u. r. ." P(ir1iutrientary Pupers, House of Commons, Vol. X I ,
1817, p. 8.
49. Pol. Cons. April 22, 1814, No. 43, para 10.
50. Op. Cit.
51. Op. Cit.
52. Prinsep: Political and hlililaty Transactions in India, Vol. 1,
Appenrlix A-'Translation
of a copy of the written opinions of the Principal Gurkha Chicfs on the Queslion of Peace or War with thc British
Government' dated, 2nd April 1814, pp. 457-61.
53. Idem.
54. "The Chinese once made war, but were reduced to seek peace.
How then will the English be able to penetrate into the hills? Under
your auspices, we shall by our own. exertions be able to o p ose to them
a force of fifty-two lacks of men with which rue will expef them. T h e
small fort at Bharatpore was the work of man, yet the English being
worsted before it desisted from rhe attempt to conquer it ; our hills and
fastnesses are impregnable. I, therefore, recommend hostilities. We can
make peace afterwards on such terms as may suit our convenience"
Prinsep: Political and Military Transactions in India, Vol. I , AppendixA, pp. 458-59.
55. From a letter containing the written opinions of all the Nepalese
Chiefs which was sent to Amar Singh Thapa along with the instructions
for the deployment of soldiers, presumal~lyintercepted by the British, and
from Major Bradshaw's report dated the 8th April, 1814, more or less a
full narrative of the opinions expressed in the Nepal Durbar on the question of peace or war may be found. Vide Prinsep: Political and Militat?i
Transactions in India, Vol. I , Appendix-A,
pp. 457-61 ; Pol. Cons. April
22, 1814. No. 43.
56. "If I succeed against General Ochterlony, and Runjoor Singh
with Juspao Thapa and his officers prevail at Jythuk, Ranjeet Singh will
rise against the enemy. I n conjunction with the Seikhs (Sikhs) my army
will make a descent into the plains . . . . Fear nothing even though the
Seihhs should not join us."
Amar Singh Thapa's letter to Rajah of
Nepal, dated March 2, 1815. This letter was intercepted I)y the British.
Transactions in India. Vol. I ,
Vide Prinsep: Political and Milita?
Appendix-B,
pp. 465-66.
57. Sect. Cons. Nov. 2, 1816, No. 13 ; Sect. Cons. Sept. 7, 1816, No. 16.
58. Pol. Cons. March 11, 1814, No. 29.
59. Treaty oE Peace between the E. I. Co. & Maharaj:ih Bikram Shah
of Nepal: Art. 2. "Rajah of Nipal renounces all clainl to the lands
which were the subject of discussion between the two states before the war,
and acknowledges the right of the Hon'ble Company to the sovereignty
of those lands".
Atchi~on: Treaties, Engagemet~tsand Sunnr~ds, Vol. 11, pp. 110-12.
N o . XXV.
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60. B article 3 of the treaty of Sagauli the boundary bclwccl~ tile
two states Lecarne well defined as the Ne a1 Government ceded tllr lullowing territories bounded by rivers and hi1 s on the n o r t l l c r ~ boltlc~
~
ot the
Company's territories. "(a) 'The whole of the low lands bc~cvcel~the
rivers Kali and Rapti', (b) whole of the low lands (with the exception of
Butwal Khas) lying between the Rapti and the Gunduck', (c) "I lie whole
of the low lands between the Gunduck arid Llie Coosah (Kosi)', (tl) 'All the
low lands between the river Mitchee and I'cestah', (e) 'All the territories
within the liills eastwards of the river Mitchee including the lort ant1 lal~dsoi
Nagree and the pass of Nagarcote, leading from the Morung into ( h e hills
together with territory lying between that pass arid Nagree"'
lbitl ; also
Prinsep: Political und Military Transactions in India, Vol. I , Apl~endix--C,
p. 473.

7

APPENDIX A

CULTURAL RELA-TIONSHIP BErI'\WEEN NEPAL
AND T H E COMPANY'S TERRITORIES
T h e Gurkha ruling house traces its origin to the 111dian
Rajputs. During the period covered by this work, there is at
least one instance of a Gurkha Rajah-Pri thvi Narayan Shah
-marrying a Kajpu t princess. Prithvi Narayan Shah niarried
the daughter of Abhiman Singh, a Rajput Chief of Benalca,
who procured ammunition for his son-in-law when the latter

was defeated in the siege of Navakote.' Pilgrimages to
Benares, Rajput marriages etc. were certainly helpful in the
spread of cultural influences from the Company's territories

to Nepal. One significant instance is tlir i~doptionof purely
English dress by Prinie Minister Uhi~llSell 'l'h;kp:i. US^ Of
Broad Cloth and various articles of Eurol,c;~n ~ n ; ~ n'ucture
f-l
also points to the gradu:il acquisition of Euir)peall tastes,
although to a limited extent, by the Nepalese during tllis
period.
T h e present discussion will not perhaps be complete
without a reference to the Capuchin mission;~ries in Nepal.
T h e Newar Kings of Katrnandu were liberal in their outlook
and permitted the missionaries to establish the first rnonnstery
in Kat~nancluin 1713. But the deternlined opposition of the
Nepalese Brahmins co~npelledthe nlission to withdraw to
Bhatgong, a Inore hospitable place for nlissionary ~voi-k.But
the sacrifice and sufferings of Horace d e Yenila, 1\1lio \ V ~ S
appointed the Prefect of Nepal Mission, succeeded in inducing the Rajah of Katmandu to permit the Capuchins to return
to the city and preach the Gospel. At Bha tgong as well, Rajah
Ranjit Malln permitted d e Recanti to 'preach, teach and convert to their religion' the natives 'without violence, and of a
pure and free will' and the necessary snnad was issued (1710).
Rajah Jayprakash of Katmandu also issued similar sanad to
the missionaries in 1742 and made them a gift of a 'beautiful
quadrangular mansion in an unoccupied spot' in Katmandu.
This grant was followecl by another in 1754. T h e missionaries
succeeded in proselytising some of the natives both at
I<atmandu and Bhatgong. But with the Gurkha conquest
of the Katmandu Valley the situation took a turn for the
worse for the missionaries. Originally, Prithvi Narayan'
Shah had reasons to be grateful to the missionaries, one
of whom-Michael Angelo-had cured his brother Swarup
RatBn of a bad wound which he had received in the
siege of Kirtipur. But during the investment of the
Katmandu Valley, when Jayprakash was sending repeated
requests to the English for military assistance, the Capuchin
missionaries also confirmed the seriousness of the situation in reply to the enquiries made by Capt. Kinloch.'
All this did not miss the alert ears of Prithvi Narayan Shah
and he began to suspect the missionaries of political intriguing and peremptorily ordered them to leave Nepal with
their converts soon after he had succeeded in storming

Katrllandu and Bhatgong in 1768. T h e Capuchin Fathers
ivithdrew to the Mission Home of Bettiah where they waited
long in the hope of returning to Nepal at some favourable
turn of events, which, however, did not take place. 'T'he
Gurkha suspicion of the n~issionariesis reflected in a saving
current in Nepal: 'With the Bible collies the bayonet ; ivith
the rrlissionaries comes the musket.' No wonder, Nepal has
remained closed to the missionary enterprise ever since.
I t will be evident from this survey that during the period
under review, systematic atteilipts were made by the British
to establish commercial and diplomatic relationship with
Nepal. Christian missionaries also tried to set up missions
with a view to converting the native population. But the
traditional and determined exclusiveness of the Nepalese
Government and the people did not relax on any front in
any appreciable measure. T h e endeavours of the 'British to
woo Nepal during this period bear a remarkable resemblance
to the attempts made by the West to lift the veil of China
and Japan during the last quarter of the eighteenth and first
half of the nineteenth centuries.
1 . Ante, p. 14.
2. Letters from Mr. Rumbold to Sel. Corn., vide Sel. Corn. P r . . J a n . 12,
1768 ; also vide 'Missionary Pioneers in the Himalayas', Raichoudl~ury,
The Statesman, Calcutta Edn., August 24, 1930.

GAJlCAJ MISKA
Like all devout Hindu families, the Nepalese Royal
house had been very much devoted to its Guru, that is, the
Spiritual Guide. Gajraj Misra was the Kaj-Guru of the
Nepalese royal house. He was a illan of some learning and
much intelligence. He would often visit Benares, one of
the most sacred places of Hindu pilgrimage. It was fortunate
for the Company's Government to have come across such a
person who, besides his learning and intelligence, was a man
of great practical abilities and held a decisive influence upon
the Nepal Administration. During the whole period of the
Anglo-Nepalese relations covered by the foregoing chapters,
the one Nepalese who had been consistently friendly to the
British was Guru Gajraj Misra. He had a special knack of
handling delicate situations with success, so far as the relationship between the Company and the Nepal Government
was concerned. At times he ran grave personal risks for his
attachment to the British cause.
T h e Anglo-Nepalese Commercial Treaty of 1792 was,
to a large extent, the result of the exertions of the Guru and,
ever since, his good offices were requisitioned by the Company's Government in straightening out difficulties that arose
between themselves and the Nepal Administration.
When Capt. Kirkpatrick was about to set out for
Katmandu, and the Rajah of Nepal in a communication to
the Governor-General, desired him not to proceed, it was
through the efforts of Gajraj Misra that the suspicion and
hesitancy on the part of the Nepal Government in admitting
an Englishman were allayed and the objection vacated. In
a similar situation, when Maulvi Abdul Qadir Khan was
asked not to proceed to Nepal with the merchandise, Guru
Gajraj played his usual part and convinced the Nepal
Government of the friendly intentions of the British in
sending the Maulvi. T h e Nepal Government were convinced
and permission for Maulvi's visit was granted.

When Ran Bahadur Shah took shelter in Benares and
the Company's Government saw a fresh opljortunity of the
revival of cornnlercial relation with Nepal, the Treaty of
1792 having failed to achieve anything, Gajraj hlikra's
good oficcs were requisitioned. Siiiiul taneous negotiations
between the Company and Ran Bahadul- Shah, on thc one
hand, anti the former and tlie actual C;overnment of Xepal,
on the other, placed Gajraj Misra in an unoviable position. H e carried on negotiations f o r a treaty 1,etivecil the
Corri~~any
and the actual Government in Nepal and, at the
sanle time, as the royal Guru he had to con\,ey the proposals
of Ran Bahadur Shah to the Nepal Government for his
restoration. Such attempts at pleasing liiore than one god
at a time led to serious misunderstanding a i d Capt. Knox
began suspecting him of double dealing whereas Ran
Bahadur thought him to be a deceitful pel-son "interested
in the prosperity of the English" and out to "deceive" the
Nepalese. There was a time when Gajraj hfisra had to be
kept under the protective vigilance of the Company's police
against the suspected conspiracy of Ran Bahadur to take
his life. Ran Bahadur craftily warned the actual Government in Nepal against trusting Gajraj Misra. All this made
the task of Gajraj very difficult, no doubt, but he ultimately
came out successful and the Treaty of 1801 was signed on
the terms proposed by the Company's Government. Capt.
Knox had also to revise his opinion about Guru Gajraj
Misra who proved himself demonstratively to be a sincere
friend of the British.
Even when Capt. Knox had been installed as the
British Resident at Katmandu, according to the terms of
the Treaty of 1801, the Nepalese Durbar could not get over
their misgivings and suspicions about the real intentions of
the British Residency, Gajraj Misra spared no pains to
allay the suspicion of the Nepal Durbar and to advise the
ministers of the Rajah honestly and judiciously. Whenever
there arose any misunderstanding o n the part of the Nepal
Government about the intentions of the Company, he tried
his utmost to remove it. His constant touch with the
Company's Government gave him an idea of the power of
the British and he, in his own way, tried his utmost to help

the Nepal Government understand where their interest lay,
Clever Guru Gajraj realised that the powcr of tlie British
Government was too strong for Nepal to rcsist, should the
former try force. H e did his best to impress this fact upon
the Nepal G0vernment.l
Although at tiines G u r u Gajraj's over-doing and over.
confidence in his own power and inf oerrre over the Nepal
Government placed him into c ~ bai-rassing
n
situa tiouc, yet
there could hardly be any doubt about his sincerity in trying
to develop a friendly relationship between the two states.
T h e usefulness of a person of his type can easily be understood when we remember the ceaseless conflict that went on
between the British Government and Nepal since the
restoration of R a n Bahadur Shah, culminating in the AngloNepalese War (1 8 14-16). Upon R a n Bahadur's restoration
Gajraj Misra lost his former influence with the Nepal
Government since R a n Rahadur regarded him as his
enemy. O n e might very well say that had there been
Gajraj Misra to settle the border disputes between the two
states, there might not have been any need for an appeal
to arms. T h e Nepal Government realised the usefulness
of Gajraj Misra rather too late and it was only when there
was the need for negotiating the peace treaty with the
British that Gajraj Misra's services were again requisitioned.
I t is necessary to refer to what Capt. Knox wrote to
the Company about the services of Gajraj Misra: "His
ser~~ices
have been faithful, his zeal undiminished and his
sentiments in favour of the British cause ~ n a l t e r a b l e . " ~By
espousing the British cause Gajraj Misra had drawn upon
himself the wrath of the Nepal Government, and this was
responsible for the resumption of his Jageer by the latter.
But he,never mentioned all this to Capt. Knox or to anybody else. But, in spite of the silence of the Guru on his
loss, Capt. Knox came to learn of it and he wrote upon the
subject to the Governor-General: "He has made no representation to me of the personal loss he has lately sustained
by espousing the British interests, but justice requires to
state that I have understood from different quarters that his
losses have been considerable. T h e Ingeer assigned to him
as Gooroo and minister of the Nepal Government has been

re-assumed since his departure fro111 that country, and on
the return of Ran Hahadur will very probably be bestowed
on his (Run Bahadur's) present favourite Rughnath Pundit,
a man represented to possess \vorthless character. I n addition to this the Nepal Government is indebted to him for
pecuniary obligations which it will be out of his power to
recover under the authority of R u n B a h a d ~ r " . ~Kecords
do not show any attempt made by the Company's Government to indemnify such an unfailing and faithfil friend of
the British, except the payment of three thousand rupees
on a previous occasion. But it will not l>e unreasonable to
suppose that the British Government n ~ u s thave borne the
expenses of his journeys on business of the British Government themselves, and that his labour was adequately paid
for. At least, records do not indicate any conlplaint on the
part of the Guru on this subject.
1 . Sect. Cons., June 30. 1802, No. 45 ;
2. Sect. (ions., July 18, 1805, No. 42.
3 . Sect. Cons., July 18, 1805, No. 42.
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